MEMORANDUM
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE AGENCY
PLANNING SERVICES DIVISION
County of Placer

TO:

Board of Supervisors

DATE: January 26, 2021

FROM:

Steve Pedretti, Agency Director

BY:

Nick Trifiro, Senior Planner

SUBJECT:

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan - Mason Trails
Rezone, Development Agreement, Administrative Modification and Vesting Tentative
Subdivision Map (PLN19-00077)
Previously Certified Final Environmental Impact Report
CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 (Streamlined CEQA Review) and CEQA Guidelines Section
15182 (Exemption)

ACTION REQUESTED
1. Conduct a public hearing to consider a recommendation from the Placer County Planning Commission
for approval of the following:
a. Determine that the Mason Trails project, consisting of a Rezone, Administrative Modification,
Development Agreement, and a Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map, is exempt from CEQA pursuant
to CEQA Guidelines sections 15182 and 15183, on the basis that it is consistent with the previously
adopted Riolo Vineyards Specific Plan Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR), the 2012
Addendum to the FEIR, the 2015 Addendum to the FEIR and the amended 2015 Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program;
b. Adopt an Ordinance to Rezone the Mason Trails Project site;
c. Adopt an Ordinance approving the Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and
JEN California 8, LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific
Plan, Mason Trails Subdivision;
d. Approve the Riolo Vineyards Mason Trails property Administrative Modification to change the land
use designation for the Lot H area (north portion of the proposed Mason Trails Subdivision) and Lot
F (area west of existing pond) from Low Density Residential to Open Space, increase the Park site
(Lot E) from 1.9 to 2.8 acres, and retain the existing pond which the approved RVSP indicated would
be filled; and
e. Approve the Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map.
PROPOSAL
The applicant, Anton Garcia, on behalf of JEN California 8, LLC, requests approval of the proposed Mason
Trails project, including the following: 1) a Rezone of Assessor Parcel Number 023-221-005-000 from RSAG-B-20-DR PD=2 (Residential Single-Family, Agriculture, Combining Minimum Building Site of 20,000
Square Feet, combining Development Reserve, combining Planned Residential Development with a
maximum of 2 residences per acre) to SPL-RVSP (Specific Plan – Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan); 2) a
Development Agreement; 3) an Administrative Modification to change the land use designation for the Lot
H area (north portion of the proposed Mason Trails Subdivision) and Lot F (area west of existing pond) from
Low Density Residential to Open Space, increase the Park site (Lot E) from 1.9 to 2.8 acres, and retain the
existing pond which the approved RVSP indicated would be filled; and 4) a Vesting Tentative Subdivision
Map that will create 178 lots including 170 Low Density Residential lots, one Neighborhood Park lot that
would expand Park 3 in Glen Willow subdivision by 2.8 acres, two Open Space lots consisting of 20.9 acres,
and five landscape corridor lots totaling 2.4 acres. Both on and off-site infrastructure such as roadway, utility,
grading, and drainage improvements will also be developed.
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BACKGROUND
The RVSP is an approved specific plan which includes a residential community with open-space, recreational,
and commercial components, and encompasses approximately 525 acres. The approved Project includes a
total of 933 residential units consisting of low-density, medium-density as well as rural and agricultural
residences. The RVSP was originally approved and the RVSP Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR),
California Environmental Quality Act Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations, and
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) were certified by the Placer County Board of Supervisors
in May 2009. As approved by the County, the RVSP also included amendments to the Placer County General
Plan and Dry Creek/West Placer Community Plan, a Rezone of a portion of the project area to the Riolo
Vineyard Specific Plan (RVSP), approval of a Development Agreement, approval of Large-Lot and Small-Lot
Vesting Tentative Subdivision Maps, and Development Standards and Design Guidelines. In association with
these actions, the Board also accepted the Public Facilities Financing Plan and the Urban Services Plan
prepared for the project for the development of up to 933 residential units and associated commercial land use,
open space and recreational facilities within the 525-acre project area.
The RVSP includes three major phases (Phases 1, 2, and 3) of development as well as other properties
(Frisvold, Lund, and Elliott) yet to be developed. Phase 1 (Mariposa), which was approved by the Planning
Commission on December 16, 2010, is currently under construction and includes 107 single family
residential lots. Phase 2 (Glen Willow), which was approved by the Planning Commission on July 12, 2018,
is currently under construction and includes 177 single family residential lots. The Phase 3 (Silver Sage)
subdivision and adjacent Frisvold subdivision are currently under staff review. The Mason Trails subdivision,
which is the current proposal discussed in this report, will be located on the Elliott property (Mason Trails
property). This property is in the eastern portion of the RVSP area, north of PFE Road, and south of Dry Creek.
SITE CHARACTERISTICS
The Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map is located within the eastern portion of the RVSP Area,
which is currently rural in character. The site is bounded on the north by Dry Creek and on the south by PFE
Road. The majority of the site was formerly used for irrigated agriculture and is comprised of annual
grassland habitat on gentle to moderately sloping terrain. A man-made pond is located in the eastern portion
of the property and is surrounded by a small oak woodland. Denser growth occurs along the northern
boundary adjacent to Dry Creek. On-site development is limited to an existing mobile home and two small
sheds within the southern portion of the site adjacent to PFE Road.
EXISTING LAND USE AND ZONING
Location

Existing / Proposed Conditions
and Improvements

Zoning

Site

RS-AG-B-20-DR PD=2 (Residential SingleFamily, combining Agriculture, combining
Minimum Building Site of 20,000 Square Feet,
combining Development Reserve, combining
Planned Residential Development with a
maximum of 2 residences per acre)

Existing mobile home (to be
demolished) and vacant property.
Future Single Family Residential, Park,
and Open Space uses.

North

Specific Plan – Placer Vineyards Specific Plan,
(SPL-PVSP)

Main Stem of Dry Creek, Riparian
Corridor, residential subdivision.
Future phase of PVSP development.

South

RS-AG-B-20 (Residential Single-Family,
combining Agriculture, combining Minimum
Building Site of 20,000 Square Feet), O PD=2
(Open Space, combining Planned Residential
Development with a maximum of 2 residences
per acre)

Vacant Property and School (Wilson
C. Riles Middle School)
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East

Specific Plan – Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
(SPL-RVSP)

Vacant property, Riolo Vineyard
Phase 1 (Mariposa) residential
subdivision under construction.

West

Specific Plan – Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
(SPL-RVSP)

Future Riolo Vineyard Phase 2 (Glen
Willow) residential subdivision to be
constructed.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Rezone
In 2015, the RVSP approval included a rezone of six parcels (approximately 315 acres) of the 14 parcels
that were owned by HBT of Riolo Vineyards, LLC to SPL-RVSP. At the time the remaining parcels, which
were under different ownership, retained their current zoning. This included the Mason Trails property which
is currently zoned RS-AG-B-20-DR PD=2 (Residential Single-Family, Agriculture, combining Minimum
Building Site of 20,000 Square Feet, combining Development Reserve, combining Planned Residential
Development with a maximum of 2 residences per acre). Accordingly, the proposed project would require a
Rezone to change the site’s zoning designation to SPL-RVSP to bring the site into conformance with the
RVSP (Figure 1 below).

Figure 1 – Proposed Rezone
Administrative Modification
The proposed project would include an Administrative Modification to preserve the northern 20.9-acre Lot H
portion of the site as Open Space and increase the Lot E portion of the site designated for a Park site from
1.9 acres to 2.8 acres (Figure 2). As a result of the proposed changes, the total amount of area designated
Low Density Residential would decrease from 74.2 acres to 53.8 acres. Attachment D provides a summary
of the land use changes proposed as part of the Administrative Modification. The proposed on-site park area
would be contiguous with the planned park area within the Glen Willow subdivision to the west. The
Administrative Modification also addresses retaining the existing pond which the approved RVSP indicated
would be filled. The pond would remain for open space and stormwater drainage purposes.
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Figure 2 – Administrative Modification Exhibit
Small Lot Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map
The applicant requests approval of a Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map for the Mason Trails development
of the RVSP. The proposed tentative subdivision map will be located in the eastern portion of the RVSP
area on APN 023-221-005-000. The proposed tentative map would create 178 lots, including 170 Low
Density Residential lots, one Neighborhood Park lot that would expand Park 3 in Glen Willow subdivision by
2.8 acres, two Open Space lots totaling 20.9 acres, and five landscape corridor lots totaling 2.4 acres. Both
on and off-site infrastructure such as roadways, utility, grading, and drainage improvements will also be
developed.
The northern and eastern portions of the property consisting of Lots H and F comprise approximately 21
acres and will be designated for Open Space use. Lot H is primarily within the 100-year floodplain of Dry
Creek and will include a Class 1 trail (pedestrians and nonmotorized vehicles only) that will also serve as a
utility access road providing connections to the residential development proposed for the property’s southern
portion and the proposed park expansion to the west, which will provide an additional athletic field and
parking for the planned Park 3 in the approved Glen Willow subdivision. Lot F would contain the portion of
the existing pond that lies within the project site, as well as a new pedestrian trail meandering around the
pond and connecting the proposed residential uses to the Lot H open space to the north. Landscaping with
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drought tolerant plantings and temporary irrigation is proposed within Lot F. An interior greenbelt with
pedestrian pathway is proposed to bisect the residential portion of the development and provide an
additional connection to the Class 1 trail.
Access and Circulation
The planned roadway network of the RVSP would provide for the interior and exterior circulation at the
proposed Mason Trails project site. Internally, the circulation system would consist of streets within a
hierarchical roadway system to distribute vehicular traffic through the proposed Mason Trails Subdivision.
Direct access to the subdivision from PFE Road would be provided by the adjacent Glen Willow subdivision
to the west, if it has been constructed at the time that the project is implemented, or through construction of
a segment of Glen Willow’s Mason Trails Street as an offsite entry street that would connect to K Street in
the Mason Trails Subdivision. In addition to this access point, up to five other ingress/egress points would
be provided including: A Street and Tiller Way on the west side of the development via Mason Trails Street
(if the Glen Willow subdivision is constructed), and at Tiller Way, I Street, and M Street on the east side
connecting to the Mariposa development, which is presently under construction. Road improvements will be
as follows (refer to Sheet 2 of the Tentative Map, Attachment E for roadway cross sections):
• PFE Road (4 lanes ultimate buildout) - A 6-foot masonry sound wall will be constructed within a 40-foot
common area landscape lot, Lot G. The street landscape corridor will consist of a Class 1 meandering
walking path with landscaping. The ultimate street improvements will consist of four 11-foot travel lanes
and a paved median. Interim roadway improvements will be constructed to include the required ultimate
half section as measured from the existing centerline plus the required dedicated left turn and right turn
lanes into Mason Trails Street, if not previously constructed by the Glen Willow subdivision.
• Mason Trails Street (2 lanes) – Mason Trails Street is the Entry Street providing main access to the
Glen Willow subdivision. Roadside improvements will consist of a nine foot wide landscape strip that
includes a four foot wide separated concrete sidewalk in a pedestrian easement. Roadway
improvements will consist of two 15 foot travel lanes with seven foot bike lanes and a 14 foot wide
landscape median. No on-street parking is provided. If the Glen Willow subdivision is not constructed,
the Mason Trails project will construct a segment of this street as an offsite entry street to access the
Mason Trails subdivision from PFE Road.
• Tiller Way – Tiller Way is a Primary Residential street that will be constructed in accordance with the
RVSP. Roadside improvements will consist of a nine foot wide landscape strip that includes a four foot
wide separated concrete sidewalk in a pedestrian easement. Roadway improvements will consist of
two 12 foot travel lanes with five foot bike lanes and nine foot parking/shoulders (including rolled curbs).
• Local Residential Streets will be constructed in accordance with the RVSP and roadside improvements
will consist of four foot separated concrete sidewalks with nine foot landscape strips. Roadway
improvements will consist of two 18 foot travel lanes that allow for on street parking on either side.
The project will contain roundabouts at the intersections of Mason Trails Street and K Street, and Mason
Trails Street and Tiller Way to promote traffic calming unless previously constructed by the Glen Willow
subdivision.
Offsite Roadway Improvements
Implementation of the Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map requires construction of one-half of
the ultimate 64 foot PFE Road frontage improvements. In the event that the Glen Willow subdivision project
has not been constructed prior to development of the Mason Trails Project, the Mason Trails project would
also be required to construct the full intersection of Mason Trails Street and PFE Road, including the required
east bound left turn pocket and west bound right turn pocket and tapers to transition back to the existing
PFE road section, as well as the construction of a segment of Mason Trails Street from the PFE intersection
to K street, including the roundabout. The project applicant is required to acquire all offsite easements
necessary to support the required improvements.
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Water Supply
Infrastructure to convey potable water will be constructed offsite to connect to the existing Cal Am Services
water supply line in PFE Road. The existing California American Water (Cal Am) water tank located east of
Walerga Road and north of PFE Road will serve not only this property but the entire Specific Plan Area as
well. In addition, Cal Am has provided a Water Supply Verification that determined sufficient water supply
will be available for long-term use.
Wastewater
The Mason Trails Subdivision will have two sewer sheds. A total of 57 lots will flow to the east and tie into
the Mariposa development. The remaining 113 lots will flow to the north and tie into an offsite gravity sewer
line that flows to the CFD #1 lift station located east of Dry Creek Community Park. Infrastructure to convey
wastewater for the 170 lots will be constructed to connect to the Dry Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant
located in the City of Roseville. Two sewer alignments are under consideration: Alternative A and Alternative
B. Both alignments would route wastewater from the project site through a new eight-inch sewer line
northward to a new sewer manhole. The preferred Alternative A alignment would be located 30 to 50 feet
south of the northern boundary of the Lund property (located east of the Mason Trails property) and is
located outside of the primary Dry Creek riparian area. The proposed project would include the construction
of a new Class 1 trail/utility access road that would follow the path of the Alternative A alignment. Off-site
sewer and trail easements would be required for this alternative. The Alternative B alignment would be
located along the north side of the Glen Willow Dry Creek Class 1 Trail travelling from west to east towards
Walerga Road. Both Alternative A and B would tie into the existing gravity sewer pipe that connects to the
CFD 1 Lift Station as shown on Tentative Map Sheet 4(Attachment E). As part of the proposed project, the
CFD 1 sewer lift station emergency storage facility will need to be expanded to accommodate the proposed
project’s wastewater. This will involve constructing an additional emergency storage tank adjacent to the lift
station.
Storm Drainage
The RVSP Drainage Master Plan has been developed for the entire RVSP, which includes a series of
drainage improvements that will be constructed to convey and treat stormwater. Stormwater from this project
will be conveyed predominately via underground pipes and bioswales. The project will collect runoff within
roadway drainage systems that will discharge into engineered bioswales before releasing into existing
channels that drain towards the main stem of Dry Creek. Tentative Map Sheet 3, Attachment E, provides
site specific drainage plans for this subdivision.
Utilities
Improvements to existing dry utilities including natural gas, electric, and communications will be constructed
concurrent with project buildout. Natural gas will be provided by Pacific Gas & Electric Company. Natural
gas service will be extended to the project area from nearby existing facilities. SMUD will provide electric
service to the project area. Consolidated Communications, ATT, Comcast, or a competitive provider will
provide telephone services to the project. Comcast will serve the project area with a network of fiber lines,
which extend from existing facilities. Each lot within the project area will be wired for a high-speed internet
connection.
Solid Waste Disposal
The proposed project will generate short-term construction debris and long-term residential solid waste.
These materials will be collected by a private collection firm and transported to the Western Placer Waste
Management Authority for recycling, recovery and disposal.
Development Agreement
To strengthen the public planning process, encourage private participation in comprehensive planning and
reduce the economic risk of development, the Legislature of the State of California adopted Section 65864,
et. seq., of the Government Code (the “Development Agreement Statute”), which authorizes the County of
Placer and an applicant for a development project to enter into a development agreement, establishing
certain development rights in the Property which is the subject of the development project application.
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Placer County Code Sections 15.20 and 17.58.210 codify the County process for review and approval of
development agreements.
The following are highlights of the Mason Trails Development Agreement, which is included with this report
as Attachment C.
Term
The proposed term of the Mason Trails Development Agreement is twenty (20) years.
Effective Date
Jen California 8, LLC (Jen 8) has acquired several properties within the boundaries of the RVSP including
Glen Willow and Silver Sage subdivisions from Homes By Towne (HBT). In addition, Jen 8 has acquired
the former Frisvold property that is also located within the RVSP. On April 7, 2020, the Board approved an
Assignment and Assumption Agreement Relative to the Development Agreement with Jen 8, which was
recorded on December 3, 2019 (Doc 2019-0097509-00). The assignment allows Jen 8 to assume all the
rights, titles, interest, burdens under the original Development Agreement. However, Jen 8 does not
currently own the Mason Trails property (property is currently owned by Elliot). Placer County Section
15.20.030 requires that only a qualified applicant may file an application to enter into a development
agreement. A qualified applicant (developer) is a person or other entity, who has a legal or equitable interest
in the real property which is the subject of the development agreement. As such, Section 1.3.1 of the
proposed development agreement provides a procedure for the developer to provide evidence of its legal
and equitable interest in the property before the County will execute the development agreement and it
becomes valid. Similar language is also included in the ordinance for purposes of determining the effective
date of approval of the development agreement.
Fees
The Mason Trails Development Agreement requires the developer to pay certain fees including the following
(Section 2.5):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sewer service system annexation and connection fees;
County road network capital improvement program traffic fee: Dry Creek Zone;
County public facilities fee;
Dry Creek watershed drainage improvement zone fee;
County of Placer – City of Roseville joint traffic fee;
South Placer Regional Transportation and Air Quality Mitigation Fee;
Placer County Fire Facilities Fee;
First amendment to reimbursement agreement for construction of sewer facilities and reclaimed water
line dated November 5, 2013;
• Highway 99/70 and Reigo Road Interchange Fee (Section 2.5.4); and
• Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Fee (Section 2.5.5)
Affordable Housing
Section 2.6 describes provisions to provide affordable housing.
• Prior to the recordation of the first small lot final map, developer shall enter into an affordable housing
agreement setting forth the precise manner in and timing by which developer will satisfy its affordable
housing requirements with respect to low and very low income households.
• Developer shall satisfy its affordable housing requirements with respect to moderate-income
households through the construction of four (4) accessory dwelling units (ADUs), whether attached or
detached, of less than seven hundred fifty (750) square feet in size concurrent with the construction of
the applicable primary dwelling units.
• Developer may also choose to satisfy its affordable housing requirements with respect to moderate
income households by restricting the sales price of four (4) for sale market rate units of the construction
of two (2) duplexed units with a total of four (4) living units or any combination thereof.
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• For sale units and duplexes shall be deed restricted, however the County expressly agrees and
acknowledges that because of their size, ADUs shall not be required to be deed restricted in any
manner.
• In the event Developer elects to construct additional ADUs within the Project, Developer shall generate
moderate income affordable housing credits that may be transferred to other properties within the Plan
Area, including but not limited to the Frisvold parcel.
Construction of PFE Road Intersection Improvements
Section 3.2 describes the obligations for the construction of PFE Road Intersection Improvements.
Parks and Trails
The developer is required to construct the following park and trail improvements:
• Developer shall provide improvement plans for Park 3 for review and approval prior to approval of the
improvement plans for the first phase of development (Section 3.10.2.a)
• Developer shall begin construction of the project’s portion of Park 3 prior to issuance of the 77th building
permit for the first phase of development (Section 3.10.2.b).
• The improvement plans for the project’s portion of Park 3 shall include enhanced parallel parking along
the north side of “A” Street adjacent to the park (Section 3.10.2.d)
• Developer shall design and construct an eight (8) foot wide meandering Class 1 trail within Lot Z of the
off-site Glen Willow Property (APNs 023-200-023, -072 & -073) in conjunction with improvements for
each phase of development (Section 3.10.3.1.1.)
• Trail segments within the Project’s portion of Park 3 shall be constructed concurrent with construction
of the Project’s portion of Park 3 (Section 3.10.3.1.2.)
• Trail connections along PFE Road shall be constructed prior to acceptance of each phase of subdivision
improvements adjacent to such trail connections (Section 3.10.3.1.4.)
CEQA COMPLIANCE
Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Certified Final Project EIR
In May 2009, the Board of Supervisors certified and adopted the RVSP FEIR (SCH# 2005092041). As part of
the FEIR certification the Board approved Findings of Fact and adopted a MMRP and a Statement of Overriding
Considerations. Feasible Mitigation Measures were identified and applied to the RVSP project and were
incorporated into the approved MMRP. All applicable Mitigation Measures will be applied to the Mason Trails
Small Lot Vesting Tentative Map which will entitle specific construction activities.
On December 11, 2012, the Board of Supervisors adopted an Addendum to the FEIR to incorporate revisions
to the mitigation obligations as they relate to the provision of affordable housing within the Specific Plan. The
Board also adopted a Revised MMRP for the RVSP to allow for an off-site alternative at the Acres of Hope
facility in Auburn for the provision of affordable housing as required by the RVSP.
On March 24, 2015, the Board of Supervisors adopted a resolution approving an Addendum to the RVSP
certified FEIR and amendments to the MMRP. The Addendum analyzed the effects of proposed modifications
to zoning, land use designations, elimination of alley-loaded medium density residential lot designs and the
addition of 63 low density residential, the replacement of high density residential land use areas with commercial
land use, the creation of a density reserve, the mix and size of capital facilities, the replacement of six,
Agriculture-10 residential units with 11 Estate Residential units, roadway changes, and the relocation of park
and recreation areas. Pursuant to CEQA Section 21166 and State CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162, 15163,
15164 and 15168, the Addendum determined that the proposed modifications were within the scope of the
previously certified FEIR. For purposes of the findings in this staff report, the FEIR and all addenda will be
referred to as the “RVSP FEIR”.
Subsequent Projects Undertaken in Accordance with Certified Final EIR
Public Resources Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15182 through 15183 provide a
streamlined CEQA process where a subdivision map application is made for a parcel for which prior
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environmental review of a zoning or planning approval was adopted. If the proposed development is consistent
with that zoning or plan, any further environmental review of the development shall be limited to effects upon
the environment which are peculiar to the parcel or to the project and which were not addressed as significant
effects in the prior Environmental Impact Report (EIR) or when substantial new information shows that impacts
will be more significant than described in the EIR. Effects are not to be considered peculiar to the parcel or the
project if uniformly applied development policies or standards have been previously adopted by the County,
which were found to substantially mitigate the effect when applied to future projects.
The County, as lead agency, has determined that the Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map proposal
is entirely consistent with the RVSP. As a project that is consistent with existing plans and zoning and which
would not result in any new or more severe environmental effects that are peculiar to the project or the parcels
or which were not previously analyzed as significant effects in the RVSP EIR, the Mason Trails project is eligible
for the exemption from further review as provided by Government Code section 65457, Public Resources Code
section 21166 and CEQA Guidelines Sections 15182 and 15183. Because the project is exempt from CEQA,
the County is not required to prepare a Negative Declaration or an EIR, or any specific type of environmental
documentation. Nonetheless, an Environmental Checklist was prepared (Attachment F) to evaluate the
environmental resource categories in terms of any “changed condition” (i.e., changed circumstances, project
changes, or new information of substantial importance) that may result in environmental impact significance
conclusions different from those found in the previously certified EIRs. The Environmental Checklist provides a
convenient vehicle for disclosing the County’s evidence and reasoning for determining the project’s consistency
with the RVSP and eligibility for the CEQA exemptions. Staff concluded through preparation of the
Environmental Checklist that the proposed project is consistent with the Specific Plan and there are no projectspecific significant effects which are peculiar to the project or site that were not analyzed in the previously
certified EIR.
All the recommended feasible mitigation measures previously adopted for the RVSP EIR have been included
as conditions of approval and/or incorporated by reference to the MMRP for this project. The County is not
required to formally adopt any analysis under CEQA to make these determinations under Guidelines Section
15182 and 15183, except for a finding regarding the implementation of previously adopted mitigation.
DISCUSSION OF ISSUES
General Plan / Community Plan / Specific Plan Consistency
The proposed Mason Trails subdivision land uses are in accordance with the approved RVSP and
Development Standards, the approved master plans, and the Development Agreement. The RVSP has
anticipated the project site for residential development at the type and density proposed with the Vesting
Tentative Subdivision Map. In addition to Low Density Residential land uses, the Mason Trails subdivision
also includes Parks and Open Space land use designations as well as the location and configuration of
roadway and public utility easements, all of which are consistent and allowable uses in the RVSP. The
Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map is conditioned to comply with the RVSP. As approved and when
implemented, the project will be consistent with all provisions of the RVSP, the Dry Creek West Placer
Community Plan and the Placer County General Plan.
Development Agreement
Each property owner in the RVSP is required to enter into a Development Agreement with the County. In
conjunction with the requested actions, the applicant requests approval of a Development Agreement
relative to the Mason Trails portion of the RVSPto reflect the changes as described in more detail in the
memorandum and as proposed with this application. The Development Agreement by and between the
County of Placer and the project proponent, Jen California 8, LLC, is largely consistent with the terms of the
2015 Riolo Vineyard Amended and Restated Development Agreement. Discussion of modifications and
additions to the proposed Development Agreement for this project are described above in this report.
WEST PLACER MAC
The West Placer Municipal Advisory Council (MAC) heard an informational presentation on the Mason Trails
Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map on May 8, 2019. The MAC and community members did not express any
concerns regarding the project at this meeting. On November 13, 2019, the proposed project was presented
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as an “Action” item at the MAC. At this meeting, the MAC and community members did not express any
concerns regarding the project. After some discussion, the MAC unanimously approved a motion to
recommend that the Planning Commission take action to approve the project as it was presented (Vote: 40 with 1 absent).
PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING
On December 10, 2020, staff presented the proposed Rezone, Development Agreement, Administrative
Modification, and Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map to the Planning Commission. The Planning
Commission and public did not express any concerns regarding the project at this meeting. Ultimately, the
Planning Commission voted (6-0 with 1 absent) to recommend approval of the Rezone, Development
Agreement, Administrative Modification, and Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map.
FISCAL IMPACT
On October 24, 2017, the Board adopted a resolution and introduced an ordinance to establish CFD 2017-1.
The purpose of CFD No. 2017-1 is to have the ability to levy Special Taxes to fund facilities and services
required for the development of the RVSP. Special Taxes may be used to fund facilities on a pay-as-you-go
basis (Pay-go) or to pay debt service and the associated administrative costs that would support the issuance
of further CFD bonds and provide revenues to support the increased service levels in the RVSP. The County’s
Special Tax Consultant, Goodwin Consulting Group, prepared a Rate and Method of Apportionment (RMA) for
the special taxes for Improvement Area No. 1 of CFD. No 2017-1. The services proposed to be financed by
the CFD No. 2017-1, Improvement Area No. 1 include all direct and incidental costs related to providing public
services and maintenance, operation, repair, or replacement of public infrastructure and facilities needed to
serve the RVSP area including sheriff protection services; fire protection and suppression services; ambulance
and paramedic services; maintenance of roads and roadways, with services to include, but not limited to,
regularly scheduled street sweeping, repair of public streets, striping of streets, operation and maintenance of
traffic signals and street lights, and repair and repainting of sound walls and other appurtenances; storm
protection services, including, but not limited to, the operation and maintenance, repair, and replacement of
storm drainage systems; maintenance, repair, and replacement of parks and landscaping in public areas and
in the public right of way along public streets and trails, including, but not limited to, irrigation, tree trimming,
mowing, hardscape and related equipment maintenance, and vegetation maintenance and control; and any
other public services authorized to be funded under Section 53313 of the California Government Code that are
not already funded by another community facilities district that includes all or a portion of the property within
CFD No. 2017-1.
It is anticipated that a separate Improvement Area will be created, potentially combining the Silver Sage, Mason
Trails, Lund, and Frisvold subdivisions into a separate improvement area due to the need for additional funds
to maintain facilities above what was contemplated when CFD 2017-1 was originally established, such as
increased maintained roadway miles and increased park acreage. At the appropriate time, Mason Trails will
update its fiscal analysis to consider these increased costs and potentially create a new Improvement Area with
a separate RMA to provide sufficient revenues to offset the increases in maintenance obligations to the County.
On October 24, 2017, the County also established Transit County Service Area 28, Zone of Benefit No. 224 to
provide revenues to support enhanced transit services resulting from development in the Riolo Vineyard and
Placer Vineyards Specific Plan. Lastly, on the same day the County established Library County Service Area
28, Zone of Benefit No. 225 to provide increased revenues to support enhanced library services. Mason Trails
upon development would be assessed the current amounts in both zones of benefit to support the increased
level of services.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff forwards the Planning Commission’s December 10, 2020 recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
for approval of the following:
1. Determine that the proposed project, consisting of the rezone, the administrative modification, the
development agreement, and a Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map, is exempt from CEQA pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines sections 15182 and 15183, on the basis that it is consistent with the previously
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adopted RVSP FEIR, the 2012 Addendum to the FEIR, the 2015 Addendum to the FEIR and the
amended 2015 Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Attachment H) (collectively the FEIR), and
is supported by the following findings:
A. The RVSP FEIR was previously certified in accordance with CEQA.
B. The proposed project is a residential project implementing the RVSP, is undertaken pursuant to and
in conformity with the RVSP and is within the scope of the analysis of the RVSP FEIR.
C. The Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map does not contain changes to the Riolo Vineyard
Specific Plan, and no event described in CEQA Guidelines section 15162 has occurred. Specifically:
i. There are no substantial changes to the project which will require major revisions to the FEIR due
to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity
of previously identified significant effects;
ii. There are no substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the proposed
project is undertaken which will require major revisions to the FEIR due to the involvement of new
significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified
significant effects; or
iii. There is no new information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the FEIR was certified as
complete, that shows: (1) the project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the
FEIR, (2) significant effects will be substantially more than shown in the FEIR, (3) mitigation
measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact be feasible and would
substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the project, or (4) mitigation measures or
alternatives considerably different from those analyzed in the FEIR would substantially reduce
one or more significant effects on the environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt
the mitigation measure or alternative.
D. The proposed project is consistent with the development density established by the Riolo Vineyard
Specific Plan, for which the above referenced FEIR was certified.
E. No project-specific significant effects which are peculiar to this project or its site exist.
F. Having met the above criteria, the FEIR, may be relied upon to approve the Mason Trails Vesting
Tentative Subdivision Map pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15182 and 15183.
G. All the recommended feasible mitigation measures previously adopted for the RVSP FEIR have been
included as conditions of approval and/or incorporated by reference to the Mitigation Monitoring
Reporting Program for this project, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15183(e).
2. Adopt an Ordinance to rezone the Mason Trails Project site as shown in Attachment B to this report and
supported by the findings set forth below:
A. The zoning, as amended through this action, consistent with the objectives, policies, general land
uses and programs otherwise specified in the Placer County General Plan, Riolo Vineyard Specific
Plan and State law and support and enhance the general health, safety and welfare of the residents
of the County.
B. Public necessity, convenience and welfare are served by the rezone since the project will create
additional housing within the County.
3. Adopt an Ordinance approving the Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN
California 8, LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason
Trails Subdivision based on the following findings:
A. The proposed Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN California 8,
LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason Trails
Subdivision is consistent with the objectives, policies, general land uses and programs specified in
the Placer County General Plan and the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan.
B. The proposed Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN California 8,
LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason Trails
Subdivision is compatible with the uses authorized in and the regulations prescribed for the Riolo
Vineyard Specific Plan.
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C. The proposed Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN California 8,
LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason Trails
Subdivision is in conformity with public convenience, general welfare and good land use practice.
D. The proposed Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN California 8,
LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason Trails
Subdivision will not be detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of persons residing in the
County.
E. The proposed Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN California 8,
LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason Trails
Subdivision will not adversely affect the orderly development of property or the preservation of
property valued in the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan area.
4. Approve the Riolo Vineyards Mason Trails property Administrative Modification to change the land use
designation for the Lot H area (north portion of the proposed Mason Trails Subdivision) and Lot F (area
west of existing pond) from Low Density Residential to Open Space, increase the Park site (Lot E) from
1.9 to 2.8 acres, and retain the existing pond which the approved RVSP indicated would be filled,
supported by the following findings:
A. The proposed plan area adjustments of the Administrative Modification are offset by the merits of
the proposed design and do not significantly change the anticipated physical characteristics, goals,
and intent of the Specific Plan; and
B. The proposed plan area adjustments of the Administrative Modification to the land use diagram
shapes maintain the general land use pattern consistent with the intent and direction of the vision,
goals, and policies of the Specific Plan; and
C. The proposed plan area adjustments of the Administrative Modification will not be materially
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or improvements within the vicinity; and
D. The proposed plan area adjustments of the Administrative Modification are not expected to
significantly increase environmental impacts beyond the levels identified in the FEIR.
5. Approve the Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map that will create 178 lots including 170 Low
Density Residential lots, one Neighborhood Park lot (2.8 acre expansion of Park 3 in Glen Willow
subdivision), two Open space lots (20.9 acres), and five landscape corridor lots (2.4 acres) within the
previously approved Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan area, subject to the conditions of approval (Attachment
G) and supported by the following findings:
A. The proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for its design and improvements, is consistent
with the 2015 Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan policy document and Development Standards, the
approved master plans, the Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN
California 8, LLC, a California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan,
Mason Trails Subdivision, the Placer County General Plan, and with applicable provisions of the
County Subdivision Ordinance and Zoning Ordinance.
B. The site of the subdivision is physically suitable for the type and proposed density of development.
The Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan land use map has anticipated the project site for residential
development and the Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map as described above proposes
such land uses.
C. The project, with the recommended conditions, is compatible with the neighborhood and adequate
provisions have been made for necessary public services and mitigation of potential environmental
impacts.
D. The design and proposed improvements of the subdivision are not likely to cause substantial
environmental damage or injury to fish or wildlife or their habitat.
E. The design and proposed improvements of the subdivision are not likely to cause serious public
health or safety problems.
F. The design of the subdivision and the type of proposed improvements will not conflict with easements
acquired by the public at large for access through or use of the property, within the proposed
subdivision.
G. Subject to Section 66474.4 of the Subdivision Map Act, the land is not subject to a contract entered
into pursuant to the California Land Conservation Act of 1965.
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Vicinity Map
Attachment B: Ordinance for Rezoning
Exhibit 1: Rezone Map
Attachment C: Ordinance Approving the Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and
JEN California 8, LLC, A California Limited Liability Company, Relative to the Riolo Vineyard
Specific Plan, Mason Trails Subdivision
Exhibit 1: Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN California
8, LLC, A California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan,
Mason Trails Subdivision
Attachment D: Administrative Modification
Attachment E: Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Mason Trails Vesting Tentative Map (Sheets 1 to 7)
Attachment F: Environmental Checklist
Attachment G: Recommended Conditions of Approval
Attachment H: RVSP Mitigation and Monitoring Reporting Program
Documents on file with Clerk of the Board
Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Final Environmental Impact Report (SCH# 2005092041)
Addendum to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Certified EIR (2012)
Addendum to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Final EIR (2015)

cc:

Steve Pedretti – CDRA Director
EJ Ivaldi – Planning Director
Karin Schwab – County Counsel
Clayton Cook – County Counsel
Angel Green – Planning / Air Quality
Phil Vassion – Public Works
Michelle Lewis – Engineering and Surveying Division
Joseph Scarbrough – Environmental Health Division
Yu-Shuo Chang – Air Pollution Control District
Huey Nham – DPW, Environmental Engineering Division
Lisa Carnahan – DPW, Parks Division
Brad Brewer – Flood Control
Brian Skehan – Placer County Fire / CDF
West Placer MAC
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ATTACHMENT A
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ATTACHMENT B
Before the Board of Supervisors
County of Placer, State of California
In the matter of:

Ordinance No.:

AN ORDINANCE REZONING
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBER
023-221-005-000
(Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan – Mason Trails)
The following Ordinance was duly passed by the Board of Supervisors of the County of Placer
at a regular meeting held on _______________________, 2020, by the following vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Absent:
Signed by me after its passage.
__________________________
Chair, Board of Supervisors
Attest:

____________________________
Clerk of said Board

______________________________________________________________________
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF PLACER, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DOES HEREBY ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:

WHEREAS, on May 12, 2009, the Placer County Board of Supervisors adopted the Riolo
Vineyard Specific Plan (“Specific Plan”), by Resolution No. 2009-120, and
WHEREAS, on March 24, 2015, the Board adopted amendments to the Specific Plan and
amendments to all other Specific Plan documents, by Resolution No. 2015-057, and
WHEREAS, on December 10, 2020, the Placer County Planning Commission (“Planning

Commission”) held a public hearing pursuant to Section 17.60.090.B and 17.60.090.C of
the Placer County Code to consider the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan - Mason Trails
project including the rezoning of Assessor’s Parcel Number 023-221-005-000 from
Residential Single Family, Agriculture, Combining Minimum Building Site of 20,000
square feet, Combining Development Reserve, combining Planned Residential
Development with a maximum of 2 residences per acre (RS-AG-B-20-DR PD=2) to
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Specific Plan – Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan (SPL-RVSP), and the Planning Commission
has made recommendations to the Placer County Board of Supervisors (“Board”) related
hereto.
WHEREAS, on January 26, 2021, the Board held a noticed public hearing to consider the

recommendations of the Planning Commission and to receive public input regarding the
proposed rezoning, among other issues pertaining to the Mason Trails project.
WHEREAS, the Board has considered the recommendations of the Planning Commission,

reviewed the Mason Trails project and the proposed rezoning, and has received and
considered the written and oral comments submitted by the public thereon.
WHEREAS, the Board has determined that the proposed rezoning is consistent with the
General Plan, Article 17.51.010 (Specific Plan District) of the County Zoning Ordinance,
the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan and is in the best interests of the County by facilitating
logical and efficient land use within the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, and
WHEREAS, notice of all hearings required by statute and ordinance has been given and
all hearings have been held as required by statute and ordinance.
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF PLACER, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, DOES HEREBY ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: The following property is rezoned from its respective current zoning
designation to Specific Plan – Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan (SPL-RVSP): APN 023-221005-000. A map of the property subject to this rezoning is attached as Exhibit 1.
Section 2: This ordinance shall take effect and be in full force and effect upon thirty (30)
days after its passage. The Clerk is directed to publish a summary of the ordinance within
fifteen (15) days in accordance with Government Code Section 25124.
Exhibit 1: Rezone Map
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ATTACHMENT C

Before the Board of Supervisors
County of Placer, State of California
In the matter of:
AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN THE
COUNTY OF PLACER AND JEN CALIFORNIA 8, LLC,
A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
RELATIVE TO THE RIOLO VINEYARD SPECIFIC PLAN,
MASON TRAILS SUBDIVISION

Ordinance No.: ____________
Introduced: __

__________

The following Ordinance was duly passed by the Board of Supervisors of the County of Placer at
a regular meeting held on ______________, by the following vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Absent:

Signed and approved by me after its passage.
_______________________________
Chair, Board of Supervisors
Attest:
_______________________
Clerk of said Board
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF PLACER, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DOES HEREBY ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
WHEREAS, on May 12, 2009, the Placer County Board of Supervisors (“Board”) adopted the
Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan (“Specific Plan”), by Resolution No. 2009-120, and, pursuant to
adoption of Ordinance 5557-B, the County entered into a “Development Agreement” with certain
of the landowners owning property within the boundaries of the Specific Plan, and
WHEREAS, on March 24, 2015, the Board adopted the amended Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
(“Specific Plan”), by Resolution No. 2015-057, and, pursuant to adoption of Ordinance 5770-B,
the County entered into an Amended and Restated Development Agreement with certain
participating landowners owning property within the boundaries of the Specific Plan. The
Amended and Restated Development Agreement replaced and superseded the prior
Development Agreement for the Specific Plan area, and
Page 1 of 4
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WHEREAS, on December 10, 2020, the Placer County Planning Commission (“Planning
Commission”) held a duly noticed public hearing pursuant to Placer County Code Section
17.58.240 to consider the terms of the proposed Development Agreement with Jen California 8,
LLC, a California Limited Liability Company, which if approved would lay out the developer and
county obligations for development of the Mason Trails subdivision consistent with the existing
Amended and Restated Development Agreement entered into in 2015 and clarify infrastructure
and park requirements that are specific to the Mason Trails subdivision development.
WHEREAS, on December 10, 2020, the Planning Commission made written recommendations
to the Placer County Board of Supervisors to approve said proposed Development Agreement for
the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, and
WHEREAS, on January 26, 2021, the Board held a duly noticed public hearing pursuant to Placer
County Code Section 17.58.240 to consider the recommendations of the Planning Commission,
staff’s presentation, report and all supporting studies and documents related to the proposed
Development Agreement for the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan and to receive written and oral
testimony on the same, and
WHEREAS, notice of all hearings required by Section 17.58.240 of the Placer County Code and
Section 65867 of the Government Code have been given and all hearings have been held as
required by statute and ordinance to adopt this ordinance and approve the Development
Agreement for the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, and
WHEREAS, having considered the recommendations of the Planning Commission, having
reviewed the terms of the proposed Development Agreement, having received and considered
the written and oral comments submitted by the public thereon, the Board finds as follows:
a. The Development Agreement is consistent with the objectives, policies, general land uses
and programs specified in the Placer County General Plan and the Riolo Vineyard Specific
Plan, as approved in 2015, and as herein amended;
b. The Development Agreement is compatible with the uses authorized in, and the
regulations proscribed for the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, as approved in 2015;
c. The Development Agreement is in conformity with public convenience, general welfare
and good land use practice;
d. The Development Agreement will not be detrimental to the health, safety and general
welfare of persons residing in Placer County;
e. The Development Agreement will not adversely affect the orderly development of property
or the preservation of property values in the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan area.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY
OF PLACER:
Section 1: The Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and JEN California
8, LLC, a California Limited Liability Company Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason
Trails Subdivision, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and
incorporated herein by reference, is hereby approved. (Mason Trails Property).
Section 2: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect upon acquisition of the subject property
by Jen California 8, LLC, and full execution of the development agreement by the property
Page 2 of 4
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owner, which in no event shall occur less than thirty (30) days after its passage. The clerk is
directed to publish a summary of this ordinance within fifteen (15) days in accordance with
Government Code section 25124.
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VESTING TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP
ATTACHMENT E
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52.0'

122'

122'

119'

'

CONTOUR INTERVAL = 1 FOOT

127'

43'

D STREET

90'

100'
106'

'
145'

121'
40.0'

77'

127'

175'

47
143'

144'
136'

119'
119'

119'

79'

47

CONTOUR INTERVAL

32.0' 40.0'

154

79'

86

8,350 Sq Ft 8,350 Sq Ft

70'

70'

127'

133'

155

87

74.0'

60'
60'
60'
S86°01'03"E 120.10
'

10,634 Sq Ft

128'

143'

119'

65'

8,050 Sq Ft 7,984 Sq Ft 9,149 Sq Ft

45.0'

40.0'

156

79'

72.0'

157

7.0' PE
(TYP)

9,355 Sq Ft

40.0'

52'
164'
N89°27'26"E 178.82'

134'

133'

158

7,442 Sq Ft 7,866 Sq Ft

131

130

72'

60'

104

E
2

17,316 Sq Ft

129'

119'

159

F
2

L COURT
60'

103

82

9,577 Sq Ft

10,900 Sq Ft

70'

81

9,577 Sq Ft

A
2

66'
70'

62'
70'

66'

8,350 Sq Ft 8,350 Sq Ft

118'

'

70'

68'

60'

60'

88

76'

9,577 Sq Ft

63'

MORROW SURVEYING, INC.,
1255 STARBOARD DRIVE
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
PHONE: 916-372-8124

115'
79'

I STREET
66'

SOURCE OF TOPOGRAPHY

14,282 Sq Ft

85'

8,837 Sq Ft 7,574 Sq Ft 7,829 Sq Ft 8,083 Sq Ft 8,083 Sq Ft 8,083 Sq Ft 10,180 Sq Ft

134'

R=37'
60'
61'

49

120'
104'

109'
119'

126'

126'

120

8,883 Sq Ft
8,083 Sq Ft8,337 Sq Ft 8,173 Sq Ft

60'

41'

129

128

102

70'

30'

70'

126'

126'

121

62'

12'

' 31'

41

101
80'

33'

57
'

104'

111'

18,546 Sq Ft

B
31'27

'

80'

30'

66'

59

58

10,540 Sq Ft

80

MINIMUM LOT AREA (PER RVSP)
LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL: 5,500 SQUARE FEET

9.0' PE
TILLER WY

21.5' MPE
TILLER WY

79'

79

79'

79'

I COURT

89

7.0' PE
(TYP)

7,873 Sq Ft 7,396 Sq Ft 7,873 Sq Ft

90'
70'

9,543 Sq Ft

80'

90

10,310 Sq Ft

023-221-005-000

115'

85'

85'

78

ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NUMBER

104'

117'

79'

9,577 Sq Ft

19.5' MPE 9,577 Sq Ft
(TYP)

94'

91

231'
228'
118'

118'

9,444 Sq Ft

121'

10,095 Sq Ft

135'

8,083 Sq Ft

135'

135'

99'

52'

127

137'

40.0'

145'
129'

131'
124'

119'
240'
235'

121'
113'

130'

100

60'

61'

60'

126

40.0'

135'

127'
123'

' 31'
131'

256'
261'
131'

64.0'

138'

144'
40.0'

125'

123

135'

60'

178'

174'

165'

D

256'
251'

C
125'

137'
133'
124'

124'

125'

125'

77'

134'

124

122

1

34.0' 40.0'

19,659 Sq Ft

141'

141'

139'
141'

137'

125'

144'
125'

125'
135'

125

VCE

'
55

80'

60'

60'

60'

60'

47'

40.0'

151'

143'

72.0'

114'
47
'

95'
95'

47
'
105'

40'

82'

'

12,788 Sq Ft

16'
52

25' MIN
PUE, MPE, AE, PE, MPTE

21.5' MPE
TILLER WY

9.0' LE/PE
TILLER WY

10,540 Sq Ft

85'

77

BASIS OF BEARINGS
SOUTH LINE OF THE SOUTHWEST 1\4 SECTION 7 PER PARCEL
MAP FILED IN BOOK 29 OF PARCEL MAPS, PAGE 75, PLACER
COUNTY RECORDS, TAKEN AS SOUTH 89°27'26" WEST AND WAS
ESTABLISHED FROM FOUND MONUMENTS.

A
2

160

47

60'

124'
R=37'

70'

25
15,095 Sq Ft

60

79'

76

79'

ELEVATION: 123.39 FEET (N.G.V.D. 29) SACRAMENTO COUNTY
BENCHMARK NO. 8-68 A 7/8 " METAL DISK LOCATED CENTER OF
CR AT SW CORNER OF P.F.E. ROAD AND BILLY MITCHELL ROAD.

147'

47
'

10,540 Sq Ft

85'
79'

9,578 Sq Ft

95'

9,738 Sq Ft

2

70'

24
12,495 Sq Ft

A
2

COMCAST

99

70'

'

7,574 Sq Ft 8,837 Sq Ft
10,180 Sq Ft 8,058 Sq Ft 8,083 Sq Ft 7,829 Sq Ft

'
47

9,998 Sq Ft

26

47
'

113'
105'

'
47
92'

70'

73'
73'
73'
73'
73'
73'
40.0'

11,335 Sq Ft

A
2

11,019 Sq Ft

12,042 Sq
F Ft

8,770 Sq Ft 8,517 Sq Ft

73'
62'

162

98

8,770 Sq Ft

57'

75

'

92

50' 20'
70'

70'

97

A
2

CABLE TELEVISION

'

40.0'

C STREET

85'

85'
84'

47
'
72.0'

72'
100'

74'
74'
74'

74'
74'

74'
92'

A
2

161

131'

135'
137'

106'

85'
85'

85'

85'
85'
T10N, R5E, S 12
114' T10N, R6E, S 7

74'

163

35'

85'
70'

92'

93

12,435 Sq Ft

85'

61

10,539 Sq Ft

85'
79'

10,481 Sq Ft

'
62

62

10,324 Sq Ft

10,166 Sq Ft

85'
88'

74

18'

63

BENCHMARK

147'

85'

85'

86'

64

100'
90'

J STREET

K STREET
SMUD

128'

85'

106'

S01°00'17"E 2647.62'
85'
85'

K ST.
K ST.

J ST.

SAN FRATELLO STREET

10,707 Sq Ft

30

10,777 Sq Ft

69'

ZONE "X" AND ZONE "AE"

A
2

96
'

94

10,649 Sq Ft

'

95
13,213 Sq Ft

47

9,259 Sq Ft

12,472 Sq Ft

85'

85'

107'
87'

126'

73

85'

H COURT
77'

65
12,157 Sq Ft

A
2

164
9,302 Sq Ft

F
2

11,995 Sq Ft

85'

77'

40.0'

127'

12,222 Sq Ft

100'

72

57

85'

85'

A
2

165
9,346 Sq Ft

12,240 Sq Ft

86'

23

40.0'

14,164 Sq Ft

11,854 Sq Ft

AY

101'

'

A
2

10,580 Sq Ft

99'

47

128'

30'

66

85'

71

15,215 Sq Ft

99'

85'

.27

70

85'

TILLER W

101'

67

85'

19.5' MPE
(TYP)

85'

91'

380

107'

85'

43

167

10,629 Ft

91'

56

FLOOD ZONE:

142'
R=37'

'

13,924 Sq Ft

55

22

57

A
2
40

12,311 Sq Ft

LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL; OPEN SPACE; PARKS AND
RECREATION; MAJOR ROAD/LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR

15,453 Sq Ft

12,192 Sq Ft

54

PROPOSED LAND USE:

36'

55'

67'

63'

41

'

12,725 Sq Ft

12,211 Sq Ft

30'

9.0' PE
TILLER WY

68

'

EXISTING LAND USE:
LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL; PARKS AND RECREATION; MAJOR
ROAD/LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR

21

12,985 Sq Ft

12,419 Sq Ft

53

SPL-RVSP-LDR; SPL-RVSP-O; SPL-RVSP-P

DE

'

40.0'

85'

20

PROPOSED ZONING:

128

92'

12,120 Sq Ft

11,736 Sq Ft

91'

53'

97'

85'

42

DE
(TO BE ACQUIRED)

150'

F COURT

11,300 Sq Ft

85'

85'

69

'

9,433 Sq Ft

95'

11,639 Sq Ft

85'

77'

168

95'

ELECTRICITY

52

11,860 Sq Ft

19
13,478 Sq Ft

47

85'

RS-AG-B-20-DR PD = 2

103

7.0' PE
(TYP)

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC (PG&E)

51

PG&E ESMT
PER 270 O.R.
154 TO BE
ABANDONED

B
2

9,520 Sq Ft

A
2

GAS

77'

12,945 Sq Ft

126'

CAL-AMERICAN/PCWA

50

11,834 Sq Ft
21.5' MPE
TILLER WY

9.0' PE
TILLER WY

91'

77'

43

4.05 Ac.

150'

40.0'

A
2

85'

44

11,200 Sq Ft

54'

169

DOMESTIC WATER

86'

A
2

PLACER COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS AND FACILITIES

49

39
14,339 Sq Ft

87'

LOT F

B
2

A
2

80'

C
2

12,867 Sq Ft

38

11,744 Sq Ft

89'

F
2
45

11,998 Sq Ft

85'

14,314 Sq Ft

D
2

SANITARY SEWER & STORM DRAIN

46

11,985 Sq Ft

21.5' MPE
TILLER WY

127'

PLACER COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT/CALFIRE

88'

47

15,142 Sq Ft

170

129'

FIRE PROTECTION

48

47
'

9,477 Sq Ft

GLEN WILLOW
SUBDIVISION

85'

37

107'

78.41± ACRES

EXISTING ZONING:

R=37'

14,294 Sq Ft

86'

11,737 Sq Ft

11,890 Sq Ft

129'

PLACER COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT/CHP

77'

107'

47
'

101'

9,389 Sq Ft

89'

85'

E COURT

D
2

14,818 Sq Ft

166

11,857 Sq Ft

'

26

11,337 Sq Ft

81'

40.0'

1

CENTER JOINT UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

F
2
36

18

57

62'

27

'

132'

SCHOOL DISTRICT

85'

28
91'

35

2
11,260 Sq Ft

130'

91'

'

A
2

101'

POLICE PROTECTION

77'

'

159

VCE

11,570 Sq Ft

35

11,319 Sq Ft

133'

SERVICE PROVIDERS:

'

12,067 Sq Ft

85'

A
2

47

90'

11,490 Sq Ft

35

11,763 Sq Ft

A
2

4
11,377 Sq Ft

3

PLACER COUNTY PARKS DIVISION, DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLIC WORKS

34

134'

44'

86'

TOTAL ACREAGE:

25' MIN
PUE, MPE, AE, PE, MPTE

"E

11,435 Sq Ft

133'

PARKS & RECREATION

33

14,371 Sq Ft

85'

5
S5

17
20,672 Sq Ft

'59

5

29

85'
PG&E ESMT
PER 219 O.R.
418 TO BE
ABANDONED

40.0'

A
2

30'

7.0' PE
(TYP)

11,027 Sq Ft

85'

107'

135'

4,893 Sq Ft

91'

30

11,353 Sq Ft

PARCEL B AND A PORTION OF PARCEL A OF
PARCEL MAP NO. P-74481, 22 PM 21

.80
92
'
1
3
19 "W
'29
°29

°42

11,493 Sq Ft

32

31

14,347 Sq Ft

90'

130'

85'

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

S25

6

30'

40.0'

85'

136'

B ST.

161'

91'

15

15,190 Sq Ft

'

47

'

85'

77'

149'

85'

135'

85'

14

14,986 Sq Ft

16
18,779 Sq Ft

50

11,552 Sq Ft

13,946 Sq Ft
19.5' MPE
(TYP)

30.0'
DE,SE13
15,274 Sq Ft

127'

77'

B STREET

7

85'

'

12

12,341 Sq Ft

44'

167'

85'

85'

SMUD EASEMENT
PER 1622 O.R. 688
TO REMAIN

'

128'

136'

11

11,848 Sq Ft

12,963 Sq Ft

F
2

A
2

47

10

815'
90'

30'

31'26

71'

14,308 Sq Ft

9

142'

'

138'

68

57

A
8 2

106'

32' 14' 14'

101'
VCE

90'

85'

85'

53'

'

40'

A STREET

'
78

A ST.

62'

A
2
10'7'

125'

11. ALL ROADS WITHIN THE MASON TRAILS SUBDIVISION WILL BE MAINTAINED BY PLACER COUNTY.
MASON TRAILS WILL ANNEX INTO EXISTING CSA OR CFD FOR ROAD MAINTENANCE.

APN
023-221-009
APN
023-221-010

EXISTING STRUCTURES TO BE REMOVED
(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO):
UTILITY STATION, FRUIT STAND, MOBILE
HOME, AND DRIVEWAY)

12. AN EASEMENT SHALL BE GRANTED TO THE COUNTY FOR ALL CLASS I TRAILS OVER PRIVATE
PROPERTY TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN THE CFD.

APN
023-221-011

SITE MAP

LOT SUMMARY:
I HEREBY STATE THAT THIS TENTATIVE MAP ACCURATELY DEPICTS THE LOCATION,
WIDTH, TYPE AND RECORDING INFORMATION OF ALL RECORDED EASEMENTS LISTED
IN THE PRELIMINARY TITLE REPORT ISSUED BY STEWART TITLE OF PLACER , ORDER
NO. 34-2521798, FIRST AMENDMENT DATED NOVEMBER 5, 2018. ALL EASEMENTS
PROPOSED TO BE ABANDONED OR EXTINGUISHED ARE IDENTIFIED. EASEMENTS THAT
CANNOT BE LOCATED FROM RECORD INFORMATION ARE LISTED IN THE NOTES.

08/26/2020
MATTHEW D. MORROW PLS 8501
EXPIRES 12-31-20

DESIGNED BY

KR

DRAWN BY

LE

CHECKED BY

SG

DATE

LOT(S)

EXISTING ZONING

POTENTIAL OFF-SITE EASEMENTS TO BE ACQUIRED:
EXISTING LAND USE

ACRES LOT(S)
(GROSS)

PARCEL B RS-AG-B-20-DR PD=2 LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL/PARKS AND RECREATION
77.16

PFE ROAD

-

MAJOR ROAD/LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR

1.25

PROPOSED
ZONING

1-170 SPL-RVSP-LDR
A-D
SPL-RVSP-LDR
E
SPL-RVSP-P
F
SPL-RVSP-O
G
SPL-RVSP-LDR
H
SPL-RVSP-O
PFE ROAD SPL-RVSP-LDR

PROPOSED LAND USE

ACRES
(GROSS)

LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR
PARKS AND RECREATION
OPEN SPACE
LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR
OPEN SPACE
MAJOR ROAD

51.39
1.22
2.83
4.05
1.19
16.81
0.92

EASEMENT TYPE
DE
DE/MPE
ROW
PUE,MPE,AE,
PE,MPTE

LOCATION

POND
023-221-004
MARIPOSA AT RIOLO VINEYARD SUBDIVISION LOTS LC-4, LC-5, 1, 38, 39 & 107
PFE ROAD
023-221-008
CLASS I TRAIL / UTILITY ACCESS

DATE

REVISIONS

BY

SHEET

APPD.

1
7

CECWEST.COM

OF

Project Planning Civil Engineering Landscape Architecture

STREET AND LOTTING PLAN
PLACER COUNTY

DATE SIGNED:08/26/2020

NO.

MASON TRAILS VESTING TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP

AS SHOWN

023-221-004

NOTE: THE SUM OF THE PARTS OF AN AREA MAY NOT BE EQUAL TO THE WHOLE ACREAGE DUE TO ROUNDING.

RIOLO VINEYARD SPECIFIC PLAN

SCALE

EXISTING IDENTIFICATION

CALIFORNIA

Davis Office
Sacramento Office
2120 20th Street, Suite Three 2940 Spafford Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95818
Davis, CA 95618
(916) 455-2026
(530) 758-2026

DATE:

08/26/2020

JOB NO: 1699.01.02
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SECTION A

SECTION D

SECONDARY RESIDENTIAL STREET 40' R/W

PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL STREET WITH ENTRY MEDIAN 72' R/W
TILLER WAY

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M AND N STREETS
NTS

NTS

SECTION B

SECTION E

PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL STREET 52' R/W

ULTIMATE PFE ROAD 64' R/W

TILLER WAY

NTS

NTS

SECTION F

SECTION G

NEIGHBORHOOD PATH (PUBLIC)

CLASS 1 TRAIL/UTILITY ACCESS ROAD

NTS

SECTION C

NTS

PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL STREET WITH MEDIAN 64' R/W
TILLER WAY
NTS

EXPANDED KNUCKLE

CUL-DE-SAC

DESIGN PLATE 110 WITH CONTINUOUS DETACHED SIDEWALK

DESIGN PLATE108 WITH CONTINUOUS DETACHED SIDEWALK

100.7' TAPER

14.0'

125.0' TAPER

12.0'

26.0'

26.0'

98.9' TAPER

26.0'

52.0'

12.0'

14.0'

26.0'

12.0'

12.0'

26.0'

36.0'

12.0'

72.0'

26.0'

36.0'

12.0'

14.0'

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN
MID-BLOCK CROSSING
WITH BEACON SIGNAL

14.0'

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN
MID-BLOCK CROSSING
WITH BEACON SIGNAL

TILLER WAY MEDIAN DETAIL

SAN FRATELLO
STREET

PROPOSED IOD (PENDING)

PROPERTY BOUNDARY

11.0' WB TL

4.0' SHLDR

PROPOSED RIGHT OF WAY
11.0' EB TL

6.0' MEDIAN

11.0' WB TL

11.0' WB TL

6.5' BL

11.0' EB TL

11.0' WB TL

11.0' WB TL

4.0' BL

12.0' RTL

EXISTING HIGHWAY EASEMENT

6.5' BL

PROPOSED PROPERTY LINE

11.0' WB TL

32.0'

30.0'
45.0'

74.0'

120.0' TAPER

203.5' RTL

42.0'

40.0'

106

PFE ROAD AT MASON TRAILS FRONTAGE

DESIGNED BY
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DRAWN BY
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CHECKED BY

SG

NO.

RIOLO VINEYARD SPECIFIC PLAN
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BY
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CROSS SECTIONS AND DETAILS

AS SHOWN

REVISIONS

CECWEST.COM

MASON TRAILS VESTING TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP

SCALE

DATE

CALIFORNIA

Davis Office
Sacramento Office
2120 20th Street, Suite Three 2940 Spafford Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95818
Davis, CA 95618
(916) 455-2026
(530) 758-2026

DATE:

08/26/2020

JOB NO: 1699.01.02
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LEGEND:

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATED EARTHWORK QUANTITIES:
CUT
FILL
MAX CUT DEPTH:
MAX FILL DEPTH:

NOTES:

± 146,000 CUYD
± 145,500 CUYD
± 8.6 FT
± 10.4 FT

1.

REFER ALSO TO THE "SUPPLEMENTAL GRADING EXHIBIT FOR OFFSITE IMPROVEMENTS, PRELIMINARY COMPENSATORY STORAGE
VOLUMES" FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

2.

SEE ALSO THE PRELIMINARY DRAINAGE REPORT FOR MASON TRAILS SUBDIVISION.

PROJECT
LOCATION

PROPOSED LONGITUDINAL SLOPE ALONG STREET CENTERLINE

CUT WITHIN FLOODPLAIN:
± 1,700 CUYD
FILL WITHIN FLOODPLAIN:
± 1,695 CUYD

PROPOSED STORM DRAIN, INLET AND MANHOLE

NOTE: QUANTITIES ARE PRELIMINARY AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE

PROPOSED PAD ELEVATION

xxx

PLACER COUNTY
SACRAMENTO CO
UNTY

VICINITY MAP

DRY CREEK

ULOP FLOODLINE
GREATER THAN 3FT DEPTH

>

>

APN
023-221-054

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

25.0'
PUE, MPE,
AE,PE,MPTE

>

>

>

>

EXISTING
PROPERTY BOUNDARY

>

EXISTING
PROPERTY BOUNDARY

>

>

>

PROPOSED OFFSITE CLASS I
TRAIL / UTILITY ACCESS PATH

>
>

SECTION DETAILS:

LOT H

PARK (P)
LOT E

WALERGA ROAD

>

>

OPEN SPACE (O)

>

25' MIN
PUE, MPE, AE, PE, MPTE
(WIDTH VARIES)

EXISTING
PROPERTY BOUNDARY

>

100yr FLOOD LINE
POST DEVELOPMENT

>

>

25' MIN
PUE, MPE, AE, PE, MPTE
(WIDTH VARIES)

100yr FLOOD LINE
PRE DEVELOPMENT

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

IN

>

OPEN SPACE (O)
LOT F

>

>

BRUMBY WAY
A STREET

30.0'
DE,SE

S
D

9
8

102.0

102.0

10

11

102.4

102.9

16

12
103.4

13

14

15

103.4

103.7

>

S

LOT D (LC)

D

D

30

103.0

29

103.0

28

102.8

27

S

DE

26
102.8

LOT Z

103.9

34

35

105.3

106.8

36
108.1

19

D STREET

103.5

33

4

LOT C (LC)

S

5

18

103.1

103.1

6

NTS

25' MIN
PUE, MPE, AE, PE, MPTE
(WIDTH VARIES)

102.8

102.7

31

32
D

103.4

102.3

NTS

103.7

102.6
102.2

SECTION B

17

103.4

B STREET
7

SECTION A
>
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MASON TRAILS PRELIMINARY LOTTING SUMMARY & PHASING PLAN
LOT IDENTIFICATION
QUANTITY
LOT TYPE
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PROJECT WITHIN APPROVED SPECIFIC PLAN
(CEQA GUIDELINES 15162-15164, 15182-15183)
ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST
Government Code Section 65457 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15182 provides an exemption from CEQA for
residential projects undertaken pursuant to and in conformity to a specific plan. The scope of this residential
exemption applies to land subdivisions, zoning changes, and residential planned unit developments. Importantly,
Section 15182(c) includes a limitation to the exemption whereby, if after the adoption of the specific plan, an event
described in Section 15162 of the CEQA Guidelines should occur, this exemption shall not apply until the County
which adopted the specific plan completes a subsequent EIR or a supplement to an EIR on the specific plan.
Section 15162a(1-3) of the CEQA Guidelines states the following:
a

When an EIR has been certified or a negative declaration adopted for a project, no subsequent EIR shall
be prepared for that project unless the lead agency determines, on the basis of substantial evidence in the
light of the whole record, one or more of the following:
(1)
Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of the previous
EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects;
(2)
Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project is undertaken
which will require major revisions of the previous EIR or Negative Declaration due to the
involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of
previously identified significant effects; or
(3)
New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have been known
with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was certified as complete or
the Negative Declaration was adopted, shows any of the following:
a
The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the previous EIR or
negative declaration;
b
Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown in the
previous EIR;
c
Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact be
feasible, and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the project, but
the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative; or
d
Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those analyzed
in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the
environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or
alternative.

This environmental checklist has been prepared to explore the considerations raised by Section 15162 of the CEQA
Guidelines for the following described Mason Trails Project (proposed project), located on the Mason Trails parcel
(project site) within the Riolo Vineyards Specific Plan (RVSP) (see Section B, Project Description). The document
relies on previous environmental documents for the approved specific plan (see Section C), as well as supplemental
analyses, prepared to address in detail the potential effects or impacts associated with the project. For the purpose
of this analysis, all references to certified EIRs included in CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162 through 15164 are
assumed to apply to the Draft EIR that was previously certified for the RVSP.
As described in further detail below, the proposed Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map (VTSM) application for the
project site would be consistent with the development density established for the parcel by the RVSP. Since
certification of the RVSP, more detailed information is available regarding the existing conditions of the project site,
the organization of the proposed residential development, and the scope of necessary off-site improvements. Thus, in
evaluating whether the proposed project is eligible for the exemption provided per Government Code Section 65457
and CEQA Guidelines Section 15182, the County will consider all potential effects in this checklist associated with
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the proposed Rezone, VTSM, Administrative Modification, and Development Agreement, and determine whether the
effects trigger the criteria set forth in Section 15162 of the CEQA Guidelines.
Project Title:

Entitlement(s):

Site Area (acres): 78.4

Mason Trails Project (PLN19-00077)
•
•
•
•

Rezone from RS-AG-B-20-DR PD=2 to SPL-RVSP
VTSM
Administrative Modification
Development Agreement

APN: 023-221-005

Location: The project site is located approximately 2.5 miles southwest of the City of Roseville on the north side of
PFE Road, positioned between Watt Avenue and Walerga Road in Placer County, California. The site is located
within the approved RVSP area.

INTRODUCTION
The proposed project is consistent with the RVSP. As a project that is consistent with existing plans and zoning,
the proposed project is potentially eligible for the exemption from review under CEQA provided in Government Code
Section 65457 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15182, as well as the streamlining provisions in Public Resources
Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183. The County provides the following checklist exploring
considerations raised by Section 15162 because the checklist provides a convenient and effective vehicle for
documenting and disclosing the County’s evidence and reasoning for determining the project’s consistency with the
RVSP and eligibility for the claimed CEQA exemptions.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Mason Trails VTSM (PLN19-00077) would allow for development of the project site with 170 single-family
residential lots, 2.41 acres of landscaped corridors, and 2.77 acres of parks, roadways, and associated
improvements. A total of 20.95 acres would be retained as open space. In addition, the proposed project would
include off-site sewer improvements.
The Mason Trails parcel, as well as a few additional parcels, were analyzed at a program level in the RVSP EIR,
whereas other parcels were analyzed at a project level. However, the RVSP EIR assigned a specific development
density of 170 units to the Mason Trails parcel, as evidenced by a review of Table 3-2 of the Project Description
chapter of the RVSP EIR (note: the project site is referred to as “Elliot” in Table 3-2 and throughout the RVSP EIR).
Therefore, the proposed development is consistent with the type and intensity of development anticipated for the
project site per the RVSP. While the RVSP EIR did not analyze a specific layout of the 170 units within the Mason
Trails parcel, and the proposed project would adjust the land use acreages within the project site relative to what
was approved per the RVSP, such that the amount of developable acreage would be reduced, the parcel is
sufficiently large such that the 170 units can be accommodated without resulting in more intense on-site
development.

PROJECT LOCATION
The 78.4-acre project site is located approximately 2.5 miles southwest of the City of Roseville on the north side of
PFE Road, positioned between Watt Avenue and Walerga Road in Placer County, California, within the RVSP area
(see Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2). The site is identified by APN 023-221-005. The RVSP area, including the project site,
is included in the Dry Creek-West Placer Community Plan (DCWPCP) area.
The project site is bordered by PFE Road to the south, the Mariposa at Riolo Vineyard residential subdivision (under
construction) to the east, the Glen Willow residential subdivision (which has an approved Tentative Map) to the
west, and Dry Creek to the north. Wilson C. Riles Middle School is located southeast of the site.
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Project Location

Exhibit 1
Regional Project Location
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Glen Willow
Subdivision
Project Site

Dry Creek

Exhibit 2
Project Site Boundaries

Mariposa
Subdivision

EXISTING SETTING
Currently, the project site consists primarily of ruderal vegetation. On-site development is limited to an existing
mobile home within the southern portion of the site adjacent to PFE Road, as well as a man-made pond located
along the eastern site boundary.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The RVSP’s objectives, as described in the 2008 Riolo Vineyards Specific Plan EIR, are as follows:
1. Implement the County’s General Plan and Dry Creek/West Placer Community Plan, which designate the
proposed project area for urban development;
2. Preserve the scenic Dry Creek riparian corridor and enhance trail connectivity to complement a regional
recreation corridor for bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian users;
3. Provide a well-designed community with neighborhood identity in close proximity to jobs and services in
Placer and Sacramento Counties;
4. Create a high-quality environment containing a mix of residential, open-space, and recreational land uses
in an overall design that advances “smart growth” principles;
5. Provide for increased residential densities in areas presently planned for urban growth and development
with accessible infrastructure, consistent with area-wide infrastructure plans and growth policies identified
in the Sacramento Area Council of Government’s Blueprint for Regional Growth;
6. Design a project that minimizes encroachment into the existing 100-year floodplain in the plan area while
balancing the housing needs and densities of the SACOG Blueprint process and the character of the local
community.
7. Reduce growth pressures on outlying areas of Placer County by efficiently utilizing the project area to
accommodate residential growth and development;
8. Incorporate an appropriate level of medium- and high-density residential development to take advantage
of the proximity of the proposed project area to region-serving arterials, and support opportunities for transit
to serve the proposed development;
9. Provide for a cohesive plan of development that maximizes internal connectivity within the project area for
pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular travel;
10. Provide for a full range of housing densities and product choices affordable to all income levels;
11. Provide a comprehensively planned project that offers maximum feasible protection of sensitive
environmental habitat and resources;
12. Create a community that recognizes, respects, and preserves historic agricultural uses of the project area
through active management within Agriculture-10 parcels;
13. Provide a planned infrastructure system with all public facilities and services necessary to meet the needs
of development with the proposed project area;
14. Provide a sufficient number of residential units within the project area to support necessary improvements
to local and regional public facilities; and
15. Provide for dedication of land within the project area for the expansion of the Union Cemetery.

PRIOR APPROVALS
The overall RVSP area encompasses a total of 526 acres bounded by Dry Creek to the north, Walerga Road to the
east, Watt Avenue to the west and PFE Road to the south. The Placer Vineyard Specific Plan area is located to the
north and west of the RVSP area. The Antelope community is located to the south of the RVSP area, within
Sacramento County.
The RVSP was originally adopted by the Placer County Board of Supervisors in May 13, 2009. An associated EIR
was certified by the County on the same date (SCH# 2005092041). The EIR examined the environmental impacts
associated with implementation of the RVSP, including buildout of the project site.
In December of 2012, the County approved an Addendum to the RVSP EIR to modify the adopted Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program. The Addendum evaluated a proposed modification to Mitigation Measure 5-3a,
which addresses the RVSP affordable housing requirement. The 2012 Addendum did not include any other
substantial changes to the RVSP or associated entitlements.
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In May of 2015, the County approved a second Addendum to the RVSP EIR. The 2015 Addendum evaluated an
amendment to the RVSP, modifications to the RVSP Development Standards, Design Guidelines, Public Services
Fee and Public Facility Financing Programs, a rezone of the 315.6-acre Homes By Towne (HBT)-owned property,
a change in land use designations, and approval of an Amended and Restated Development Agreement. The zone
changes evaluated in the 2015 Addendum did not directly affect the project site.
The land use changes analyzed in the 2015 Addendum included a change in the designation of a High Density
Residential area to Commercial, as well as the addition of Estate Residential and Agriculture land use designations.
In addition, the land use changes included, but were not limited to, an elimination of alley-loaded medium density
homes and the addition of low-density homes, the creation of a density reserve, changes to the mix and size of
capital facilities, roadway changes, and the relocation of park and recreation areas. The land use changes resulted
in minor modifications to the Parks and Recreation-designated area within the project site.
Per the RVSP, as currently amended, the project site is designated Low Density Residential (74.2 acres), Parks
and Recreation (1.9 acres), and Major Road (PFE Road) (2.3 acres). As noted previously, the Mason Trails parcel,
as well as a few additional parcels, were analyzed at a program level in the RVSP EIR, whereas other parcels were
analyzed at a project level. However, the RVSP EIR assigned a specific development density of 170 units to the
Mason Trails parcel, as evidenced by a review of Table 3-2 of the Project Description chapter of the RVSP EIR
(note: the project site is referred to as “Elliot” in Table 3-2 and throughout the RVSP EIR).

SUMMARY OF PROJECT
A.11.1

Rezone

As part of the 2009 RVSP approvals, the portions of the RVSP area that were then under the ownership of the
project applicant(s) were rezoned consistent with the County’s Specific Plan (SPL) zone district convention, thereby
creating the SPL-RVSP zoning designation. However, the project site retained the site’s original zoning designation
of Residential Single-Family, combining Agriculture, minimum Building Site of 20,000 square feet, combining Design
Review, Planned Development (RS-AG-B-20-DR PD=2). Therefore, the proposed project would require a Rezone
to change the site’s zoning designation to SPL-RVSP to bring the site into conformance with the RVSP.

A.11.2

Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map

The proposed VTSM would subdivide the project site into 170 single-family residential lots (51.36 acres), five
landscape corridor lots (2.41 acres), two open space parcels (20.95 acres), and one lot to be developed with park
uses (2.77 acres) (see Exhibit 3). The proposed unit density would be consistent with the development intensity
analyzed in the RVSP EIR.
Access and Circulation
Access to the proposed subdivision would be provided by the adjacent subdivisions to the east and west of the site,
with San Fratello Street providing primary indirect access; direct access from PFE Road would not be available. A
total of six vehicle ingress/egress points for the site would be provided, to be located at A Street, Tiller Way, and K
Street on the west side of the site by way of San Fratello Street in the Glen Willow subdivision; and at Tiller Way, I
Street and M Street on the east side of the site, connecting to the Mariposa subdivision currently under construction.
In the event that San Fratello Street, which would provide access to the western side of the development, has not
yet been constructed prior to development of the proposed project, the project would include construction of a
portion of San Fratello Street (to be determined by the County) to provide access to the proposed subdivision in
compliance with the current version of the Placer County Land Development Manual and the approved Glen Willow
subdivision road standards.
The northern half of PFE Road along the project frontage would be widened and improved to include two 11-footwide westbound travel lanes, a seven-foot-wide bike lane, a right-turn lane at San Fratello Street, and a 40-footwide multipurpose easement containing a Class I trail that would extend along the north side of PFE Road
throughout the RVSP area. In the event that San Fratello Street and the frontage improvements associated with the
Glen Willow subdivision project have not been constructed prior to development of the Mason Trails project, the Mason
Trails project would include construction of the full intersection of San Fratello Street and PFE Road, including the
required turn lanes and tapers to transition back to the existing PFE Road section. The proposed roadway
improvements are consistent with the circulation improvements evaluated in the RVSP EIR.
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Exhibit 3
Proposed Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map
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Open Space, Parks, and Trails
As part of the proposed project, a privacy wall would be provided along the lots backing PFE Road and along the
southwestern lots backing San Fratello Street, up to the K Street entrance into the project site. In addition, open
space barrier fencing, view fencing, and enhanced wooden fencing is proposed throughout the development. An
eight-foot wide Class 1 trail would be provided between the north side of PFE Road and the project’s privacy wall.
An interior greenbelt with an eight-foot wide pedestrian pathway is proposed within the project site, thereby providing
connectivity between the proposed park, trail system, and open space amenities in the northern portion of the
project site (described in further detail below).
The proposed 1.22-acre, north-south pedestrian pathway is comprised of Lots A-D (identified as Landscape
Corridors on the VTSM) and would be landscaped on both sides. Cul-de-sacs would provide future residents with
access to the pedestrian pathway. The pedestrian pathway would connect to the proposed Class 1 trail within Open
Space Lot H, providing access to the park site and the Glen Willow Dry Creek Class I trail currently under
construction to the north of the project site. If the preferred Alternative A sewer pipe alignment is selected (see
further discussion under the Utilities section below), the Class 1 trail within on-site Open Space Lot H would also
provide access to a new Class I trail/utility access road across the adjacent Lund Property. The Class 1 trail/utility
access road on the Lund Property would follow the Alternative A sewer pipe alignment, which runs east to Walerga
Road.
The northern 20.95-acre portion of the project site would be preserved as open space (Lot H and Lot F). The larger
Lot H along the northern portion of the project site would remain undeveloped, except for the perimeter fencing and
Class I trail/utility access road running through the lot. Landscaping or other improvements are not proposed within
Lot H. Lot F is also proposed as open space and would act as a buffer/transition space between the residential lots
and Lot H. Landscaping with drought tolerant plantings and temporary irrigation is proposed within Lot F. In addition,
Lot F would contain the portion of the existing pond that lies within the project site, as well as a new pedestrian trail
meandering around the pond and connecting the proposed residential uses to the open space within the northern
portion of the site.
To the northwest of the proposed residences, the project would include a 2.77-acre park lot that would be developed
with an athletic field, a parking area, and trail connections (Lot E). The proposed park would be contiguous with
another park facility that is planned within the approved Glen Willow subdivision to the west of the project site.
Reciprocal access would be provided between the two park facilities.
Utilities
Consistent with the approved RVSP, domestic water lines are proposed along all streets within the project site to
provide service to each residence. Eight-inch domestic water connections are proposed at A Street and K Street
on the west side of Mason Trails, and at I Street and M Street on the east side. A 12-inch watermain is proposed
along Tiller Way. In addition, a 24-inch watermain is included as part of the PFE Road improvements, consistent
with the RVSP.
With regard to sewer utilities, the proposed project would be divided into two sheds. The 57 lots proposed within
the southeastern portion of the project site flow to the east and tie into the adjacent Mariposa development,
consistent with the 2016 Riolo Vineyards Sanitary Sewer Master Plan (Sewer Master Plan). The remaining 113 lots
would flow to the north and tie into an off-site gravity sewer that flows to the sewer lift station facility (CFD1) east of
Walerga Road. The project would include a stub to the future elementary school site on the south side of PFE Road
across from the project site. Additional detail related to the proposed sewer improvements is provided under the
Off-Site Improvements section below.
Stormwater within the project site would be collected among three main storm drain lines. The site has been
designed to drain along sheds generally following the 2014 Preliminary Drainage Master Plan Update (Drainage
Master Plan) prepared by Civil Engineering Solutions, Inc. A small portion of the project site’s drainage in the
southwest corner of the residential area would be collected by the storm drain system in San Fratello Street in the
adjacent Glen Willow subdivision. In addition, a portion of the on-site storm drainage along the eastern side of the
project site would be collected in a storm system that connects to the Mariposa development to the east. This storm
drain line would then flow to the existing pond, which would remain in place. The open channels on the west side
of the Mariposa site will be converted to closed storm drain pipe systems. The remainder of the proposed project is
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designed to flow to storm drain systems that outlet on the north side of the project site. It should be noted that offsite easements and right-of-entry agreements would be required from the Mariposa development in order to
construct and maintain the proposed drainage alignment. In the event such easements/agreements cannot be
obtained, the project would alternatively construct all required drainage improvements on-site, using retaining walls
as necessary. Storm water quality treatment is proposed at the three storm drain outlet locations on-site. Two of
the proposed storm drain pipes would outlet to new excavated areas provided for infiltration treatment and grading
fill area compensation, then flow to vegetated swales that would sheet flow to Dry Creek to the north of the site.
The third storm drain pipe system would outlet to the existing on-site pond and then sheet flow to Dry Creek. The
storm drainage outlet locations are approximately 1,500 feet away from Dry Creek.
It should be noted that the proposed residential lots and associated improvements would require approximately
1,695 cubic yards (CY) of new fill within the Dry Creek 100-year floodplain. In order to offset the increase in fill within
the floodplain, the proposed project would include compensatory cuts totaling 1,700 CY within Lot H in the northern
portion of the project site.
Off-Site Improvements
In order to implement the sewer improvements included in the Sewer Master Plan, the proposed project would
include construction of an off-site sewer line north of the site to connect to the existing sewer system east of the
project, near Walerga Road, which flows to the Dry Creek CFD1 lift station located to the east of Dry Creek
Community Park. Currently, two sewer alignments are under consideration: Alternative A (preferred) and Alternative
B (see Exhibit 4). Both alignments would route wastewater from the project site through a new eight-inch sewer line
northward to a new sewer manhole, SSMH 80. The preferred Alternative A alignment would be located 30 to 50
feet south of the northerly Lund property line, and is located outside of the primary Dry Creek riparian area. The
proposed project would include the construction of a new Class I trail/utility access road that would follow the path
of the Alternative A alignment. Off-site sewer easements and trail easements would be required. The Alternative B
alignment would be located along the north side of the Glen Willow Dry Creek Class 1 Trail, and dual 12-inch force
mains currently under construction, travelling from west to east towards Walerga Road. Both alternatives have
similar excavation depths of six to 12 feet. Both Alternative A and B would tie into the existing 10-inch gravity sewer
that is presently being relocated as part of the County’s Walerga Bridge Replacement Project. Both routes and
depth ranges are consistent with the approved 2016 Sewer Master Plan.
A future capacity deficiency at buildout of the sewer shed has been identified as part of the regional wastewater
master planning for the existing 12-inch gravity sewer that crosses from the east side of Walerga Road to the CFD1
Lift Station to the east. The existing 12-inch pipe will be surcharged when interim entitled development is connected,
with or without flows from the proposed project. With interim flows and the project connected, the estimated
hydraulic grade line (HGL) would exceed eight inches above pipe crown in the existing 12-inch sewer pipes. If the
County determines that the available freeboard is insufficient as a result of the pipe surcharging, the proposed
project would be required to include upsizing of the 12-inch pipe to a new 15-inch or 18-inch pipe in order to meet
the County’s capacity standards. In such a case, the project may enter into a reimbursement agreement with the
County to receive future fair-share payments made by other parties towards the upsizing. Thus, the environmental
impacts associated with this upsizing are evaluated in this Environmental Checklist, given that sewer flows
associated with buildout of the project site have the potential to trigger the need for the upsizing. The upsize work
generally consists of open cut trenching to replace the pipe, manhole coring and surface removal, and restoration
of the existing Class 1 trail that serves as a sewer access road. However, all improvements would occur in areas
that have been subject to prior disturbance.
In addition, the CFD1 sewer lift station will need to be expanded to accommodate the proposed project’s
wastewater. Thus, the project would be required to construct additional emergency storage at the lift station.
Specifically, the project would include construction of a 60-foot long 120-inch diameter storage tank on the
southwest side of the existing lift station site. The expansion would include embankment filling to provide
maintenance access to the 48-inch manholes above the existing Dry Creek flood plain elevations.
The lift station expansion would result in approximately 450 to 800 CY of new fill within the Dry Creek 100-year
floodplain. In order to offset the increase in fill within the floodplain, the proposed project would include equivalent
compensatory cuts immediately north of the lift station (see Exhibit 5). Additional detail related to the proposed
floodplain improvements are discussed in Section X, Hydrology and Water Quality, of this Environmental Checklist.
It should be noted that construction of the preferred Alternative A sewer alignment and associated Class I trail/utility
access road, as well as the potential upsizing of the 12-inch sewer pipe, would not require placement of a substantial
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quantity of new fill within the floodplain. Any minor fill required would be offset by minor cuts to be made adjacent
to the trail alignment.
Other offsite improvements associated with the construction of PFE Frontage improvements, San Fratello Road
access, and all associated drainage improvements have been analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

A.11.3

Administrative Modification

Per the RVSP, Administrative Modifications are modifications to the RVSP that do not have a significant impact on
the character of the RVSP area and are consistent with the spirit and intent of the RVSP’s visions, goals, and
policies. The proposed project would include an Administrative Modification to preserve the northern 20.9-acre
portion of the site as Open Space and increase the portion of the site designated Parks and Recreation from 1.9
acres to 2.8 acres. As a result of the proposed changes, the total amount of area designated Low Density
Residential would decrease from 74.2 acres to 51.4 acres. Exhibit 6 below provides a summary of the land use
changes proposed as part of the Administrative Modification. The proposed on-site park area would be contiguous
with the planned park area within the Glen Willow subdivision to the west. The Administrative Modification also
addresses retaining the existing pond which the approved RVSP indicated would be filled. The pond will remain for
open space and stormwater drainage purposes.

A.11.4

Development Agreement

Per the RVSP, all development projects within the RVSP must be consistent with the RVSP, and each project is
required to enter into a Development Agreement with the County. As such, the proposed project would require
execution of a new Development Agreement between the project applicant and the County. The Development
Agreement would vest the Mason Trails property with the right to proceed to development, subject to the limitations
and obligations of the Development Agreement and the RVSP.
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Exhibit 4
Proposed Off-Site Sewer Alignment
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Exhibit 5
Off-Site Sewer Compensatory Cut and Fill – CFD1 Lift Station
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Exhibit 6
Administrative Modification (Approved vs. Proposed Specific Plan)
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REQUIRED DISCRETIONARY ACTIONS
A.11.5

Lead Agency

Table 1 below shows the entitlements, approvals, and permits needed for the proposed project. Remaining
entitlements, approvals, and/or permits that are needed or will be sought from Placer County for implementation of the
adopted RVSP are shown on page 3-74 of the RVSP Draft EIR.
Table 1
Placer County Entitlements, Approvals and Permits

A.11.6

Entitlement/Approval or Permit Needed

Agency

Rezone

Placer County Board of Supervisors

Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map

Placer County Board of Supervisors

Administrative Modification

Placer County Planning Director

Development Agreement

Placer County Board of Supervisors

Responsible Agencies

In addition to the list of entitlements, approvals, and/or permits identified in Table 1 above that must be obtained
from Placer County, the following approvals, consultations, and/or permits may be required from other agencies,
shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Approvals and/or Permits from Other Agencies
Approval and/or Permit

Agency

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Storm Water
Discharge Permit, and Section 401 of the Clean Water Act

Regional Water Quality Control Board

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

State and Federal Endangered Species Acts

California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service

Wastewater Treatment, Initial and Long-Term

South Placer Wastewater Authority, Sacramento Regional
County Sanitation District, City of Roseville, County of Placer,
South Placer Municipal Utility District, and Regional Water
Quality Control Board

EXPLANATION OF CHECKLIST EVALUATION CATEGORIES
The purpose of this checklist is to evaluate the categories in terms of any “changed condition” (i.e., changed
circumstances, project changes, or new information of substantial importance) that may result in environmental
impact significance conclusions different from those found in the RVSP EIR and 2015 Addendum. The row titles of
the checklist include the full range of environmental topics, as presented in Appendix G of the State CEQA
Guidelines. The column titles of the checklist have been modified from the Appendix G presentation to help answer
the questions to be addressed pursuant to CEQA Section 21166 and State CEQA Guidelines Section 15162. A “no”
answer does not necessarily mean that there are no potential impacts relative to the environmental category, but
that there is no change in the condition or status of the impact since it was analyzed and addressed with mitigation
measures in the Final EIR (2009). For instance, the environmental categories might be answered with a “no” in the
checklist because the impacts associated with the proposed project were adequately addressed in the Final EIR,
and the environmental impact significance conclusions of the Final EIR remain applicable. The purpose of each
column of the checklist is described below.

B.1

WHERE IMPACT WAS ANALYZED PREVIOUSLY

This column provides a cross-reference to the pages of the prior environmental documents where information and
analysis may be found relative to the environmental issue listed under each topic.
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B.2

DO PROPOSED CHANGES/NEW CIRCUMSTANCES/NEW INFORMATION RESULT
IN NEW SIGNIFICANT/SUBSTANTIALLY MORE SEVERE IMPACTS?

Pursuant to Section 15162a(2) of the CEQA Guidelines, this column indicates whether there have been changes
to the project site or the vicinity (circumstances under which the project is undertaken) that have occurred
subsequent to the prior environmental documents, which would result in the current project having new significant
environmental impacts that were not considered in the prior environmental documents or having substantial
increases in the severity of previously identified significant impacts. The significance of the changes proposed to
the approved RVSP, as it is described in the certified RVSP Final EIR and the 2015 Addendum, is indicated in the
columns to the right of the environmental issues.
Generally, the changes included in the proposed project consist of a Rezone to change the site’s zoning designation
to SPL-RVSP, a reorganization of land uses within the northern portion of the project site to accommodate the 100year floodplain associated with Dry Creek, and consideration of alternative off-site sewer pipe alignments. While
not considered changes to the project, the current VTM provides design-level detail for the project site not included
in the RVSP. These design-level details are evaluated throughout this checklist.

B.3

IS THERE SUBSTANTIAL NEW INFORMATION REQUIRING NEW ANALYSIS OR
VERIFICATION?

Pursuant to Section 15162a(3)(A-D) of the CEQA Guidelines, this column indicates whether new information of
substantial importance which was not known and could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable
diligence at the time the previous environmental documents were certified as complete is available, requiring an
update to the analysis of the previous environmental documents to verify that the environmental conclusions and
mitigation measures remain valid. If the new information shows that: a) the project will have one or more significant
effects not discussed in the prior environmental documents; or b) that significant effects previously examined will
be substantially more severe than shown in the prior environmental documents; or c) that mitigation measures or
alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact be feasible and would substantially reduce one or more
significant effects of the project, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative;
or d) that mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those analyzed in the prior
environmental documents would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the environment, but the
project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative, the question would be answered ‘Yes’
requiring the preparation of a subsequent EIR or supplement to the EIR. However, if the additional analysis
completed as part of this Environmental Checklist finds that the conclusions of the prior environmental documents
remain the same and no new significant impacts are identified, or identified significant environmental impacts are
not found to be substantially more severe, the question would be answered ‘No’ and no additional EIR
documentation (supplement to the EIR or subsequent EIR) would be required.
Notably, where the only basis for preparing a subsequent EIR or a supplement to an EIR is a new significant impact
or a substantial increase in the severity of a previously identified impact, the need for the new EIR can be avoided
if the project applicant agrees to one or more mitigation measures that can reduce the significant effect(s) at issue
to less-than-significant levels. (See River Valley Preservation Project v. Metropolitan Transit Development Board
(1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 154, 168.)

B.4

ARE THERE EFFECTS THAT ARE PECULIAR TO THE PROJECT THAT HAVE NOT
BEEN DISCLOSED IN PRIOR DOCUMENTS?

This column indicates whether the proposed changes would result in unique environmental effects that were not
disclosed in the prior environmental documents and adopted CEQA Findings.
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B.5

ARE THERE EFFECTS PECULIAR TO THE PROJECT THAT WILL NOT BE
SUBSTANTIALLY MITIGATED BY PREVIOUSLY ADOPTED UNIFORMLY APPLIED
DEVELOPMENT POLICIES OR STANDARDS?

This column indicates whether the proposed changes would result in unique environmental effects that would not
be mitigated to a less-than-significant level by previously adopted, uniformly applied development policies or
standards.

B.6

WERE POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT OFFSITE OR CUMULATIVE IMPACTS NOT
DISCUSSED IN PREVIOUS DOCUMENTS?

This column indicates whether the previous environmental documents analyzed off-site or cumulative
environmental impacts associated with the subject development.

B.7

DO MITIGATION MEASURES FROM PRIOR DOCUMENTS RESOLVE SIGNIFICANT
IMPACTS?

This column indicates whether the prior environmental documents and adopted CEQA Findings provide mitigation
measures to address effects in the related impact category. (In the case of the RVSP, all mitigation measures
recommended in the Final EIR were adopted as recommended, as reflected in the CEQA Findings adopted by the
Board of Supervisors in May of 2009). In some cases, the mitigation measures have already been implemented. A
“yes” response will be provided in either instance. If “N/A” is indicated, this Environmental Checklist concludes that
the impact does not occur with this project and, therefore, no mitigation measures are needed.

BASELINE FOR THE ANALYSIS
In cases where an approved project has already undergone environmental review, and the environmental document
has been certified by the lead agency, the lead agency can restrict its review to the incremental effects of the
modified project, rather than having to reconsider the overall impacts of the project. In other words, if the project
under review constitutes a modification of a previously approved project previously subjected to environmental
review, then the “baseline” for purposes of CEQA is adjusted such that the originally approved project is assumed
to exist. 1 Thus, the environmental baseline for this analysis consists of the approved RVSP project.

PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS
Placer County, in certifying the 2008 RVSP EIR, completed a comprehensive environmental review process. The
process involved the preparation of a series of environmental documents (listed below).
•
•
•
•

Placer County. Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report, SCH# 2005092041. January
2008.
Placer County. Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Final Environmental Impact Report, SCH# 2005092041. October
2008.
Placer County. CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the Riolo Vineyard
Specific Plan Environmental Impact Report. May 12, 2009.
Placer County. Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program. October 24,
2008.

Placer County has adopted multiple addenda to the EIR and approved amendments to the RVSP including the
following:
•

1

Placer County. Addendum to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Certified Environmental Impact Report (SCH
No. 2005092041). December 2012.

See Michael H. Remy et al. Guide to CEQA, 11th Edition. Point Arena: Solano Press Books (2007), p. 207; Stephen L. Kostka and Michael
H. Zischke. Practice Under the Environmental Quality Act, Second Edition (Vol. 1). Oakland: Continuing Education of the Bar (2018), p.
12-32; Benton v. Board of Supervisors (1st Dist. 1991) 226 Cal. App. 3d 1467.
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•
•

Placer County. Addendum to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Certified Environmental Impact Report (SCH
No. 2005092041). May 2015.
Placer County. Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program. Revised
November 3, 2014.

For purposes of this checklist, the above documents are collectively referred to as the “RVSP EIR.“
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST
I.

AESTHETICS

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:
1. Have a substantial
adverse effect on a
scenic vista?

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
Were
circumstances/
Is there
effects that
mitigated by
potentially
new
substantial are peculiar to previously
significant
information
new
the project
adopted
offsite or
result in new
information that have not
uniformly
cumulative
significant /
requiring
been
applied
impacts not
substantially new analysis disclosed in development discussed in
more severe
or
prior
policies or
previous
impacts?
verification? documents?
standards?
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

Not analyzed

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

2. Substantially damage
scenic resources,
including, but not limited
Not analyzed
to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and
historic buildings within
a State scenic highway?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

3. In non-urbanized areas,
substantially degrade
the existing visual
character or quality of
public views of the site
and its surroundings?
(Public views are those
that are experienced
Draft EIR Section
from publicly accessible
8.3.3
vantage point). If the
project is in an
urbanized area, would
the project conflict with
applicable zoning and
other regulations
governing scenic
quality?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4. Create a new source of
substantial light or glare
Draft EIR Section
which would adversely
8.3.3
affect day or nighttime
views in the area?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Discussion
1,2.

A scenic vista is an area that is designated, signed, and accessible to the public for the express purposes
of viewing and sightseeing. A scenic vista includes any such areas designated by a federal, State, or local
agency. Federal and State agencies have not designated any such locations within Placer County for
viewing and sightseeing. Similarly, Placer County, according to the Placer County General Plan, has
determined that the planning area of the General Plan does not contain officially-designated scenic
highways, corridors, vistas, or viewing areas. According to the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) map of designated and eligible scenic routes under the California Scenic Highway Program,
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officially-designated State Scenic Highways do not exist within the vicinity of the RVSP area or in Placer
County. 2 Therefore, the RVSP EIR did not address effects on scenic vistas or State Scenic Highways.
Conditions have not changed since the certification of the RVSP EIR. Therefore, the proposed project would
not be subject to new circumstances that would result in new impacts, or new information that would require
new analysis, due to an effect on scenic vistas or scenic resources within a State Scenic Highway.
3.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts to visual character and quality associated
with development of the project site. The EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation Measures
8-1b, 8-1c, and 8-2a through 8-2c, program-level impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels.
Mitigation Measure 8-1b requires that screening removed due to construction activities be replaced in kind
with replacement shrub and tree planting and other screening measures, sufficient to provide screening of
headlight glare and increased visual exposure in the shortest feasible time. Mitigation Measure 8-1c
requires that tree planting within the roadway corridors adjoining the Plan Area consist of a combination of
fast-growing ornamental ‘orchard’ species (flowering fruit trees) to provide short-term mitigation, and native
oaks to provide long-term restoration of community character. Mitigation Measure 8-1a related to the
Roseville Cemetery is not applicable to the project site, as the cemetery is not visible from the site. On-site
conditions have not changed substantially since the certification of the RVSP EIR.
Relative to the approved RVSP, the proposed project would preserve a greater portion of the site from
development. Specifically, the northern 20.9-acre portion of the site would be designated Open Space and
would not be developed with any permanent structures. Currently, the approved RVSP does not identify
any Open Space-designated land on-site. In addition, the total number of proposed residential units would
be consistent with what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. The project would not include development of any
areas within the project site that were not previously anticipated for development as part of the RVSP and
would not otherwise result in any changes that would cause increased degradation of the visual character
or quality of the project site beyond what was previously analyzed. Mitigation Measures 8-1b, 8-1c, and 82a through 8-2c, would continue to be required for future on-site development. Therefore, the proposed
project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed
in the RVSP EIR.

4.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts to light and glare associated with
development of the project site. The EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation Measures 8-4a
and 8-4b, program-level impacts would be reduced to a less-than-significant level. Mitigation Measure 84a requires specific standards for lighting elements placed within public rights-of-way and within open space
areas. Mitigation Measure 8-4b prohibits upward lighting and requires that all lighting include shielding to
direct illumination downward. On-site conditions related to light and glare have not changed substantially
since the certification of the RVSP EIR.
The proposed project would not result in the creation of new or more intensive sources of light or glare
compared to buildout of the project site per the adopted RVSP. Rather, the project would preserve an
increased portion of the site as open space along the Dry Creek corridor, thereby reducing the potential for
light spillage onto neighboring properties within the northern portion of the site. The project would not
include development of any areas within the project site that were not previously anticipated for
development as part of the RVSP and would not otherwise result in any changes that would cause
increased on-site light and glare beyond what was previously analyzed. While the proposed athletic field
within the northern portion of the site could potentially including nighttime lighting, Mitigation Measures 84a and 8-4b of the RVSP EIR would continue to be required for future on-site development. These
measures were required to ensure that all proposed lighting within the RVSP would be appropriately
designed so as to ensure that new night lighting introduced by the RVSP would result in a less-thansignificant impact to adjacent uses. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or
substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

2

California Scenic Highway Mapping System. Placer County. Available at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LandArch/16_livability/scenic
_highways/. Accessed September 2018.
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Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 8-1b (Replace visual and glare screening of adjacent residences affected by project
road-related construction);
Mitigation Measure 8-1c (Replace/plant native oaks within roadway rights-of-way and at gateway features);
Mitigation Measure 8-2a (Implement open space preservation, tree replacement, site landscaping, and
project design measures);
Mitigation Measure 8-2b (Implement construction of Dry Creek Trail, other trails, and vineyards);
Mitigation Measure 8-2c (Implement Mitigation Measure 8-1c: Replace/plant native oaks within roadway
rights-of-way and at gateway features);
Mitigation Measure 8-4a (Implement proposed light and glare mitigation measures); and
Mitigation Measure 8-4b (Implement light and glare measures to eliminate all direct uplighting and direct
offsite light trespass).
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II.

AGRICULTURAL & FOREST RESOURCES

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in
development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Convert Prime
Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland
of Statewide
Importance (Farmland),
as shown on the maps
Draft EIR
prepared pursuant to
Section 4.3.3
the Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring
Program of the
California Resources
Agency, to nonagricultural use?

No

No

No

No

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

2. Conflict with existing
zoning for agricultural
use, a Williamson Act
contract or a Right-toFarm Policy?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

3. Conflict with existing
Draft EIR
zoning for, or cause
Section 4.3.3
rezoning of, forest land
(as defined in Public
Resources Code
section 12220g),
timberland (as defined
by Public Resources
Code section 4526), or
timberland zoned
Timberland Production
(as defined by
Government Code
section 51104g)?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

4. Result in the loss of
Draft EIR
forest land or
Section 4.3.3
conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

Draft EIR
Section 4.3.3

5. Involve other changes Draft EIR
in the existing
Section 4.3.3
environment which, due
to their location or
nature, could result in
conversion of
Farmland, to nonagricultural use or
conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?

No

No

No

No
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6. Conflict with General
Plan or other policies
regarding land use
buffers for agricultural
operations?

Draft EIR
Section 4.3.3

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1-6.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts to agricultural and forest resources
associated with development of the project site. Consistent with the RVSP EIR, per the Department of
Conservation Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP), the project site is characterized as
Grazing Land. 3 The site does not include Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance. Currently, the site is zoned RS-AG-B-20-DR PD=2, which allows for residential uses. In
addition, the site is not under a Williamson Act contract, and does not contain forest land, timberland, or
timberland zoned Timberland Production.
Conversion of Grazing Land is not typically considered an impact under the CEQA Guidelines; however,
per Impact 4-4 of the RVSP EIR, the County chose to conclude that conversion of grazing land throughout
the RVSP area, including the project site, would result in a significant and unavoidable impact. With regard
to compatibility with agricultural uses adjacent to parcels within the RVSP area, the RVSP EIR concluded
that implementation of Mitigation Measures 4-7a and 4-7b would reduce program-level impacts to lessthan-significant levels. Mitigation Measure 4-7a requires that projects within the RVSP area must be
designed to maintain adequate physical separation between proposed residential uses and existing
agricultural operations. Where residential development would abut agricultural uses on an adjacent
program-level parcel, a minimum 50-foot separation from habitable structures would be maintained unless
the developer obtains a letter agreement from the owner of the adjacent program-level parcel providing for
the cessation of existing or future agricultural operations. Mitigation Measure 4-7b requires the project
applicant and/or HOA to inform prospective buyers of property, future owners, and occupants of the
County’s Right-to-Farm Ordinance. On-site conditions have not changed substantially since the certification
of the RVSP EIR. However, construction has begun on the Mariposa subdivision to the east of the site, and
the County has approved a tentative map for the Glen Willow subdivision to the west of the site.
Relative to the approved RVSP, the proposed project would preserve a greater portion of the site from
development. Specifically, the northern 20.9-acre portion of the site would be designated Open Space and
would not be developed with any permanent structures. Currently, the RVSP does not identify any Open
Space-designated land on-site. Therefore, compared to development of the project site under the approved
RVSP, the proposed project would convert a smaller portion of the existing on-site Grazing Land to urban
uses. It should also be noted that targeted grazing may occur within the Open Space area to manage future
fire risk.
The project would not include development of any areas that were not previously anticipated for
development as part of the RVSP and would not otherwise result in any changes that would cause
increased impacts to agricultural or forest resources beyond what was previously analyzed. Therefore, the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what
was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measures 4-7a and 4-7b would continue to be required for future
on-site development.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•

3

Mitigation Measure 4-7a (Design project elements to buffer the project from adjacent agricultural uses); and
Mitigation Measure 4-7b (Notify residential property owners of County’s Right- to-Farm Ordinance).

California Department of Conservation. Placer County Important Farmland Finder. Available at: https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/DLRP/
CIFF/. Accessed August 2019.
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III.

AIR QUALITY

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:
1. Conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the
applicable air quality
plan?

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?
Draft EIR page
10-27

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

No

No

No

No

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

2. Result in a cumulatively
considerable net
increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the
Draft EIR page
project region is non10-27
attainment under an
applicable federal or
state ambient air quality
standard?

No

No

No

No

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

3. Expose sensitive
receptors to substantial
pollutant
concentrations?

Draft EIR page
10-27

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

4. Result in other
emissions (such as
those leading to odors)
adversely affecting a
substantial number of
people?

Draft EIR page
10-27

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1,2.

The project site is located within the boundaries of the Sacramento Valley Air Basin (SVAB) and under the
jurisdiction of the Placer County Air Pollution Control District (PCAPCD). The federal Clean Air Act (CAA)
and the California Clean Air Act (CCAA) require that federal and State ambient air quality standards (AAQS)
be established, respectively, for six common air pollutants, known as criteria pollutants. The criteria
pollutants include particulate matter (PM), ground-level ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur oxides,
nitrogen oxides (NO X ), and lead. At the federal level, the SVAB area is designated as nonattainment for
the 8-hour ozone and the 24-hour particulate matter 2.5 microns in diameter (PM 2.5 ) AAQS, and attainment
or unclassified for all other federal criteria pollutant AAQS. At the State level, the SVAB area is designated
as nonattainment for the 1-hour ozone, 8-hour ozone, particulate matter 10 microns in diameter (PM 10 )
AAQS, and attainment or unclassified for all other State AAQS.
The CAA requires each state to prepare an air quality control plan referred to as a State Implementation
Plan (SIP). The SIPs are modified periodically to reflect the latest emissions inventories, planning
documents, and rules and regulations of the air basins, as reported by their jurisdictional agencies. Due to
the nonattainment designations, PCAPCD, along with the other air districts in the SVAB region, periodically
prepares and updates air quality plans that provide emission reduction strategies to achieve attainment of
the National AAQS (NAAQS), including control strategies to reduce air pollutant emissions through
regulations, incentive programs, public education, and partnerships with other agencies. The current
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applicable air quality plan for the proposed project area is the Sacramento Regional 8-Hour Ozone
Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress Plan (Ozone Attainment Plan), adopted September 26, 2013.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) determined the motor vehicle emission budgets in the
Plan to be adequate and made such findings effective August 25, 2014. On January 9, 2015, the USEPA
approved the 2013 Ozone Attainment Plan. The 2013 Ozone Attainment Plan demonstrates how existing
and new control strategies would provide the necessary future emission reductions to meet the CAA
requirements, including the NAAQS.
On May 10, 2017, USEPA found that the Sacramento area attained the 2006 24-hour PM 2.5 NAAQS, based
on certified monitoring data for the period between 2013 and 2015. The PCAPCD and other air districts in
the region, are currently working to prepare the PM 2.5 Maintenance Plan and Redesignation Request and
will submit to the USEPA to finalize the attainment redesignation.
General conformity requirements of the regional air quality plan include whether a project would cause or
contribute to new violations of any NAAQS, increase the frequency or severity of an existing violation of
any NAAQS, or delay timely attainment of any NAAQS. In order to evaluate ozone and other criteria air
pollutant emissions and support attainment goals for those pollutants that the area is designated
nonattainment, the PCAPCD recommends significance thresholds for emissions of PM 10 and ozone
precursors – reactive organic gases (ROG) and NO X . On October 13, 2016, the PCAPCD adopted updated
significance thresholds for the aforementioned pollutants. The updated operational thresholds for ROG and
NO X are more stringent than the thresholds that were in effect at the time the PVSP EIR was certified.
The significance thresholds, expressed in pounds per day (lbs/day), listed in Table 3, are the PCAPCD’s
recommended thresholds of significance for use in the evaluation of air quality impacts associated with
proposed development projects. The County of Placer, as lead agency, uses the PCAPCD’s recommended
thresholds of significance for CEQA evaluation purposes.
Table 3
PCAPCD Thresholds of Significance
Pollutant
ROG
NO X
PM 10

Construction Threshold (lbs/day)
Previous
Current (2016)
82
82
82
82
82
82

Operational Threshold (lbs/day)
Previous
Current (2016)
82
55
82
55
82
82

Source: Placer County Air Pollution Control District. Placer County Air Pollution Control District Policy. Review of Land Use Projects
Under CEQA. October 13, 2016.

As noted on page 10-27 of the RVSP Draft EIR, the EIR assumed buildout of the project site with 170 units
and accounted for resulting air quality emissions, including mobile-source emissions. The EIR concluded
that even with implementation of Mitigation Measures 10-1a through 10-1e, construction air quality impacts
associated with buildout of the RVSP area would remain significant and unavoidable, specifically for
emissions of ROG, NO X , and CO. Mitigation Measure 10-1a requires preparation and implementation of
emission control/dust control measures. Mitigation Measure 10-1b requires each project within the RVSP
to provide the PCAPCD with a list of construction equipment and anticipated construction timeline.
Mitigation Measure 10-1c requires proper maintenance of all construction equipment and vehicles, while
Mitigation Measure 10-1d prohibits open burning of removed vegetation.
With regard to operations, the EIR concluded that a significant and unavoidable impact would occur related
to ROG, NO X , and PM 10 emissions, even with implementation of Mitigation Measures 10-2a through 102d. Mitigation Measure 10-2a requires implementation of project-level measures to reduce energy
consumption, while Mitigation Measure 10-2b prohibits open burning within residential, commercial, and
recreational parcels in the RVSP area. Mitigation Measure 10-2c requires that any fire place appliances
within future development are gas-fired (as opposed to wood-fired). Lastly, Mitigation Measure 10-2d
requires each project within the RVSP to implement an off-site mitigation program, coordinated through the
PCAPCD, to offset long-term ozone precursor emissions.
Relative to the approved RVSP, the proposed project would preserve a greater portion of the site from
development. Specifically, the northern 20.9-acre portion of the site would be designated Open Space and
would not be developed with any permanent structures. Ground disturbance within the open space area
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would be primarily limited to compensatory cuts necessary to offset placement of fill within the Dry Creek
floodplain. In addition, the project would require minor off-site cut and fill for the proposed off-site sewer
extension and the CFD1 lift station expansion. Such grading activity would not result in substantial criteria
pollutant emissions, and would be consistent with the intensity of grading activity required for buildout of
the project site per the approved RVSP.
Given that the proposed project would include a reduced overall disturbance area, construction emissions
associated with the proposed project would be similar or less compared to buildout of the site under the
approved RVSP. Upon buildout of the project site, the project would include the same number of singlefamily residential units previously anticipated for the site in the RVSP. Thus, operational emissions would
be similar to what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Therefore, for both construction and operation, the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what
was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measures 10-1a through 10-1e and 10-2a through 10-2d would
continue to be required for future on-site development.
3.

Some land uses are considered more sensitive to air pollution than others, due to the types of population
groups or activities involved. Heightened sensitivity may be caused by health problems, proximity to the
emissions source, and/or duration of exposure to air pollutants. Children, pregnant women, the elderly, and
those with existing health problems are especially vulnerable to the effects of air pollution. Sensitive
receptors are typically defined as facilities where sensitive receptor population groups (i.e., children, the
elderly, the acutely ill, and the chronically ill) are likely to be located. Accordingly, land uses that are typically
considered to be sensitive receptors include residences, schools, playgrounds, childcare centers,
retirement homes, convalescent homes, hospitals, and medical clinics.
The major pollutant concentrations of concern are localized CO emissions and other toxic air contaminant
(TAC) emissions, both of which were analyzed at a program level in the RVSP EIR. The EIR concluded
that impacts related to both CO emissions and TAC emissions would be less than significant, and mitigation
would not be required. As discussed previously, the proposed project would be consistent with the type and
intensity of development anticipated for the site per the RVSP and analyzed in the RVSP EIR. The project
would not include development of any areas that were not previously anticipated for development as part
of the RVSP and would not otherwise result in any changes that would cause increased impacts related to
CO and TAC emissions beyond what was previously analyzed. Therefore, the proposed project would not
result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP
EIR.

4.

The RVSP EIR concluded that buildout of the RVSP area, including the project site, would result in a lessthan-significant impact related to generation of odors. The proposed project would not result in the
development of any new on-site sources of emissions, including odor-generating uses, beyond what was
previously considered in the EIR. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or
substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 10-1a (Prepare and implement emission control/dust control measures);
Mitigation Measure 10-1b (Provide PCAPCD with a list of construction equipment and anticipated construction
timeline);
Mitigation Measure 10-1c (Maintain construction equipment and vehicles);
Mitigation Measure 10-1d (Minimize idling time for diesel-powered equipment);
Mitigation Measure 10-1e (No open burning of removed vegetation);
Mitigation Measure 10-2a (Implement measures to reduce energy consumption);
Mitigation Measure 10-2b (Prohibit open burning);
Mitigation Measure 10-2c (Allow only gas-fired fireplace appliances); and
Mitigation Measure 10-2d (Implement offsite mitigation programs or pay an in-lieu amount into the Placer
County Air Pollution Control District’s Air Quality Mitigation Program).
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IV.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstance/
effects that
mitigated by
new
Is there
are peculiar to previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification? documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Have a substantial
Draft EIR Section
adverse effect, either
6.3.3
directly or through
habitat modifications,
on any species
identified as a
candidate, sensitive, or
special status species
in local or regional
plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the
California Department
of Fish and Wildlife or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

2. Have a substantial
Draft EIR Section
adverse effect on any 6.3.3
riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural
community, identified in
local or regional plans,
policies or regulations,
or regulated by the
California Department
of Fish & Wildlife, U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service,
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, or Regional
Water Quality Control
Board?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

3. Have a substantial
Draft EIR Section
adverse effect on state 6.3.3
or federally protected
wetlands (including, but
not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal,
etc.) through direct
removal, filling,
hydrological
interruption, or other
means?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
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Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstance/
effects that
mitigated by
new
Is there
are peculiar to previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification? documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

4. Interfere substantially
Draft EIR Section
with the movement of
6.3.3
any resident or
migratory fish or wildlife
species or with
established resident or
migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the
use of wildlife nursery
sites?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

5. Conflict with any local Draft EIR Section
policies or ordinances 6.3.3
protecting biological
resources, such as a
tree preservation policy
or ordinance?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

6. Conflict with the
provisions of an
adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan,
Natural Conservation
Community Plan, or
other approved local,
regional, or state
habitat conservation
plan?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

7. Substantially reduce
RVSP Draft EIR
the habitat of a fish or Section 6.3.3
wildlife species, cause
a fish or wildlife
population to drop
below self-sustaining
levels, threaten to
eliminate a plant or
animal community,
substantially reduce the
number of restrict the
range of an
endangered, rare, or
threatened species?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

8. Have a substantial
adverse effect on the
environment by
converting oak
woodlands?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Draft EIR Section
6.3.3

Draft EIR Section
6.3.3
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Discussion
1,7.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of potential impacts to special-status species associated with buildout
of the RVSP area, including the project site. The EIR concluded that program-level impacts could occur
with regard to special-status plant species, Swainson’s hawk, burrowing owl, white-tailed hawk, western
spadefoot, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, and vernal pool branchiopods. However, with implementation
of Mitigation Measures 6-3a, 6-4a, 6-5a through 6-5c, 6-6a, 6-7a, 6-7b, 6-8a, 6-10a, 6-11a, 6-12a, 6-17a,
and 6-17b, the EIR concluded that impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Mitigation
Measure 6-3a requires focused surveys for special-status plant species within off-site improvement areas,
which were not surveyed at the time the EIR was prepared. Similarly, Mitigation Measures 6-4a, 6-6a, 67a, 6-8a, 6-9a, 6-10a, 6-11a, 6-12a, 6-17a, and 6-17b require preconstruction surveys for American badger,
Swainson’s hawk, burrowing owl, white-tailed hawk, western pond turtle, valley elderberry longhorn beetle,
and vernal pool branchiopods for all areas that have not been subject to surveys previously, along with
avoidance and minimization measures if species are identified during the surveys. With regard to specialstatus fish, Mitigation Measures 6-5a through 6-5c require a 100-foot-wide stream buffer for any proposed
construction and implementation of measures to prevent sewer line leakages, along with use of Best
Management Practices (BMP) to avoid wetland impacts.
It should be noted that the Biological Resources chapter of the RVSP EIR was based primarily on surveys
conducted in 2005 by H.T. Harvey and Associates. The H.T. Harvey and Associates 2005 surveys included
the project site, and the offsite sewer line improvement area east of Walerga Road; a floristic survey was
not conducted previously within the off-site sewer improvement area west of Walerga Road.
As part of the Mason Trails tentative map submittal, a Floristic Survey and Supplemental Floristic Survey
were prepared for the proposed project by Bargas Environmental Consulting, 4 along with a Special-Status
Species Survey and a Supplemental Special-Status Wildlife Species Survey. 5 The supplemental reports
included surveys of the entirety of the proposed off-site improvement areas.
Special-Status Plants
Based on database queries conducted by Bargas Environmental Consulting, a total of 16 special-status
plant species have been documented to occur in the region in which the study area is located. The site was
determined to lack the habitat required to support three of the 16 species. A reconnaissance-level floristic
survey was conducted on the project site on April 13, 2018 within the bloom period for 12 of the 13 plant
species having suitable habitat on-site. While Sanford’s arrowhead was not within its bloom period, Bargas
Environmental has indicated that the plant still would have been readily identifiable in its vegetative state;
and it was not observed during the survey.
Of the 16 species known to occur in the project region, one species, Northern California black walnut, was
identified on the project site, but was restricted to locations immediately adjacent to PFE Road near the
house and former fruit stand structure. Due to their proximity to the house and the road and lack of
occurrence in the remainder of the study area, the individual trees were likely intentionally planted for
aesthetic reasons or possibly as windbreaks for the house. Potential impacts related to Northern California
black walnut are discussed further under question ‘5’ below.
Further surveys of the off-site improvement areas were conducted on October 23, 2018 and February 6,
2019 concurrently with other survey efforts. These surveys determined that the off-site areas lacked habitat
required to support 10 of the 16 species. Further surveys were not undertaken as the off-site improvement
areas contained high densities of competitive non-native invasive plant species and a high degree of human
disturbance, leading to a determination that it was unlikely that the remaining six species would be present.
Special-status plant species were not identified in the off-site improvement areas.

4

5

Bargas Environmental Consulting, LLC. FINAL Reconnaissance-level floristic survey for the +/- 77-acre Elliott Ranch, Riolo Vineyard
Specific Plan, Placer County, California (APN 023-221-005). September 20, 2019.
Bargas Environmental Consulting, LLC. Supplemental floristic survey for the offsite improvement area for the Mason Trails Planned
Residential Development, Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, in Placer County, California. September 20, 2019.
Bargas Environmental Consulting, LLC. Supplemental special-status wildlife species survey for the offsite improvement area for the Mason
Trails Planned Residential Development, Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, in Placer County, California. September 20, 2019.
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Special-Status Wildlife
Based on database queries conducted by Bargas Environmental Consulting, a total of 35 special-status
wildlife species have been documented to occur in the region in which the study area is located. As part of
the Special-Status Species Survey, a reconnaissance-level survey of the project site was conducted on
April 9, 2018. Surveys of the off-site improvement areas were conducted on October 23, 2018 and February
6, 2019. None of the 35 species known to occur in the project region were identified during the wildlife
surveys. In addition, Bargas Environmental Consulting did not observe any elderberry shrubs or trees
(Sambucus sp.) that could support valley elderberry longhorn beetle habitat.
It should be noted that burrowing owl was evaluated for potential for occurrence in the project site and the
off-site improvement area. Based on an evaluation of the biological conditions at each location, Bargas
Environmental Consulting concluded the potential does not exist for burrowing owl to occur within either
area. The project site and off-site improvement area did not contain ground squirrel burrows/activity or other
structures that could be used as burrows by burrowing owls. Further, the vegetation in the non-native annual
grassland habitat in the on-site and off-site areas is relatively tall (average of approximately 3 feet) and
densely overgrown, conditions that are not conducive for use by burrowing owls for foraging or for roosting
(if burrow structures existed). The oak riparian woodland habitat along the creek is not the correct type of
habitat structure required by burrowing owl and the park area east of Walerga Road lacks ground squirrels,
other structures that could be used as burrows, and is too disturbed by human activity to support burrowing
owls.
Based on the habitat present and the known occurrences in the region, a high potential exists for occurrence
of long-eared owls, Swainson’s hawk, northern harrier, white-tailed kite, song sparrow, and other migratory
birds and raptors within the project site. All of the aforementioned species, in addition to pallid bat, also
have a high potential of occurring in the off-site improvement areas. For example, the off-site improvement
areas contain mature trees in the oak riparian woodland that could support day roosting habitat for pallid
bat. A moderate potential exists for grasshopper sparrows, loggerhead shrikes, and western pond turtles
to occur within the project site and off-site improvement areas. Furthermore, while unlikely, a low potential
exists for American badger and special-status branchiopods to occur within the project site and off-site
improvement areas. All of the aforementioned species were anticipated to occur throughout the RVSP area
per the RVSP EIR; thus, new circumstances do not exist that would result in new or more severe impacts.
Conclusion
Based on the above, with the exception of Northern California black walnut (discussed further under
question ‘5’ below), the project site and off-site improvement areas do not contain any special-status plant
species. Development of the proposed project could result in adverse effects to American badger, longeared owl, Swainson’s hawk, northern harrier, white-tailed kite, song sparrow, grasshopper sparrow,
loggerhead shrike, pallid bat, other migratory birds and raptors, western pond turtle, and special-status
branchiopods if such species occur in the project area during construction activities, including construction
of the proposed off-site improvements. However, potential impacts to such species were previously
analyzed as part of the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measures 6-4a, 6-5a through 6-5c, 6-6a, 6-7a, 6-7b, 6-8a, 69a, 6-10a, 6-11a, 6-12a, 6-17a, and 6-17b from the RVSP EIR would still apply to the project, and would
ensure that impacts to special-status species would remain less than significant. Mitigation Measure 6-3a
would not be required, as a focused survey of the project site and off-site improvement areas for specialstatus plants has already been completed. Mitigation Measures 6-17a and 6-17b would not be required, as
elderberry shrubs were not identified on the project site or within the proposed off-site improvement areas.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe
impacts to special-status species beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.
2,3.

The RVSP EIR included a site-specific analysis of potential impacts to wetlands associated with buildout of
the RVSP area, including the project site. The EIR concluded that the Mason Trails project site did not
contain any jurisdictional wetlands or other waters of the U.S., as verified by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). However, for the other parcels analyzed at a programmatic level in the EIR, Mitigation
Measures 6-1b, 6-2a, and 6-18a through 16-18c were determined to reduce impacts to wetlands to lessthan-significant levels. The mitigation measures require compensation for loss of jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional wetlands in accordance with Corps Section 404 Permit Number SPK-2005-01060 (issued May
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28, 2013) and RWQCB Water Quality Certification 401 Permit, Waste Discharge and Identification Number
(WDID) No. 5A31CR00274 (issued August 29, 2012). In addition, the mitigation measures require written
USACE approval of the offsite wetland delineation prior to off-site construction and implementation of BMPs
to avoid wetland impacts during construction. Potential impacts to wetlands associated with the off-site
Alternative B sewer improvement area were analyzed in both the RVSP EIR and the Placer Vineyards
Specific Plan EIR, and are covered by Section 404 Permit Number SPK-2005-01060. Off-site sewer
Alternative A was separately evaluated by Bargas Environmental Consulting, as discussed below, and it
was determined that no aquatic resources are located within the proposed alignment.
As part of the proposed project, an updated Aquatic Resources Delineation was prepared for the project
site by Bargas Environmental Consulting. 6 A delineation of the project site was conducted on May 1 and 2,
2018, and a delineation of the proposed off-site improvement areas (Alternatives A and B) was conducted
on October 23, 2018. Upon request of the USACE, a follow-up site visit of the off-site improvement areas
was conducted by Bargas Environmental Consulting biologist Daniel Neal on February 6, 2019 to collect
additional data required for USACE verification. Data for each feature was collected using the USACE
Wetland Determination Data Form - Arid West (Version 2.0). Data forms were completed at representative
locations to determine whether suspect features qualify as jurisdictional waters of the U.S.. Wetlands were
determined based on the presence of the three factors that define wetlands – the presence of dominant
hydrophytic vegetation, presence of hydric soils, and wetland hydrology indicators.
Based on the results of the surveys, potentially jurisdictional features were mapped within the project site
and off-site improvement areas, including one man-made pond containing freshwater emergent wetland,
four seasonal freshwater wetlands, one freshwater forested/shrub wetland, one seasonal freshwater
wetland swale, and three man-made drainage swales. Table 4 below provides a summary of the wetland
features by acreages within the Study Area. The acreages shown in the table have been verified by the
USACE as of February 8, 2019. 7
Table 4
Summary of Wetland Features
Feature Name
Jurisdictional Features
Primary Project Site
Freshwater Emergent Wetland (FEW-1) – Man-Made Pond
Seasonal Wetland 1 (SW-1)
Seasonal Wetland 2 (SW-2)
Seasonal Wetland 3 (SW-3)

Acreage

Subtotal
Offsite Improvement Area
Freshwater Forested/Shrub Wetland (FFSW-1)
Freshwater Forested/Shrub Wetland (FFSW-2)
Seasonal Wetland 4 (SW-4)
Seasonal Wetland Swale (SWS-1)
Subtotal
Jurisdictional Feature Total
Non-Jurisdictional Features (not included on maps per USACE request)
Man-Made Roadside Drainage Ditch, 2 feet wide (RDS-1)
Man-Made Drainage Swale, 1 to 3 feet wide (DS-1)
Man-Made Drainage Swale, 2 to 3 feet wide (DS-2)
Total

1.82
0.03
0.03
0.001
1.88
0.15
0.35
0.11
0.05
0.66
2.54
0.01
0.003
0.016
2.146

Source: Bargas Environmental Consulting, 2018, 2019.

Exhibit 7 below provides a summary of the jurisdictional wetland features that would be located within the
proposed disturbance areas and the total acreage that would be impacted for each feature. As shown in
the figure, a total of 0.06-acre would be impacted within the project site and 0.02-acre would be impacted

6
7

Bargas Environmental Consulting, LLC. Aquatic Resources Delineation, Mason Trails. Updated September 2019.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. SPK-2005-00685. February 10, 2019.
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Exhibit 7
Wetland Impact Areas

within the off-site improvement areas. It should be noted that per Figure 6-4a of the RVSP EIR, the manmade pond located within the northeastern portion of the project site was assumed to be fully impacted
under buildout of the site. However, the Mason Trails tentative map has subsequently been designed to
almost entirely avoid the feature; only 0.002-acre of the pond would be impacted by the proposed project.
Based on new information included in the 2019 Aquatic Resources Delineation, the proposed project could
result in a significant impact to potentially jurisdictional wetland features and other waters of the U.S. within
the project site and off-site improvement areas.
However, Mitigation Measures 6-18a through 16-18c from the RVSP EIR would be sufficient to reduce the
identified impacts to less-than-significant levels, and new mitigation would not be required. Therefore, the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts to wetlands and
waters of the U.S. beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.
4.

The RVSP EIR analyzed potential impacts to wildlife corridors associated with buildout of the RVSP area.
The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation Measure 6-15a, a less-than-significant
impact would occur. Mitigation Measure 6-15a implements Mitigation Measure 6-1c related to avoidance of
wetlands during construction. As noted in the RVSP EIR, the RVSP area is partly surrounded by arterial
roads and existing development. Thus, buildout of the area, including the project site, is not expected to
substantially impede or alter wildlife movement. The only portion of the RVSP area that was identified as
potentially providing a wildlife movement corridor is Dry Creek. Since certification of the RVSP EIR, existing
conditions related to wildlife movement corridors have not changed substantially.
The proposed project would preserve the northern portion of the site near Dry Creek as open space, thereby
allowing for continued use of the Dry Creek drainage as a wildlife movement corridor. While the project
would include limited off-site sewer improvements within the vicinity of Dry Creek, such improvements
would not substantially impede wildlife movement. The project would not result in any changes that would
cause increased impacts to wildlife movement corridors beyond what was previously analyzed. Therefore,
the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond
what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measure 6-15a would continue to be required for future onsite development and off-site utility improvements.

5,8.

The RVSP EIR analyzed potential impacts to trees protected by the County’s Tree Ordinance (Article 12.16
of the Placer County Code) associated with buildout of the RVSP area. The RVSP EIR concluded that with
implementation of Mitigation Measures 6-13a, 6-13b, and 6-14a, a less-than-significant impact would occur.
Mitigation Measures 6-13a and 6-13b require compliance with all applicable standards set forth in the
County’s Tree Preservation Ordinance for all protected trees. Mitigation Measure 6-14a requires retention
of a certified arborist to conduct a tree survey within the Doyle Ranch tree mitigation site. The Doyle Ranch
mitigation site is located south of Dry Creek, north and slightly east of the project site, and contains the
proposed north alternative sewer alignment (Alternative B). Mitigation Measure 6-14a requires that any
mitigation tree within the Doyle Ranch site, less than six inches DBH, is replaced at a 1.5:1 ratio, and any
tree greater than six inches is replaced on an inch-for-inch diameter basis.
Per the Placer County Tree Ordinance, a protected tree is defined as any landmark tree or tree requiring a
tree permit. Per the Placer County Code, landmark trees are a tree or grove of trees designated by
resolution of the Board of Supervisors to be of historical or cultural value, an outstanding specimen, an
unusual species and/or of significant community benefit. Tree permits are required for any development
activities within the protected zone (circle, the radius of which is equal to the largest radius of a protected
tree’s dripline plus one foot) of any tree, as defined in the code, on public or private land. Activities which
could harm, destroy, kill or remove any protected tree must be authorized by a tree permit or be permitted
pursuant to approval of a discretionary project. Protected trees are defined by the County Code as any tall
woody plant native to California with a single stem or trunk at least six inches in diameter at breast height
(DBH) (54 inches above grade at the base of a tree), or a tall woody plant with a multiple trunk with an
aggregate of at least ten inches DBH. In addition, the Placer County Tree Ordinance prohibits the removal
of landmark trees, trees located in designated Tree Preservation Zones, and trees within riparian areas.
The County also requires replacement of removed trees to the satisfaction of the planning department.
As part of the current development proposal, an updated Arborist Report/Tree Inventory
Summary/Woodland Survey (Arborist Report) was prepared for the project site and off-site improvement
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areas by Sierra Nevada Arborists. 8 Field reconnaissance and inventory efforts conducted as part of the
Arborist Report found 195 trees measuring four inches in diameter and larger measured at breast height
within and/or overhanging the project site and off-site improvement areas. The proposed project would
require removal of eight protected, Significant trees within the project site and 12 protected, Significant
trees along PFE Road, within the footprint of the proposed PFE Road widening. In addition, under the
preferred Alternative A sewer alignment, a total of two trees would require removal, but they are not
protected trees. Under the Alternative B alignment, one protected, Significant tree would require removal.
As noted above, the Alternative B sewer alignment would extend through the Doyle Ranch tree mitigation
site, as opposed to the preferred Alternative A alignment, which would avoid the site. Per the Arborist
Report, the Doyle Ranch area includes approximately 0.83-acre of mixed oak woodland that could be
impacted by the proposed project. However, actual oak woodland impacts may be less if trees within the
sewer alignment can be preserved. Per the Arborist Report, the Alternative B alignment would impact 124
inventoried trees greater than five inches in the Doyle Ranch mitigation site, which consist of 1,125 diameter
inches DBH (5-inch trees total 75 inches DBH, and 6-inch or larger trees total 1,050 diameter inches). Per
the Placer County Tree Preservation Ordinance, trees six inches or greater are mitigated at a 1:1 ratio,
resulting in 1,050 replacement inches. If such trees cannot be replaced on site, the mitigation obligation
would be $105,000 at $100 per diameter inch. Per Mitigation Measure 6-14a of the RVSP EIR, trees less
than six inches shall be inventoried prior to approval of Improvement Plans and trees requiring removal
shall be replaced at a 1.5:1 ratio, consistent with Mitigation Measure 6-14a. While trees less than five inches
were not inventoried in the Arborist Report prepared for the proposed project, the Arborist Report estimates
that between 60 to 80 trees are located within the Alternative B alignment.
Mitigation Measures 6-13a, 6-13b, and 6-14a would still be required for the proposed project, and would
ensure that all potential tree removal impacts identified in the Arborist Report, including oak woodland
impacts, are reduced to less-than-significant levels, either through payment of in-lieu fees or through
planting of new replacement trees on the project site. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in
any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related
to tree removal.
6.

As noted previously, the project site is located within the boundaries of the County’s draft Placer County
Conservation Program (PCCP). However, at the time of preparation of this environmental analysis, the
PCCP has not been adopted. On December 4, 2018, the Placer County Board of Supervisors adopted an
interim in-lieu fee program for the PCCP. The interim in-lieu fee program is intended for use in mitigating
the impact of development projects on endangered species, wetlands, agriculture, and open space in
anticipation of the eventual implementation of the PCCP. Furthermore, on June 21, 2019, the Placer County
Community Development Resource Agency, in partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), released the Notice of Availability for the draft Environmental Impact Statement and
Environmental Impact Report (EIS/R), prepared for the PCCP. The public review period for the EIS/R
extended from June 21 to August 20 of 2019, during which time the County and USFWS accepted public
comments on the EIS/R. The PCCP is expected to be considered for adoption by the Placer County Board
of Supervisors in early 2020. The proposed project may use the interim in-lieu fee instead of the RVSP EIR
mitigation measures, as determined appropriate by the Placer County Community Development Resource
Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Because the PCCP is still in draft form, new circumstances and/or new information related to conflict with
the PCCP that could result in new or substantially more severe impacts does not exist. The project site is
not covered by any other adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or
other approved local, regional, or State habitat conservation plan. Therefore, buildout of the project site
pursuant to the proposed project would not result in substantially more severe impacts than was analyzed
in the RVSP EIR related to conflicts with the PCCP.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:

8

Sierra Nevada Arborists. Arborist Report, Tree Inventory Summary, Woodland Survey, Mason Trails Project Site, County of Placer,
California. September 24, 2019.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 6-1a (Compensate for loss of jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands in accordance
with Corps Section 404 Permit Number SPK-2005-01060 issued May 28, 2013 and RWQCB Water Quality
Certification 401 Permit, Waste Discharge Identification Number (WDID) No. 5A31CR00274, issued August
29, 2012);
Mitigation Measure 6-1b (Obtain written Corps approval of offsite wetland delineation, and comply with Section
404 permit requirements of Permit Number SPK-2005-01060, issued May 28, 2013, prior to offsite
construction);
Mitigation Measure 6-1c (Implement Best Management Practices to avoid wetland impacts during
construction);
Mitigation Measure 6-2a (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c [Implement Best Management Practices to
avoid wetland impacts during construction]);
Mitigation Measure 6-4a (Avoid and compensate for potential impacts to special-status branchiopods);
Mitigation Measure 6-5a (Provide 100-foot buffer around Dry Creek during construction);
Mitigation Measure 6-5b (Implement Mitigation Measure 14-4a [Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have
watertight joints in accordance with Placer County Standards]);
Mitigation Measure 6-5c (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c [Implement Best Management Practices to
avoid wetland impacts during construction]);
Mitigation Measure 6-6a (Avoid potential impacts to western pond turtle);
Mitigation Measure 6-7a (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1a [Compensate for loss of jurisdictional wetlands
in accordance with Corps Section 404 Permit and RWQCB requirements]);
Mitigation Measure 6-7b (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c [Implement Best Management Practices to
avoid wetland impacts during construction]);
Mitigation Measure 6-8a (Avoid potential impacts to special-status bat species);
Mitigation Measure 6-9a (Avoid potential impacts to American badger);
Mitigation Measure 6-10a (Compensate for loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat);
Mitigation Measure 6-11a (Avoid potential impacts to breeding burrowing owls);
Mitigation Measure 6-12a (Prevent disturbance of nesting raptors);
Mitigation Measure 6-13a (Comply with Placer County Tree Preservation Ordinance);
Mitigation Measure 6-13b (Protect existing native trees not proposed for removal);
Mitigation Measure 6-14a (Compensation for the removal of trees within the Doyle Ranch mitigation site);
Mitigation Measure 6-14b (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c [Implement Best Management Practices to
avoid wetland impacts during construction]);
Mitigation Measure 6-15a (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c [Implement Best Management Practices to
avoid wetland impacts during construction]);
Mitigation Measure 6-16a (Avoid degradation of sensitive aquatic resources due to floodplain excavation);
Mitigation Measure 6-16b (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c [Implement Best Management Practices to
avoid wetland impacts during construction]);
Mitigation Measure 6-18a (Complete formal wetland delineation, obtain Corps approval, and comply with
Section 404 permit requirements prior to development of Plan Area parcels not owned or controlled by the
Applicant);
Mitigation Measure 6-18b (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1a [Compensate for loss of jurisdictional wetlands
in accordance with Corps Section 404 permit]); and
Mitigation Measure 6-18c (Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c [Implement Best Management Practices to
avoid wetland impacts during construction]).

It should be noted that impacts to wetlands associated with the northerly Alternative B sewer alignment have already
been mitigated. Thus, in the event the Alternative B alignment is implemented instead of the preferred Alternative A
alignment, Mitigation Measure 6-1a would not apply to the off-site sewer improvements.
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V.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:
1. Cause a substantial
adverse change in the
significance of a
historical resource
pursuant to Section
15064.5?

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there effects
peculiar to the
project that will
Do proposed
not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in
development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant Do mitigation
offsite or
measures
cumulative
from prior
impacts not
documents
discussed in
resolve
previous
significant
documents?
impacts?

Draft EIR
Section 7.3.3

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

2. Cause a substantial
Draft EIR
adverse change in the
Section 7.3.3
significance of a unique
archaeological resource
pursuant to Section
15064.5?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

3. Disturb any human
Draft EIR
remains, including those Section 7.3.3
interred outside of
dedicated cemeteries.

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4. Have the potential to
cause a physical
change, which would
affect unique ethnic
cultural values?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Draft EIR
Section 7.3.3

5. Restrict existing
Not analyzed
religious or sacred uses
within the potential
impact area?

Discussion
1.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of existing historical resources within the RVSP area, incorporating
the findings of studies prepared for the RVSP by JRP Historical Consulting and Peak & Associates. The
EIR concluded that the RVSP area, as well as areas where off-site improvements were proposed, did not
include any historic-era architectural resources that were eligible for listing on either the National Register
of Historic Properties (NRHP) or the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR). Thus, the EIR did
not identify any significant impacts related to historical resources.
As part of the proposed project, a Cultural Resources Record Search and Pedestrian Survey (Cultural
Study) has been prepared by Piñon Heritage Solutions, LLC to evaluate the potential for cultural resources
to occur within the project site and the proposed off-site sewer improvement areas. 9 Per the records search
conducted as part of the Cultural Study, 23 previous cultural resources studies have been conducted within
0.25-mile of the project site and off-site improvement areas. However, none of the studies identified
previously recorded historic sites within the project area. New historic resources were not identified during
the 2018 pedestrian survey.

9

Piñon Heritage Solutions, LLC. Cultural Resources Record Search and Pedestrian Survey for the Mason Trails Project, Placer County,
California. December 2018.
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Given that neither the RVSP EIR nor the 2018 Cultural Study have identified any historical resources within
the proposed disturbance areas, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially
more severe impacts to historical resources beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.
2-5.

Per the RVSP EIR, numerous previously recorded cultural sites have been identified within the RVSP area;
however, none of the sites are located within or near the project site or off-site sewer improvement areas.
Nevertheless, the EIR noted that previously undiscovered cultural resources could be inadvertently
exposed during grading or excavation activities throughout the RVSP area. With implementation of
mitigation measures, the EIR concluded that impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels.
Mitigation Measure 7-2a requires that if unknown cultural resources are encountered during construction
activities, ground-disturbing activities must be temporarily halted until a qualified professional archaeologist,
the Placer County Planning Department, and Department of Museums are consulted. If the discovery
includes human remains, the Placer County Coroner and Native American Heritage Commission must also
be contacted. Work in the area may only proceed after authorization is granted by the Placer County
Planning Department. Mitigation Measures 7-1a and 7-1b are specific to parcels that were analyzed at a
project level as part of the RVSP EIR and, thus, are not applicable to the proposed project.
The 2018 Cultural Study did not identify any new archaeological sites within the project site or off-site
improvement areas as a result of the records search that was conducted. In addition, a search of the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) Sacred Lands File conducted by as part of the Cultural Study did
not identify any tribal cultural resources within the project area. Existing religious or sacred uses do not
occur within the project area. As noted previously, in addition to the records searches, Piñon Heritage
Solutions, LLC. conducted a pedestrian survey of the project area, including the proposed off-site
improvement areas. Surveys were conducted by walking 50‐foot-wide transects throughout the project
area. The cultural resources specialist examined the ground surface for the presence of prehistoric artifacts
(e.g., flaked stone tools, tool‐making debris or debitage, stone milling tools), historic‐era artifacts (e.g.,
metal, glass, ceramics), sediment discolorations that could indicate the presence of cultural features (e.g.,
midden, hearths), and depressions or other features which could indicate the presence of structures or
foundations (e.g., post holes, foundations).
The pedestrian survey did not identify evidence of any resources from any time period. Piñon Heritage
Solutions, LLC. concluded that archaeological resources are not present on the ground surface.
Nonetheless, given that prehistoric archaeological sites may be buried as much as six feet below the ground
surface, depending on their age and location, the Cultural Study concluded that a low possibility exists of
finding buried archaeological resources during project construction activities.
Based on the above, existing conditions related to cultural resources have not changed relative to what
was presented in the RVSP EIR. In addition, as discussed previously, the proposed project would include
a reduced overall disturbance area relative to buildout of the site per the approved RVSP. Therefore, the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts to cultural
resources beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measure 7-2a would continue to be
required for future on-site development, and would ensure that impacts to cultural resources would be
reduced to less-than-significant levels.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•

Mitigation Measure 7-2a (Comply with the recommendations of a qualified professional archaeologist if
cultural resources are inadvertently exposed during construction).
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VI.

ENERGY

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Result in potentially
significant
environmental impact
due to wasteful,
inefficient, or
unnecessary
consumption of energy
resources, during
project construction or
operation?

Draft EIR page
16-71

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

2. Conflict with or obstruct
a state or local plan for
renewable energy or
energy efficiency?

Draft EIR page
16-71

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of cumulative impacts related to energy resources, including electricity
and natural gas. The EIR concluded that cumulative impacts to the electric/gas/energy infrastructure and
supply would be less than significant. Given that cumulative impacts related to electric/gas/energy from the
proposed project and related projects are not significant, the proposed project, by itself, would not cause a
cumulatively considerable incremental impact. On-site conditions have not changed substantially since the
certification of the RVSP EIR.
Consistent with what was anticipated in the RVSP EIR, the proposed project would include development of
the site with 170 single-family units. The project would not substantially alter the type or intensity of the
proposed uses relative to buildout of the site under the approved RVSP. Furthermore, all new development
occurring on-site would be required to comply with the 2019 California Green Building Standards Code,
otherwise known as the CALGreen Code, as well as the 2019 Building Energy Efficiency Standards. The
2019 Building Energy Efficiency Standards expands upon energy efficiency measures from the 2016
Building Energy Efficiency Standards resulting in a seven percent reduction in energy consumption from
the 2016 standards for residential structures. In addition, for some single-family and low-rise residential
development developed after January 1, 2020, the 2019 CALGreen Code requires mandatory on-site solar
energy systems capable of producing 100 percent of the electricity demand created by the residence(s).
The proposed project would be subject to such solar system requirements, which were not in effect when
the original EIR was certified. Thus, the proposed residential buildings would result in lower energy use
relative to what was previously considered at the time the RVSP EIR was certified.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe
impacts related to energy beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

Mitigation Measures
None required.
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VII. GEOLOGY & SOILS

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Result in substantial soil
Draft EIR
erosion or the loss of
Section 12.3.3
topsoil?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

2. Be located on a
geologic unit or soil that
is unstable, or that
would become unstable
Draft EIR
as a result of the
project, and potentially Section 12.3.3
result in on- or off-site
landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction or collapse?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

3. Be located on expansive
soils, as defined in
Section 1802.3.2 of the
California Building Code Draft EIR
Section 12.3.3
(2007), creating
substantial direct or
indirect risks to life or
property?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4. Have soils incapable of
adequately supporting
the use of septic tanks
or alternative waste
water disposal systems
where sewers are not
available for the
disposal of waste
water?

Not analyzed

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

5. Directly or indirectly
destroy a unique
Draft EIR
paleontological resource
Section 7.3.3
or unique geologic or
physical feature?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

6. Result in significant
disruptions,
displacements,
compaction or
overcrowding of the
soil?

Not analyzed

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

7. Result in substantial
change in topography or
Not analyzed
ground surface relief
features?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A
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Environmental Issue
Would the Project:
8. Result in exposure of
people or property to
geologic and
geomorphological (i.e.
Avalanches) hazards
such as earthquakes,
landslides, mudslides,
seismic-related ground
failure, or similar
hazards?

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Draft EIR
Section 12.3.3

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

No

No

No

No

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

No

Yes

Discussion
1.

The RVSP EIR included a program-level analysis of issues related to soil erosion associated with buildout
of the RVSP area. With implementation of Mitigation Measures 12-3a through 12-3d, the EIR concluded
that impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Mitigation Measures 12-3a through 12-3d
require identification of stockpiling and vehicle staging areas on improvement plans, compliance with
NPDES permitting requirements, including preparation of a stormwater pollution and prevention plan for
construction activities that will disturb one or more acres of land. Existing conditions related to on-site soils
have not changed relative to what was presented in the RVSP EIR. In addition, as discussed previously,
the proposed project would include a reduced overall disturbance area relative to buildout of the site per
the approved RVSP. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially
more severe impacts related to soil erosion beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation
Measures 12-3a through 12-3d would continue to be required during construction and operation of the
proposed project, and would ensure that impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels.

2,3

The RVSP EIR included a program-level analysis of potential impacts related to soil stability associated
with buildout of the RVSP area, based on the findings of a 2006 Geotechnical Engineering Report. The
RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation Measure 12-5a, impacts would be reduced to
less-than-significant levels. Mitigation Measure 12-5a requires preparation of a geotechnical engineering
report for each development phase or construction project within the RVSP area.
Consistent with Mitigation Measure 12-5a, a project-level Geotechnical Engineering Report Update has
been prepared for the proposed Mason Trails project by Wallace Kuhl & Associates (WKA). 10 The
Geotechnical Engineering Report Update evaluates the applicability of the original 2006 Geotechnical
Engineering Report to the proposed project and provides updated information related to building code
standards and site conditions. As part of the updated report, a site reconnaissance survey was conducted
by WKA on June 19, 2017. The Geotechnical Engineering Report Update concluded that based on review
of the original report, recent site observations, and understanding of the proposed construction, the
recommendations contained in the 2006 Geotechnical Engineering Report for the RVSP generally remain
applicable for design and construction of the proposed project. While the Geotechnical Engineering Report
Update identified the presence of expansive soils on-site, the recommendations included in the original
2006 report were deemed to be sufficient to address design hazards associated with such soils. The
Geotechnical Engineering Report did not identify any substantial risks related to liquefaction or other soil
stability issues.

10

Wallace Kuhl & Associates. Geotechnical Engineering Report Update, Elliott Ranch. July 3, 2018.
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Based on the above, existing conditions related to soil stability have not changed relative to what was
presented in the RVSP EIR. In addition, as discussed previously, the proposed project is anticipated to
include a reduced overall disturbance area relative to buildout of the site per the approved RVSP. Therefore,
the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond
what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.
4.

The proposed project would connect to the County’s existing public sewer system and, thus, would not
require the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems. Therefore, the proposed project
would result in no new significant impacts related to having soils incapable of adequately supporting the
use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater.

5.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of issues related to damage to paleontological resources associated
with buildout of the RVSP area. With implementation of Mitigation Measures 7-3a and 7-3b, the EIR
concluded that impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Mitigation Measure 7-3a requires
retention of a professional paleontologist to develop and implement a plan for managing paleontological
resources, if found, and periodic monitoring of grading activities, along with provisions for salvaging fossils.
Mitigation Measure 7-3b includes specific procedures to be followed if paleontological resources are
identified at a particular site within the RVSP area.
As part of the current development proposal, a Paleontological Resources Assessment has been prepared
for the proposed project by Paleo Solutions, Inc. 11 As part of the Paleontological Resources Assessment,
Paleo Solutions, Inc. conducted an analysis of existing data, which consisted of a geologic map review,
literature review, online fossil locality database review, and museum records search. Based on the analysis,
Paleo Solutions, Inc. concluded that the geologic formations within the project site, as well as the proposed
off-site improvement areas, have a moderate paleontological potential to yield scientifically significant fossil
resources. Given that the project site has been subject to previous disturbance, a pre-construction
paleontological resource survey was not recommended. However, preparation of a Paleontological
Resource Management Plan (PRMP) was recommended, consistent with the requirements of RVSP EIR
Mitigation Measure 7-3a. Therefore, no new significant impacts or substantially more severe impacts would
occur beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

6,7.

The topography of the project site is relatively level. As such, grading activities associated with the proposed
project would not result in substantial changes in topography of the site or existing ground surface relief
features. The project would require placement of fill and compensatory cuts within the Dry Creek 100-year
flood plain in order to accommodate the proposed residential building pads and off-site sewer improvements
to the CFD1 lift station, as well as trenching to install new utilities. However, the level of grading activity
required for the proposed project would be typical of other residential developments in the RVSP area.
Thus, the project would not result in significant disruptions, displacements, compaction or overcrowding of
soils. Overall, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe
impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

8.

The RVSP EIR included a program-level analysis of geologic and soil impacts, including issues related to
seismic hazards associated with buildout of the RVSP area. The EIR concluded that the probability of
surface ground rupture within the RVSP area is negligible, and that the possibility of strong seismic ground
shaking is relatively low. Thus, impacts related to fault rupture and seismic ground shaking were determined
to be less than significant. Changes to the underlying geologic or soil conditions of the site have not
occurred since the RVSP EIR was prepared, as such conditions form over many hundreds and thousands
of years.
Consequently, new circumstances or new information that would affect the severity of previously identified
impacts or result in new impacts do not exist. Buildout of the proposed project would not result in any new
impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to fault rupture and strong seismic ground shaking
beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

11

Paleo Solutions, Inc. Paleontological Resources Assessment for the Elliot Ranch Project, Placer County, California. January 8, 2018.
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Based on the above, existing conditions related to geologic and geomorphological hazards such as
earthquakes, landslides, mudslides, seismic-related ground failure, or similar hazards have not changed
relative to what was presented in the RVSP EIR. In addition, as discussed previously, the proposed project
would include a reduced overall disturbance area relative to buildout of the site per the approved RVSP.
Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts
beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measures 7-3a and 7-3b would continue to be
required for future on-site development, and would ensure that impacts would be reduced to less-thansignificant levels.
Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would continue to apply to the proposed project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 7-3a (Retain a qualified professional paleontologist to conduct periodic construction
monitoring during grading activities and salvage fossils as necessary);
Mitigation Measure 7-3b (If paleontological resources are identified at a particular site, the project manager
shall cease operation until a qualified professional can provide an evaluation);
Mitigation Measure 12-1a (Submit Improvement Plans);
Mitigation Measure 12-1b (Comply with the County Grading Ordinance);
Mitigation Measure 12-3a (Identify stockpiling and vehicle staging areas on Improvement Plans);
Mitigation Measure 12-3b (Comply with NPDES requirements for construction);
Mitigation Measure 12-3c (Comply with NPDES Phase II requirements); and
Mitigation Measure 12-3d (Prepare and implement stormwater pollution prevention plan for construction).
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VIII. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

1. Generate greenhouse
gas emissions, either
Draft EIR
directly or indirectly, that
pages 10-23
may have a significant
through 10-27
impact on the
environment?
2. Conflict with an
applicable plan, policy
Draft EIR
or regulation adopted for
pages 10-23
the purpose of reducing
through 10-27
the emissions of
greenhouse gasses?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

No

No

No

No

No

No

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

No

No

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

Discussion
1,2.

Recognizing the global scale of climate change, California has enacted several pieces of legislation in an
attempt to address GHG emissions. Specifically, Assembly Bill (AB) 32, and more recently Senate Bill (SB)
32, have established statewide GHG emissions reduction targets. Accordingly, the CARB has prepared the
Climate Change Scoping Plan for California (Scoping Plan), which was approved in 2008 and updated in
2014. The Scoping Plan provides the outline for actions to reduce California’s GHG emissions and achieve
the emissions reductions targets required by AB 32. In concert with statewide efforts to reduce GHG
emissions, air districts, counties, and local jurisdictions throughout the State have implemented their own
policies and plans to achieve emissions reductions in line with the Scoping Plan and emissions reductions
targets, including AB 32 and SB 32.
On October 13, 2016, the PCAPCD adopted GHG emissions thresholds to help the District attain the GHG
reduction goals established by AB 32 and SB 32. The updated thresholds begin with a screening emission
level of 1,100 metric tons of CO 2 equivalents per year (MT CO 2 e/yr). Any project below the 1,100 MT
CO 2 e/yr threshold is judged by the PCAPCD as having a less-than-significant impact on GHG emissions
within the District, and thus would not conflict with any state or regional GHG emissions reduction goals.
Projects that would result in emissions above the 1,100 MT CO 2 e/yr threshold would not necessarily result
in substantial impacts, if certain efficiency thresholds are met. The efficiency thresholds, which are
calculated on a per capita or square foot basis, are presented in Table 5.
Table 5
PCAPCD GHG Operational Thresholds of Significance
Residential (MTCO 2 e/capita)
Urban
Rural
4.5
5.5
Source:

Efficiency Thresholds
Non-Residential (MTCO 2 e/1,000 sf)
Urban
Rural
26.5
27.3

Placer County Air Pollution Control District. Placer County Air Pollution Control District Policy. Review of Land Use
Projects Under CEQA. October 13, 2016.

Projects that fall below the 1,100 MT CO 2 e/yr threshold or meet the efficiency thresholds are considered to
be in keeping with statewide GHG emissions reduction targets, which would ensure that the proposed
project would not inhibit the State’s achievement of GHG emissions reductions. Thus, projects with
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emissions below the 1,100 MT CO 2 e/yr threshold or below the efficiency thresholds presented in Table 5,
are considered to result in less-than-significant impacts in regards to GHG emissions and thus would not
conflict with any state or regional GHG emissions reduction goals. Finally, the PCAPCD has also
established a Bright Line Cap, which shall be the maximum limit for any proposed project. The Bright Line
Cap is 10,000 MT CO 2 e/yr for all types of projects.
Estimated GHG emissions attributable to development projects are primarily associated with increases of
carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) and, to a lesser extent, other GHG pollutants, such as methane (CH 4 ) and nitrous
oxide (N 2 O) associated with area sources, mobile sources or vehicles, utilities (electricity and natural gas),
water usage, wastewater generation, and the generation of solid waste. At the time the RVSP EIR was
certified, the PCAPCD had not adopted thresholds for evaluation of project-level GHG emissions, and the
CEQA Guidelines did not require analysis of GHG emissions and climate change as part of the CEQA
process. Nonetheless, the RVSP EIR included an analysis of operational CO 2 emissions associated with
buildout of the RVSP area. The RVSP EIR estimated that buildout of the RVSP would result in
approximately 15,000 tons of CO 2 per year, including 9,100 tons from mobile sources. Even with
implementation of Mitigation Measure 10-7a, impacts related to GHG emissions were determined to be
significant and unavoidable. Mitigation Measure 10-7a refers to implementation of a suite of 16 other
mitigation measures from the RVSP EIR, including measures related to reducing GHG emissions
associated with construction equipment, implementation of a Construction Traffic Management Plan, and
various roadway improvements.
Relative to the approved RVSP, the proposed project would preserve a greater portion of the site from
development. Specifically, the northern 20.9-acre portion of the site would be designated Open Space and
would not be developed with any permanent structures. Given that the proposed project would include a
reduced overall disturbance area, construction emissions of GHGs associated with the proposed project
are anticipated to be fewer compared to buildout of the site under the approved RVSP.
Upon buildout of the project site, the project would include the same number of single-family residential
units previously anticipated for the site in the RVSP EIR, and would generate a similar number of vehicle
trips. Because the proposed project would not increase the number of vehicle trips associated with longterm operation of the RVSP, the proposed project would not result in an increase in the overall operational
GHG emissions beyond what was previously anticipated per the RVSP EIR. In addition, the efficiency
standards included in the most recent California Building Energy Efficiency Standards Code have become
more restrictive since 2008, when the RVSP EIR was certified. Thus, given required compliance with the
most recent California Building Energy Efficiency Standards Code, operational GHG emissions associated
with the proposed project would be further reduced.
Therefore, for both construction and operation, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts
or substantially more severe impacts related to GHG emissions beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP
EIR. Mitigation Measure 10-7a would continue to be required for future on-site development.
Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•

Mitigation Measure 10-7a (Implement the following mitigation measures):
o Mitigation Measure 10-1c (Maintain construction equipment and vehicles);
o Mitigation Measure 10-1d (Minimize idling time for diesel-powered equipment);
o Mitigation Measure 10-2a (Implement measures to reduce energy consumption);
o Mitigation Measure 10-2d (Implement offsite mitigation programs or pay an in-lieu amount into the
Placer County Air Pollution Control District’s Air Quality Mitigation Program);
o Mitigation Measure 9-1a (Prepare and implement a Construction Traffic Management Plan);
o Mitigation Measure 9-2a (Pay an in lieu fee and construct Walerga Road frontage improvements from
the Dry Creek Bridge to the Placer County line)
o Mitigation Measure 9-2b (Contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road from the Dry Creek Bridge
to Baseline Road);
o Mitigation Measure 9-3a (Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust Road and
Baseline Road, Watt Avenue and Baseline Road, and Walerga Road and Baseline Road);
o Mitigation Measure 9-8a (Contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 from Blue Oaks Boulevard to SR
65);
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mitigation Measure 9-9a (Contribute a fair share to construct an interchange to replace the SR 70/99
and Riego Road intersection);
Mitigation Measure 9-11a (Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust Road and
Baseline Road, and Walerga Road and Baseline Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-16a (Contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 to six lanes from Blue Oaks
Boulevard to I-80);
Mitigation Measure 9-17a (Contribute a fair share to constructing an interchange at the intersection
of SR 70/99 with Riego Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-18a (Create a Community Service Area to cover Transit Service);
Mitigation Measure 9-19a (Contribute a fair share to widen PFE Road to four lanes from Watt Avenue
to Walerga Road); and
Mitigation Measure 9-20a (Contribute a fair share to widening the intersection of Walerga Road and
PFE Road, signalizing the intersection of Cook Riolo Road and PFE Road, and signalizing the
intersection of “East” Road and PFE Road).
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IX.

HAZARDS & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Create a significant
Draft EIR
hazard to the public or
Impact 15-4
the environment through
the routine transport,
use, or disposal of
hazardous materials?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

2. Create a significant
Draft EIR
hazard to the public or
Section 15.3.3
the environment through
reasonably foreseeable
upset and accident
conditions involving the
likely release of
hazardous materials into
the environment?

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

3. Emit hazardous
emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials,
substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile
of an existing or
proposed school?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4. Be located on a site
Draft EIR
which is included on a
Section 15.3.3
list of hazardous
materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5
and, as a result, would it
create a significant
hazard to the public or
the environment?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

5. For a project located
Draft EIR
within an airport land
Section 15.3.3
use plan or, where such
a plan has not been
adopted, within two
miles of a public airport
or public use airport,
would the project result
in a safety hazard or
excessive noise for
people residing or
working in the project
area?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Draft EIR
Section 15.3.3
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Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

6. Impair implementation
Section 4.3.4
of or physically interfere
with an adopted
emergency response
plan or emergency
evacuation plan?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

7. Expose people or
Draft EIR
structures, either directly Appendix D
or indirectly, to the risk
of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of risks related to the transport, handling, and storage of hazardous
materials associated with buildout of the RVSP Area. The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation
of Mitigation Measures 15-1a, 15-1b, 15-4a and 15-4b, impacts would less than significant. Mitigation
Measures 15-1a and 15-1b require containment of any hazardous materials releases and immediate
notification of Placer County Environmental Health Services (EHS). Mitigation Measure 15-4a and 15-4b
require compliance with PCEHD requirements for preparation and filing of Emergency Response Plans and
Hazardous Materials Storage and Containment Plans, as well as compliance with underground and
aboveground storage tank regulations.
The proposed project would not result in more intensive construction activities or include any land uses that
would involve the routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials beyond what was
analyzed in the RVSP EIR. The project would consist solely of residential and recreational uses, which are
not typically associated with risks related to hazardous materials use. Therefore, the proposed project would
not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to routine use of hazardous
materials beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measures 15-1a, 15-1b, 15-4a, and 154b would continue to be required during construction and operation of the project, as applicable.

2.

The RVSP EIR analyzed potential impacts related to existing hazardous materials or other hazardous
conditions at a program level. With implementation of Mitigation Measures, 15-3a, 15-5a through 15-5b,
15-7a, 15-8a through 15-8c, and 15-9a, program-level impacts were determined to be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure 15-3a requires proper abandonment of any existing wells within proposed development
areas. Mitigation Measures 15-5a and 15-5b require preventing the occurrence of standing water or other
areas conducive to breeding of mosquitoes or other vectors during construction as well as during the life of
the proposed project. Mitigation Measure 15-7a requires implementation of procedures to avoid risks
related to asbestos-containing materials in existing buildings to be demolished. Mitigation Measures 15-8a
through 15-8c require completion of a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for each property
within the RVSP EIR prior to development, as well as completion of remedial actions to address any
potential hazards identified in the future Phase I ESAs. Mitigation Measure 15-9a requires destruction of
any existing on-site septic systems prior to recordation of a final small lot subdivision map for any property
within the RVSP Area.
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Since certification of the RVSP EIR, a Phase I ESA has been prepared for the project site by Tetra Tech,
Inc., 12 along with a Screening-Level Pesticide Assessment 13 and a Supplemental Site Investigation. 14 The
Phase I ESA evaluated potential Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) occurring within the project
site. As noted in the Phase I ESA, the project site contains an existing single-family home and two
associated sheds. Given that the structures were developed prior to the phase-out of lead-based paint
(LBP) and asbestos-containing materials, the potential exists for LBP and/or asbestos to pose a risk to
workers during demolition of the structures as part of the proposed project. In addition, the site contains an
existing well and non-functioning septic system that would both require abandonment and destruction as
part of the project.
It should be noted that because the project site has been historically used for agricultural purposes, the
Phase I ESA noted that persistent pesticides may have been applied to the crops cultivated on-site. In
addition, the soils in the immediate vicinity of the existing on-site structures may have been contaminated
with LBP flakes, as well as termiticides. However, per the Screening-Level Pesticide Assessment and
Supplemental Site Investigation prepared for the project site, organochlorine pesticides (OCPs) were not
detected on-site, and arsenic was detected at concentrations that are below the naturally occurring arsenic
levels in the region. In addition, based on the results of the Supplemental Site Investigation, detected
concentrations of total lead in soil samples collected in the vicinity of the existing on-site structures were
below the residential screening level of 80 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg). Thus, arsenic, OCP, and total
lead levels are less than significant.
Mitigation Measures, 15-3a, 15-5a through 15-5b, 15-7a, and 15-9a would still be required for the proposed
project, and would ensure that potential hazards associated with LBP, asbestos, and the existing water well
and septic system are reduced to less-than-significant levels. Therefore, the proposed project would not
result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to exacerbation of existing hazards
beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.
Mitigation Measures 15-2b, 15-2d, and 15-2e are specific to parcels that were analyzed at a project level
as part of the RVSP EIR and, thus, are not directly applicable to the proposed project. Mitigation Measures
15-8(a-c) have been complied with.
3.

The Wilson C. Riles middle school is located to the south of the project site across PFE Road. However,
as discussed above, the proposed project would not involve the routine use, handling, transport, or disposal
of hazardous materials beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. The project would consist solely of
residential and recreational uses, which are not typically associated with risks related to hazardous
materials use. Mitigation Measures 15-1a, 15-1b, 15-4a, and 15-4b would continue to be required during
construction and operation of the project, as applicable. Thus, the proposed project would not result in any
new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to
emitting hazardous emissions or handling hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.

4.

Per the Phase I ESA prepared for the proposed project, the project site and off-site improvement areas are
not included on any lists of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5. The proposed project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantially more severe
impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to creation of a significant hazard to the public
or the environment.

5.

The project site is not located within two miles of a public or private airport. Therefore, the proposed project
would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to airport safety hazards
beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

6.

The RVSP EIR did not identify any significant impacts related to impairing implementation of, or physically
interfering with, an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. On-site conditions
have not changed substantially since the certification of the RVSP EIR, and the County has not adopted
any new emergency response plans or emergency evacuation plans that would alter the planned
evacuation routes in the project region. The proposed project would involve similar land uses as what was

12
13
14

Tetra Tech, Inc. Final Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, Elliot Ranch Property. June 2018.
Tetra Tech, Inc. Elliot Ranch Property, Screening-Level Pesticide Assessment. June 2018.
Tetra Tech, Inc. Mason Trails (Former Elliot Ranch Property), Placer County, California, Supplemental Site Investigation. November 2019.
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previously anticipated for the project site per the RVSP. In addition, the project would not include any
substantial modifications to the existing roadway system. Therefore, the proposed project would not result
in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to conflicting with emergency response
plans or emergency evacuation plans beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.
7.

The RVSP EIR did not identify any potentially significant impacts related to wildfire risks. Per the Fire and
Resource Assessment Program, the project site and off-site improvement areas are not located within a
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. 15 The project site is not located within the vicinity of a State
Responsibility Area. In addition, upon buildout of the RVSP area, the project would be bordered by
residential development to the east and west and PFE Road to the south; such features would limit potential
fire hazard risks at the project site. The proposed project would not include any changes relative to the
approved RVSP that would result in increased fire hazard risks for future residents of the project. Therefore,
the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to
fire hazards beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15

Mitigation Measure 15-1a (Comply with Placer County EHS and Fire Department requirements);
Mitigation Measure 15-1b (Comply with Placer County EHS requirements regarding releases of
hazardous materials);
Mitigation Measure 15-2a (Remediate contaminated properties in accordance with applicable
regulations);
Mitigation Measure 15-2c (Implement Preliminary Endangerment Assessment in accordance with DTSC
protocols);
Mitigation Measure 15-4a (Comply with requirements for filing of emergency response and hazardous
materials storage/containment plans);
Mitigation Measure 15-4b (Comply with underground storage tank and aboveground storage tank
regulations of Placer County EHS and the RWQCB);
Mitigation Measure 15-5a (Avoid occurrence of standing water during construction);
Mitigation Measure 15-5b (Grant access to Placer Mosquito Abatement and Vector Control District for
vector control);
Mitigation Measure 15-6a (Destroy existing septic systems in accordance with Placer County EHS
criteria);
Mitigation Measure 15-7a (Evaluate and abate ACMs in accordance with regulations);
and
Mitigation Measure 15-9a (Destroy existing septic systems in accordance with Placer County EHS criteria
on program-level parcels when these lots receive development entitlements).

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. Fire and Resource Assessment Program, Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones in
LRA, Placer County. November 24, 2008.
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X.

HYDROLOGY & WATER QUALITY

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstance/
effects that
mitigated by
new
Is there
are peculiar to previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification? documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Violate any water quality Draft EIR
standards or waste
Section 13.3.3
discharge requirements
or otherwise substantially
degrade surface or
ground water quality?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

2. Substantially decrease
groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially
with groundwater
recharge such that the
project may impede
sustainable groundwater
management of the
basin?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

a. Substantially
Draft EIR
increase the rate or Section 13.3.3
amount of surface
runoff in a manner
which would result in
flooding on- or
offsite;

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

b. Create or contribute Draft EIR
runoff water which
Section 13.3.3
would exceed the
capacity of existing
or planned
stormwater drainage
systems or provide
substantial additional
sources of polluted
runoff; or

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

4. Create or contribute
Draft EIR
runoff water which would Section 13.3.3
include substantial
additional sources of
polluted runoff or
otherwise substantially

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Draft EIR
Section 13.3.3

3. Substantially alter the
existing drainage pattern
of the site or area,
including through the
alteration of the course of
a stream or river or
through the addition of
impervious surfaces, in a
manner which would:
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Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstance/
effects that
mitigated by
new
Is there
are peculiar to previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification? documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

degrade surface water
quality either during
construction or in the
post-construction
condition?
5. Place housing or
Draft EIR
improvements within a
Section 13.3.3
100-year flood hazard
area either as mapped
on a federal Flood
Hazard boundary or
Flood Insurance Rate
Map or other flood
hazard delineation map
which would:
a) impede or redirect
flood flows;
b) expose people or
structures to risk of
loss, injury, or death
involving flooding; or
c) risk release of
pollutants due to
project inundation?

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

6. Conflict with or obstruct Draft EIR
implementation of a
Section 13.3.3
water quality control plan
or sustainable
groundwater
management plan?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion:
1,4.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of potential impacts to water quality associated with construction
activities and operations within the RVSP Area. The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of
Mitigation Measures 13-1a through 13-1c, 13-4a through 13-4e, 13-8a, and 13-9a, impacts would be
reduced to less-than-significant levels. Mitigation Measures 13-1a through 13-1c require compliance with
the County’s Grading Ordinance, applicable NPDES standards for construction, including preparation of a
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). Mitigation Measures 13-4a through 13-4e and 13-9a
require compliance with NPDES Phase II requirements, preparation of site-specific BMPs, maintenance of
BMPs, use of watertight joints for all on-site and off-site water pipelines, and inclusion of Low Impact
Development (LID) features in all new development. Mitigation Measure 13-8a implements Mitigation
Measures 12-3d, 13-4b, 13-4c, and 14-4a related to stormwater controls.
Relative to the approved RVSP, proposed land use changes would result in a reduced overall disturbance
area and a greater amount of open space relative to the approved RVSP. Consequently, the potential for
pollutants to be discharged to downstream waterways during construction and operation of future
development within the project site would be lessened. Furthermore, as discussed in the Preliminary
Drainage Report prepared for the proposed project by King Engineering, the project would include various
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LID strategies, consistent with the West Placer Storm Water Quality Design Manual and the RVSP 2014
Preliminary Drainage Master Plan Update. 16 Such LID strategies, based upon the 2-year storm event, would
ensure that pollutants would be sufficiently captured and removed prior to discharging stormwater runoff
from the project site into Dry Creek to the north. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any
new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to
violating water quality standards or waste discharge requirements or otherwise substantially degrading
surface or ground water quality. Mitigation Measures 13-1a through 13-1c, 13-4a through 13-4e, 13-8a, and
13-9a would still apply to the project.
2,6.

The RVSP EIR concluded that with buildout of the RVSP Area, impacts related to reduction of groundwater
recharge and depletion of groundwater supplies would be less than significant. Since certification of the
RVSP EIR, existing on-site conditions related to groundwater recharge and use have not changed. Given
that the proposed project would result in an overall reduction in the total amount of impervious surfaces
developed on the project site relative to the approved RVSP, the potential for groundwater recharge at the
site would be increased relative to what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. In addition, because the project
would include the same number of residential units as was previously considered in the RVSP EIR, overall
demand for groundwater supplies would not change. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in
any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related
to substantially decreasing groundwater supplies or interfering substantially with groundwater recharge
such that the project would impede sustainable groundwater management of the basin, or conflicting with
or obstructing implementation of a water quality control plan or sustainable groundwater management plan.

3.

The RVSP EIR analyzed program-level impacts related to stormwater drainage associated with buildout of
the RVSP Area. The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation Measures 13-2a through
13-2d and 13-3a through 13-3c, impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Mitigation
Measures 13-2a through 13-2d and 13-3a through 13-3c require preparation of project-specific drainage
reports, evaluation of downstream off-site drainage facilities, and payment of a drainage improvement fee
to fund projects within the Dry Creek watershed. Planned drainage improvements for the RVSP area are
described in the 2014 Drainage Master Plan. 17 The RVSP and 2014 Drainage Master Plan have addressed
the pre-development and post development drainage conditions and potential impacts to the Dry Creek
floodplain. Since approval of the RVSP, new development has not occurred within the project site and the
existing on-site conditions related to stormwater drainage have not changed.
A Preliminary Drainage Report has been prepared for the proposed project by King Engineering, Inc. The
Preliminary Drainage Report analyzes consistency between the drainage improvements included in the
proposed project and the standards and conditions included in the RVSP and 2014 Drainage Master Plan,
based on buildout of the project in combination with ultimate buildout of the RVSP area. The design of the
proposed stormwater drainage system is consistent with the Drainage Master Plan. However, as noted in
the Preliminary Drainage Report, the design infiltration factor used for the on-site modeling differs slightly
from the infiltration factors used in the 2014 Drainage Master Plan. The infiltration factor used in the
Preliminary Drainage Report more accurately reflects on-site conditions and was applied to the design of
the proposed drainage systems.
As noted in the Preliminary Drainage Report, the project site would be divided into multiple Drainage
Management Areas (DMAs). It should be noted that two of the DMAs would drain off-site to the existing
Glen Willow Subdivision, consistent with the approved stormwater treatment plan for the subdivision. In
addition, a portion of the on-site storm drainage along the eastern side of the project site would be collected
in a storm system that connects to the Mariposa development to the east. The remainder of the proposed
project is designed to flow to storm drain systems that outlet on the north side of the project site. Per the
Preliminary Drainage Report, the proposed stormwater drainage system would ensure that a net rise in the
flood elevation of Dry Creek would not occur.
Storm water quality treatment is proposed at the three storm drain outlet locations on-site. Two of the
proposed storm drain pipes would outlet to new LID features, consisting of excavated areas provided for
infiltration treatment and grading fill area compensation, then flow to vegetated swales that would sheet
flow to Dry Creek to the north of the site. The third storm drain pipe system would outlet to the existing onsite pond and then sheet flow to Dry Creek. The storm drainage outlet locations are approximately 1,500

16

17

King Engineering. Preliminary Drainage Report, Mason Trails Subdivision, Including PFE Frontage Improvements, Placer County, CA.
June 20, 2019.
Civil Engineering Solutions, Inc. Riolo Vineyards, Placer County, CA, Preliminary Drainage Master Plan Update. Amended July 10, 2014.
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feet away from Dry Creek. The proposed storm drain system would ensure that stormwater from each DMA
is adequately managed prior to discharge.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially more
severe impacts than were analyzed in the RVSP EIR with regard to substantially altering the existing
drainage pattern of the project site or increasing the rate or amount of surface runoff. Mitigation Measures
13-2a through 13-2d and 13-3a through 13-3c would still apply to the proposed project.
5.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts related to flood risks associated with
development of the project site. The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation Measures
13-5a through 13-5f, program-level impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Mitigation
Measures 13-5a through 13-5c require preparation of a project-specific drainage report, delineation of the
post-project 100-year floodplain boundary, restrictions on development in the 100-year floodplain, and inkind compensatory storage for placement of fill within the floodplain. Mitigation Measures 13-5d and 13-5e
require preparation of a Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) and a final Letter of Map Revision
(LOMR) for any development that substantially alters the floodplain boundaries and/or the base flood
elevation. Mitigation Measure 13-5f prohibits future operational grading activities associated with
agricultural practices within the floodplain.
As discussed previously, the proposed residential lots and associated improvements would require
approximately 1,695 CY of new fill within the Dry Creek 100-year floodplain. In addition, the proposed
expansion of the CFD1 lift station would result in approximately 450 to 800 CY of new fill within the Dry
Creek 100-year floodplain. In order to offset the increase in fill within the floodplain, the proposed project
would include compensatory cuts totaling 1,700 CY within Lot F in the northern portion of the project site,
as well as compensatory cuts of between 450 to 800 CY immediately north of the lift station. It should be
noted that construction of the preferred Alternative A sewer alignment and associated Class I trail/utility
access road, as well as the potential upsizing of the 12-inch sewer pipe, would not require placement of a
substantial quantity of new fill within the floodplain. Any minor fill required would be offset by minor cuts to
be made adjacent to the trail alignment.
As noted in the Preliminary Drainage Report prepared for the proposed project, the compensatory cuts
would ensure that the project would maintain a “no net rise” associated with Dry Creek, as required by the
Drainage Master Plan. In addition, as shown in Exhibit 8, the proposed residential structures would be
located outside of the 100-year floodplain associated with Dry Creek. The project would not place
improvements within a 100-year flood hazard area such that flows would be impeded or redirected.
With respect to risk release of pollutants due to inundation, as discussed above, the proposed project would
not increase downstream water surface elevations under buildout of the RVSP, including the project site,
such that off-site flooding could increase. The site is not located within a tsunami or seiche hazard zone.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe
impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to flooding. Mitigation Measures 13-5a through
13-5f would continue to be required for the proposed project.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 13-1a (Implement Mitigation Measure 12-1b [Comply with County Grading Ordinance]);
Mitigation Measure 13-1b (Implement Mitigation Measure 12-3b [Comply with NPDES requirements for
construction]);
Mitigation Measure 13-1c (Implement Mitigation Measure 12-3d [Prepare and implement stormwater
pollution prevention plan for construction]);
Mitigation Measure 13-2a (Prepare and submit project-specific drainage report);
Mitigation Measure 13-2b (Evaluate downstream offsite drainage facilities);
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Exhibit 8
Preliminary Stormwater Quality Plan and Site Plan
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Mitigation Measure 13-2c (Submit one-time Dry Creek watershed drainage improvement fee);
Mitigation Measure 13-2d (Submit annual Dry Creek watershed drainage improvement fee);
Mitigation Measure 13-3a (Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2a [Prepare and submit project-specific
drainage report]);
Mitigation Measure 13-3b (Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2c [Submit one-time Dry Creek watershed
drainage improvement fee]);
Mitigation Measure 13-3c (Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2d [Submit annual Dry Creek watershed
drainage improvement fee]);
Mitigation Measure 13-4a (Implement Mitigation Measure 12-3c [Comply with NPDES Phase II
requirements]);
Mitigation Measure 13-4b (Prepare site-specific BMP plan);
Mitigation Measure 13-4c (13-4c: Maintain BMPs);
Mitigation Measure 13-4d (Implement Mitigation Measure 14-4a [Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have
watertight joints in accordance with Placer County standards]);
Mitigation Measure 13-4e (Design and construct LID measures that comply with performance measures);
Mitigation Measure 13-5a (Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2a [Prepare and submit project-specific
drainage report]);
Mitigation Measure 13-5b (Delineate post-project floodplain boundary);
Mitigation Measure 13-5c (Provide in-kind compensatory storage);
Mitigation Measure 13-5d (Prepare and submit conditional letter of map revision [CLOMR]);
Mitigation Measure 13-5e (Submit Letter of Map Revision [LOMR]);
Mitigation Measure 13-5f (Prohibit grading activities within post-project floodplain);
Mitigation Measure 13-8a (13-8a: Implement Mitigation Measures 12-3d [Prepare and implement
stormwater pollution prevention plan for construction], 13-4b [Prepare site-specific BMP plan], 13-4c
[Maintain BMPs], and 14-4a [Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have watertight joints in accordance with
Placer County standards if recycled water line is located along Dry Creek]); and
Mitigation Measure 13-9a (Implement Mitigation Measure 13-4e [Design and construct LID measures that
comply with performance measures]).
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XI.

LAND USE & PLANNING

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
Where were significant /
information
been
applied
impacts
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
analyzed
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
previously?
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

1. Physically divide an
established community?

Not analyzed

2. Cause a significant
environmental impact due
to a conflict with any land
use plan, policy, or
regulation adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an
environmental effect?

Draft EIR
Section 4.3.3
and Appendix
D

Were
potentially
significant
Do mitigation
offsite or
measures from
cumulative
prior
impacts not
documents
discussed in
resolve
previous
significant
documents?
impacts?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

3. Result in the development Draft EIR
of incompatible uses
Section 4.3.3
and/or the creation of land
use conflicts?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

4. Cause economic or social Not analyzed
changes that would result
in significant adverse
physical changes to the
environment such as
urban decay or
deterioration?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1-4.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts related to land use and planning associated
with development of the project site. As part of the analysis, the RVSP EIR reviewed all applicable policies
from the Placer County General Plan and the DCWPCP for consistency with the RVSP. The RVSP EIR
concluded that impacts related to consistency with applicable plans and policies adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect would be less-than-significant, and mitigation would not
be required. On-site conditions have not changed substantially since the certification of the RVSP EIR. With
respect to the adjacent areas within the RVSP area, the Mariposa subdivision to the east of the project site
has begun development.
The proposed residential uses would be consistent with the type and intensity of development that has
been anticipated for the site per the RVSP, and would be compatible with the approved Glen Willow
residential subdivision to the west of the project site and the Mariposa residential subdivision under
construction to the east of the project site. Thus, the project would not physically divide an established
community. In addition, as demonstrated throughout this Environmental Checklist, the proposed project
would not result in any new significant environmental effects for which new mitigation would be required
beyond what has been included in the RVSP EIR.
Furthermore, the proposed residential project would not cause economic or social change that could result
in significant adverse physical changes to the environment, including urban decay or deterioration, such as
might occur with development of a big-box store or other large retail development. The project is consistent
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with what has been anticipated for the site per the RVSP EIR. In addition, the proposed rezone to change
the site’s zoning designation to SPL-RVSP would bring the site into conformance with the RVSP.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially more
severe impacts than was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to land use and planning.
Mitigation Measures
None required.
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XII. MINERAL RESOURCES

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Result in the loss of
Draft EIR
availability of a known
Section 12.3.3
mineral resource that
would be of value to the
region and the residents
of the state?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

2. Result in the loss of
availability of a locallyimportant mineral
resource recovery site
delineated on a local
general plan, specific
plan or other land use
plan?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Draft EIR
Section 12.3.3

Discussion
1,2.

Per the RVSP EIR, the RVSP area does not contain any known resources. Thus, impacts related to mineral
resources associated with buildout of the RVSP area were determined to be less-than-significant. New
mineral resources have not been identified in the project area since approval of the RVSP. Therefore, the
proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially more severe impacts than was
analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to mineral resources.

Mitigation Measures
None required.
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XIII. NOISE

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Generation of a
Draft EIR
substantial temporary or Section 11.3.4
permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in
the vicinity of the project
in excess of standards
established in the local
general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable
standards of other
agencies?

No

No

No

No

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

2. Generation of excessive Not analyzed
groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise
levels?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

3. For a project located
Draft EIR
within the vicinity of a
Section 11.3.4
private airstrip or an
airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has
not been adopted, within
two miles of a public
airport or public use
airport, would the
project expose people
residing or working in
the project area to
excessive noise levels?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1.

18

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level noise impacts associated with construction activities
and operations within the RVSP Area. The RVSP EIR concluded that implementation of Mitigation
Measures 11-1a, 11-2a, 11-2b, 11-3a, 11-3b, and 11-4a would reduce impacts to the maximum extent
feasible; however, both construction and operational noise impacts were determined to remain significant
and unavoidable. Mitigation Measure 11-1a requires development and implementation of a construction
noise abatement program. Mitigation Measures 11-2a and 11-3a require construction of noise barriers at
specific locations within the RVSP area, including along the project site frontage at PFE Road. Mitigation
Measures 11-2b and 11-3b requires preparation of noise analyses and implementation of any associated
recommendations related to setbacks and/or sound barriers prior to approval of tentative maps within the
RVSP area. Mitigation Measure 4a requires shielding of stationary noise sources. Since certification of the
RVSP EIR, the courts have confirmed that effects of the environment on the project are outside the scope
of CEQA. 18 Therefore, potential effects related to off-site traffic noise exposure upon future residences
within the project site are not considered a CEQA impact, nor are the noise effects from the on-site park
California Building Industry Assn. v. Bay Area Air Quality Management Dist. (2015) 62 Cal.4th 369, 392; see also Mission Bay Alliance v.
Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 160, 197
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upon the future residences. As such, the County would ensure compliance with Mitigation Measures 112a, 11-2b, 11-3a, and 11-3b from the RVSP EIR as part of planning level review and project conditioning.
While not required per CEQA, a discussion of predicted future noise levels at the proposed residences is
provided below for information purposes.
Since approval of the RVSP, new sensitive receptors have not been introduced to the project area outside
of the RVSP boundaries. The nearest existing sensitive receptors are the single-family residences located
approximately 550 feet south of the site, within Sacramento County, and the Wilson C. Riles Middle School
located approximately 275 feet to the southeast of the site.
The total number of residential units included in the proposed project would be consistent with what was
analyzed in the RVSP EIR. In addition, the overall development area associated with the project would be
reduced relative to the approved RVSP. Thus, construction noise and operational traffic noise associated
with the project would be similar or slightly less than what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Per a technical
memorandum prepared for the proposed project by j.c. brennan & associates (Noise Memo), traffic noise
levels at the lots within the project site located closest to San Fratello Road would comply with the County’s
applicable interior and exterior noise level standards of 45 decibels, day-night average (dB, L dn ), and 60 dB
L dn , respectively. 19 Consistent with Mitigation Measure 11-2a of the RVSP EIR, the Mason Trails tentative
map includes a six-foot masonry wall along PFE Road, which would shield the nearest on-site lots from
traffic noise along the roadway Furthermore, based on an analysis of noise levels associated with park
uses (Park Noise Memo), cumulative noise exposure associated with park activities proposed at the
adjacent Glen Willow subdivision, including parking lot noise, would be approximately 53 dB equivalent
(L eq ), or 65 dB maximum (L max ), at the nearest residential lots within the project site. Noise levels associated
with the proposed on-site park uses would be approximately 51 dB L eq , or 60 to 65 dB L max , at the nearest
residential lots within the project site. 20 Such noise levels would comply with the County’s daytime noise
level criteria of 55 dB L eq and 70 dB L max .
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially more
severe impacts than was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to generation of a substantial temporary or
permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the project in excess of standards established
in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies. Mitigation Measures
11-1a, 11-2a, 11-2b, 11-3a, 11-3b, and 11-4a would still apply to the proposed project.
2.

Construction of the proposed project would have the potential to generate groundborne vibration associated
with operation of heavy equipment on the project site. However, as noted previously, the nearest sensitive
receptors outside of the RVSP area are located approximately 550 feet south of the site, within Sacramento
County, and approximately 275 feet to the southeast of the site, respectively. Generally, groundborne
vibration levels occurring at a distance of 50 feet or greater from the source will comply with the 0.2 inches
per second Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) threshold used by Caltrans for damage to structures. Due to the
considerable distance between the project site and the nearest sensitive receptors, vibration associated
with project construction would be imperceptible at such receptors. Therefore, the proposed project would
not result in new significant impacts related to generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels.

3.

The RVSP EIR did not identify any significant impacts related to aircraft noise. The project site is not located
within the vicinity of a public or private airstrip and is not covered by an airport land use compatibility plan.
The nearest airport, McClellan Park, is located approximately three miles south of the RVSP area.
Furthermore, the proposed project would be consistent with the type and intensity of development currently
anticipated for the site per the approved RVSP. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in new
significant impacts or substantially more severe impacts than was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to
aircraft noise.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:

19
20

j.c. brennan & associates, Inc. Addendum Noise Analysis for the Mason Trails Tentative Subdivision Map. September 6, 2019.
j.c. brennan & associates, Inc. Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Mason Trails Park Site Noise Analysis. June 19, 2019.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 11-1a (Develop and implement a construction noise abatement program);
Mitigation Measure 11-2a (Construct masonry walls of 6 feet elevation above pad);
Mitigation Measure 11-2b (Conduct noise analyses and measurements according to County standards and
requirements);
Mitigation Measure 11-3a (Implement Mitigation Measure 11-2a [Construct masonry walls of 6 feet
elevation above pad]);
Mitigation Measure 11-3b (Implement Mitigation Measure 11-2b [Conduct noise analyses and
measurements according to County standards and requirements]); and
Mitigation Measure 11-4a (Design shielding of stationary noise sources to prohibit a day-night noise level
L dn above 50 dBA).
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XIV. POPULATION & HOUSING

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

1. Induce substantial
unplanned population
growth in an area, either
directly (i.e., by
proposing new homes
and businesses) or
indirectly (e.g., through
extension of roads or
other infrastructure)?

Draft EIR
Section 5.3.3

2. Displace substantial
numbers of existing
housing, necessitating
the construction of
replacement housing
elsewhere?

Draft EIR
Section 5.3.3

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
substantially
circumstances
Are there
mitigated by
/new
Is there
effects that are
previously
information
substantial
peculiar to the
adopted
result in new
new
project that
uniformly
significant /
information
have not been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in
development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures from
prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Discussion
1,2.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level population and housing impacts associated with
buildout of the RVSP area, including the project site. The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of
Mitigation Measures 5-3a, 5-4a, 5-5a, and 5-6a, impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels.
Mitigation Measure 5-3a is specific to parcels that were analyzed at a project level as part of the RVSP EIR
and, thus, is not applicable to the proposed project. In addition, while the project site contains an existing
mobile home, the residence is currently unoccupied, and is anticipated to remain vacant for the foreseeable
future. Thus, Mitigation Measure 5-6a would not apply to the proposed project.
The total number of residential units included in the proposed project would be consistent with what was
analyzed for the site in the RVSP EIR. Thus, the project would not directly induce substantial unplanned
population growth. In addition, while the project would require removal of the existing mobile home located
within the southern portion of the site adjacent to PFE Road, removal of the residence was previously
analyzed in the RVSP EIR. It should be noted that the proposed project would include off-site sewer
improvements, including the Alternative A or Alternative B sewer line extension, increasing the emergency
storage capacity of the CFD1 lift station, and potential upsizing of the existing 12-inch gravity sewer pipe
that crosses from the east side of Walerga Road to the CFD1 lift station. However, such improvements
would be consistent with the approved Sewer Master Plan for the RVSP area. Thus, while the proposed
improvements would serve the project site, as well as a portion of the Mariposa subdivision currently under
construction to the east of the site, potential growth associated with such infrastructure improvements has
been anticipated by the County. Additional information related to the proposed sewer improvements is
included in Section XIX, Utilities & Service Systems, of this Environmental Checklist.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe
impacts related to population and housing beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation
Measures 5-4a, 5-5a, and 5-6a would continue to be required for future on-site development.
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Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•

Mitigation Measure 5-4a (Contribute a fair share to compensation/relocation assistance associated with
Watt Avenue improvements); and
Mitigation Measure 5-5a (Comply with Placer County’s 10 percent requirement for affordable housing on
program-level parcels).
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XV. PUBLIC SERVICES

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
Do proposed
will not be
changes/new
Are there
substantially
circumstances
effects that
mitigated by
/new
Is there
are peculiar to
previously
information
substantial
the project
adopted
result in new
new
that have not
uniformly
significant /
information
been
applied
substantially requiring new disclosed in development
more severe
analysis or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification?
documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Fire protection?

Draft EIR
Section 14.3.3

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

2. Sheriff protection?

Draft EIR
Section 14.3.3

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

3. Schools?

Draft EIR
Section 14.3.3

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4. Parks?

Draft EIR
Section 14.3.3

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

5. Other public facilities?

Draft EIR
Section 14.3.3

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

6. Maintenance of public
facilities, including
roads?

Draft EIR
Section 14.3.3

Discussion
1-6.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts to public services associated with buildout of
the RVSP area, including the project site. The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation
Measures 14-12a, 14-13a, 14-14a, 14-14b, 14-17a, impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant
levels. Mitigation Measures 14-12a, 14-13a, 14-14a require provision of funding for fire protection, Sheriff
protection, and school services. Mitigation Measure 14-14b requires coordination with the Placer County
Sheriff’s Department during design stages of all development within the RVSP area. Mitigation Measure
14-17a requires dedication of parklands for program-level parcels in accordance with County requirements.
The proposed project would be consistent with the type and intensity of development anticipated for the
project site per the RVSP EIR. The total number of residential units included in the proposed project would
not increase. As such, the proposed project would not generate additional demand for fire protection, Sheriff
protection, schools, and other public services beyond what has been analyzed in the RVSP EIR. In addition,
the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE), the Placer County Sheriff’s Office,
and the Center Joint Unified School District have provided will serve letters indicating that each entity would
be capable of serving the proposed development. 21
With regard to parks, both the Placer County General Plan and the DCWPCP require dedication of land
and/or payment of fees in accordance with State law to ensure funding for the acquisition and development
of public recreation facilities. Consistent with goals and policies in the Placer County General Plan and the
DCWPCP, Section 16.08.100 of the Placer County Code requires dedication of land for park or recreational
purposes, or a fee paid in lieu thereof, or a combination of both, as a condition of approval for final
subdivision or parcel maps. The land areas required for dedication may be up to an amount equivalent to
the land necessary to provide ten acres of park land (five acres of active park land and five acres of passive
park land), plus one mile of trails per 1,000 residents of the proposed subdivision.

21

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. Will Serve, Project: Elliot Ranch. October 9, 2019.
Placer County Sheriff’s Office. Law Enforcement Impact Report, Elliot Ranch (Riolo Vineyards Specific Plan). August 13, 2018.
Center Joint unified School District. Will Serve Letter for Elliot Ranch. August 8, 2018.
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The proposed project would include a total of 170 single-family residences, consistent with the RVSP. As
noted in Table 14-17 of the RVSP EIR, the project would be required to provide at least 2.3 acres of on-site
parkland. The project would include a 2.77-acre park lot that would be developed with an athletic field, a
parking area, and trail connections. As such, the project would be consistent with the County’s active
parkland requirements.
In addition to requiring a minimum of five acres of active parkland per 1,000 residents, General Plan Policy
5.A.1 sets a standard of five acres of passive recreation area or open space per 1,000 residents. The
proposed project would include 23.36 acres of open space and landscaped corridors, which would exceed
the County’s requirement.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe
impacts related to public services beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measures 1412a, 14-13a, 14-14a, 14-14b, 14-17a would continue to be required for the proposed project.
Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 14-12a (Pay statutory school impact fees);
Mitigation Measure 14-13a (Fund additional fire protection staff to maintain required staffing ratios);
Mitigation Measure 14-14a (Provide funding for additional law enforcement personnel and equipment to serve
the Plan Area);
Mitigation Measure 14-14b (Implement Crime Prevention through Environmental Design in cooperation with
the Placer County Sheriff’s Department); and
Mitigation Measure 14-17a (Dedicate parklands for program-level parcels in accordance with County
requirements).
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XVI. RECREATION

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Where were
impacts
analyzed
previously?

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
will not be
Do proposed
Are there
substantially
changes/new
Is there
effects that
mitigated by
circumstances/ substantial are peculiar to
previously
new information
new
the project
adopted
result in new
information that have not
uniformly
significant/
requiring
been
applied
substantially new analysis disclosed in development
more severe
or
prior
policies or
impacts?
verification? documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Would the project
Draft EIR
increase the use of
Section 14.3.3
existing neighborhood
and regional parks or
other recreational
facilities such that
substantial physical
deterioration of the
facility would occur or be
accelerated? (PLN)

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

2. Does the project include Draft EIR
recreational facilities or Section 14.3.3
require the construction
or expansion of
recreational facilities
which might have an
adverse physical effect
on the environment?
(PLN)

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Discussion
1,2.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of the total amount of active parkland and passive parkland required
in order to meet the County’s minimum parkland standards of five acres each of active and passive parkland
per 1,000 residents. With implementation of Mitigation Measure 14-17a, impacts related to park facilities
were determined to be less than significant. Mitigation Measure 14-17a requires dedication of parklands for
program-level parcels in accordance with County requirements.
As discussed in Section XV of this Environmental Checklist, the proposed project would provide for on-site
active and passive parkland consistent with applicable County requirements. In addition, the project would
be consistent with the type and intensity of development anticipated for the project site per the RVSP.
Therefore, demand for parkland associated with buildout of the proposed project would be consistent with
what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. The proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or
substantially more severe impacts related to parks than was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Mitigation Measure
14-17a would continue to apply to the project.
On November 17, 2017, the Board of Supervisors adopted an ordinance adding Article 15.90 to Chapter
15 of the Placer County Code establishing the RVSP Fee Program (the “RVSP Fees”). The project
developer shall be obligated to pay the RVSP Fees due at time of building permit issuance per the RVSP
Fees program nexus study, adopting ordnance, and program guidelines. A component of the RVSP is the
RVSP Supplemental County Facilities Fee. This fee is broken into four components which include a
contribution toward regional recreation facilities. This contribution toward regional recreation facilities is
expected to fund a corporation yard, multi-purpose center, a gymnasium, and an aquatic center in the
Placer Vineyards Specific Plan.
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Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•

Mitigation Measure 14-17a (Dedicate parklands for program-level parcels in accordance with County
requirements).
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XVII. TRANSPORTATION

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Are there
effects
peculiar to the
project that
will not be
substantially
Were
Do proposed
Is there
Are there
mitigated by
potentially
changes/new
substantial effects that are
previously
significant
Do mitigation
circumstances/n
new
peculiar to the
adopted
offsite or
measures from
ew information
information
project that
uniformly
cumulative
prior
Where were
result in new
requiring
have not been
applied
impacts not
documents
impacts
significant/subst new analysis disclosed in
development discussed in
resolve
analyzed
antially more
or
prior
policies or
previous
significant
previously? severe impacts? verification? documents?
standards?
documents?
impacts?

1. Conflict with a program, Draft EIR
plan, ordinance or policy Section 9.3.4
addressing the
circulation system (i.e.,
transit, roadway, bicycle,
pedestrian facilities,
etc.)?

No

No

No

No

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

2. Substantially increase
Not analyzed
hazards to vehicle safety
due to geometric design
features (e.g., sharp
curves or dangerous
intersections) or
incompatible uses (e.g.,
farm equipment)?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

3. Result in inadequate
emergency access or
access to nearby uses?

Not analyzed

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

4. Result in insufficient
parking capacity on-site
or off-site?

Not analyzed

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

No

Mitigation
provided, but
impact remains
significant and
unavoidable

5. An increase in traffic
Draft EIR
which may be substantial Section 9.3.4
in relation to the existing
and/or planned future
year traffic load and
capacity of the roadway
system (i.e. result in a
substantial increase in
either the number of
vehicle trips, the volume
to capacity ratio on
roads, or congestion at
intersections)?
6. Exceeding, either
individually or
cumulatively, a level of
service standard
established by the
County General Plan
and/or Community Plan
for roads affected by
project traffic?

No

No

No

No

RVSP Draft
EIR Section
9.3.4
No

No

No

No
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Discussion
1,5,6.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts related to roadway facilities associated with
buildout of the RVSP area, including the project site. The RVSP EIR concluded that implementation of
Mitigation Measures 9-1a, 9-2a, 9-2b, 9-3a, 9-3b, 9-8a, 9-9a, 9-10a, 9-10b, 9-11a, 9-11b, 9-16a, 9-17a, 918a, 9-19a, 9-20a, 9-27a, and 9-28a would reduce identified impacts to less-than-significant levels for a
portion of the scenarios analyzed. However, even with mitigation, impacts would remain significant and
unavoidable for the remainder of the scenarios analyzed. Mitigation Measure 9-1a requires preparation of
a Construction Traffic Management Plan. Mitigation Measures 9-2a through 9-17a and 9-19a through 928a require payment of fair-share fees to fund roadway facility improvements. Mitigation Measure 9-18a
requires creation of a Community Service Area to fund transit services.
The proposed project would be consistent with the type and intensity of development anticipated for the
project site per the approved RVSP. As such, vehicle trip generation associated with the project would be
consistent with what was analyzed for the site in the RVSP EIR. Consistent with the RVSP, the project
would include widening of PFE Road along the project frontage. Furthermore, the proposed project would
provide for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure throughout the project site. Specifically, an interior
greenbelt with pedestrian pathway is proposed within the project site, thereby providing connectivity
between the proposed park, trail system, and open space amenities in the northern portion of the project
site. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially more severe
impacts related to roadway facilities than was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to conflicting with a
program, plan, ordinance or policy addressing the circulation system, causing an increase in traffic which
may be substantial in relation to the existing and/or planned future year traffic load and capacity of the
roadway system, or exceeding, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard established
by the County General Plan and/or Community Plan for roads affected by project traffic. Mitigation
Measures 9-1a, 9-2a, 9-2b, 9-3a, 9-3b, 9-8a, 9-9a, 9-10a, 9-10b, 9-11a, 9-11b, 9-16a, 9-17a, 9-18a, 9-19a,
9-20a, 9-27a, and 9-28a would continue to apply to the project, to the extent that the referenced
improvements are still required.

2,3,4.

While the RVSP EIR did not specifically evaluate the potential for the project to result in hazards related to
roadway design, ingress and egress, including new roads and streets within and surrounding the RVSP
area, these facilities would be constructed to Placer County Land Development Manual standards.
Compliance with such standards would ensure that substantial hazards due to design features (i.e., sharp
curves or dangerous intersections) would not occur. In addition, future development within the project site
would be required to provide for adequate parking consistent with the County Code of Ordinances.
The proposed on-site street network would not affect the provision of sufficient emergency access to future
development. In addition, the proposed project would not introduce any new land use types to the RVSP
that would be incompatible with other adjacent uses. Thus, buildout of the proposed project would not result
in new significant impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to hazardous design features,
incompatible uses, or emergency access beyond what was analyzed for the site in the RVSP EIR.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 9-1a (Prepare and implement a Construction Traffic Management Plan);
Mitigation Measure 9-2a (Pay an in lieu fee and construct Walerga Road frontage improvements from the Dry
Creek Bridge to the Placer County line)
Mitigation Measure 9-2b (Contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road from the Dry Creek Bridge to
Baseline Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-3a (Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust Road and Baseline Road,
Watt Avenue and Baseline Road, and Walerga Road and Baseline Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-3b (Contribute a fair share or widen the intersections of Watt Avenue and PFE Road,
and Walerga Road and PFE Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-8a (Contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 from Blue Oaks Boulevard to SR 65);
Mitigation Measure 9-9a (Contribute a fair share to construct an interchange to replace the SR 70/99 and
Riego Road intersection);
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Measure 9-10a (Implement Mitigation Measure 9-2a [Pay an in lieu fee and construct Walerga Road
frontage improvements from the Dry Creek Bridge to the Placer County line]);
Mitigation Measure 9-10b (Implement Mitigation Measure 9-2b [Contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road
from the Dry Creek Bridge to Baseline Road]);
Mitigation Measure 9-11a (Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust Road and Baseline
Road, and Walerga Road and Baseline Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-11b (Implement Mitigation Measure 9-2b [Contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road
from the Dry Creek Bridge to Baseline Road]);
Mitigation Measure 9-16a (Contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 to six lanes from Blue Oaks Boulevard to I80);
Mitigation Measure 9-17a (Contribute a fair share to constructing an interchange at the intersection of SR
70/99 with Riego Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-18a (Create a Community Service Area to cover Transit Service);
Mitigation Measure 9-19a (Contribute a fair share to widen PFE Road to four lanes from Watt Avenue to
Walerga Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-20a (Contribute a fair share to widening the intersection of Walerga Road and PFE
Road, signalizing the intersection of Cook Riolo Road and PFE Road, and signalizing the intersection of “East”
Road and PFE Road);
Mitigation Measure 9-27a (Implement Mitigation Measure 9-19a [Contribute a fair share to widen PFE Road
to four lanes from Watt Avenue to Walerga Road]); and
Mitigation Measure 9-28a (Implement Mitigation Measure 9-20a [Contribute a fair share to widening the
intersection of Walerga Road and PFE Road, signalizing the intersection of Cook Riolo Road and PFE Road,
and signalizing the intersection of “East” Road and PFE Road]).
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XVIII. TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Are there
effects peculiar
to the project
that will not be
Do proposed
substantially
changes/new
Is there
Are there
mitigated by
circumstances/n substantial effects that are
previously
ew information
new
peculiar to the
adopted
result in new
information
project that
uniformly
Where were
significant /
requiring
have not been
applied
impacts
substantially
new analysis disclosed in
development
analyzed
more severe
or
prior
policies or
previously?
impacts?
verification? documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do
mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

Would the project cause a
substantial adverse change in
the significance of a tribal
cultural resource, defined in
Public Resources Code
section 21074 as either a site,
feature, place, cultural
landscape that is
geographically defined in
terms of the size and scope of
the landscape, sacred place,
or object with cultural value to
a California Native American
tribe, and that is:
1. Listed or eligible for listing
in the California Register
of Historical Resources, or
in a local register of
historical resources as
defined in Public
Resources Code section
5020.1(k), or

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

2. A resource determined by
the lead agency, in its
discretion and supported
by substantial evidence, to
be significant pursuant to
criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section
5024.1. In applying the
criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public
Resource Code Section
5024.1, the lead agency
shall consider the
significance of the
resource to a California
Native American tribe.

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Discussion
1,2.

At the time the RVSP EIR was certified, the CEQA Checklist (i.e., Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines) did
not include a specific question regarding a project’s potential impacts resulting from an adverse change to
a significant Tribal Cultural Resource. Assembly Bill (AB) 52, passed in 2014, requires environmental review
documents to disclose and analyze potential significant impacts to Tribal Cultural Resources including sites,
features, places, cultural landscapes, sacred places, and objects with cultural value to a California Native
American tribe. Lead agencies are also required to begin consultation with a California Native American
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tribe that is traditionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic area of the proposed project if the tribe
requests to the lead agency, in writing, to be informed by the lead agency of proposed projects in that
geographic area and the tribe requests consultation, prior to determining whether a negative declaration,
mitigated negative declaration, or EIR is required for a project.
AB 52 applies to projects that have a Notice of Preparation, or a Notice of Intent to adopt a negative
declaration or mitigated negative declaration filed on or after July 1, 2015. Placer County certified the RVSP
EIR in 2008, prior to implementation of AB 52. Therefore, AB 52 is not applicable to the proposed project.
In addition, as discussed in Section V, Cultural Resources, of this Environmental Checklist, a Cultural
Resources Record Search and Pedestrian Survey (Cultural Study) has been prepared by Piñon Heritage
Solutions, LLC. to evaluate the potential for cultural resources to occur within the project site and the
proposed off-site sewer improvement areas. 22 The 2018 Cultural Study did not identify any new
archaeological sites within the project site or off-site improvement areas as a result of the records search
that was conducted. A search of the NAHC Sacred Lands File conducted as part of the 2018 Cultural Study
did not identify any tribal cultural resources within the project area.
Impacts to resources important to Native American tribes that might otherwise be considered Tribal Cultural
Resources, as defined in Section 21074 of the California Public Resources Code, were evaluated in the
RVSP EIR and mitigation measures were adopted by the County to adequately address potential impacts.
The proposed project would continue to be subject to these mitigation measures, which would ensure that
impacts to Tribal Cultural Resources are not adverse.
Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project:
•

22

Mitigation Measure 7-2a (Comply with the recommendations of a qualified professional archaeologist if
cultural resources are inadvertently exposed during construction).

Piñon Heritage Solutions, LLC. Cultural Resources Record Search and Pedestrian Survey for the Mason Trails Project, Placer County,
California. December 2018.
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XIX. UTILITIES & SERVICE SYSTEMS

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Are there effects
peculiar to the
Do proposed
Are there
project that will not
changes/new
Is there
effects that are be substantially
circumstance/ne substantial peculiar to the
mitigated by
w information
new
project that previously adopted
Where were
result in new
information have not been uniformly applied
impacts
significant/subst requiring new disclosed in
development
analyzed
antially more
analysis or
prior
policies or
previously? severe impacts? verification? documents?
standards?

Were
potentially
significant
offsite or
cumulative
impacts not
discussed in
previous
documents?

Do
mitigation
measures
from prior
documents
resolve
significant
impacts?

1. Require or result in the
Draft EIR
relocation or construction Section 14.3.3
of new or expanded water,
wastewater treatment or
storm water drainage,
electric power, natural gas,
or telecommunication
facilities, the construction
or relocation of which
could cause significant
environmental effects?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

2. Have sufficient water
Draft EIR
supplies available to serve Section 14.3.3
the project and reasonably
foreseeable future
development during
normal, dry and multiple
dry years?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

3. Result in a determination Draft EIR
by the wastewater
Section 14.3.3
treatment provider which
serves or may serve the
project that it has
adequate capacity to serve
the project’s projected
demand in addition to the
provider’s existing
commitments?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4. Generate solid waste in
Draft EIR
excess of State or local
Section 14.3.3
standards, or in excess of
the capacity of local
infrastructure, or otherwise
impair the attainment of
solid waste reduction
goals?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

5. Comply with federal, state, Draft EIR
and local management
Section 14.3.3
and reduction statutes and
regulations related to solid
waste?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1,3.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts related to construction or expansion of utility
infrastructure, as well as availability of wastewater treatment capacity, associated with buildout of the RVSP
area, including the project site. The RVSP EIR concluded that with implementation of Mitigation Measures
14-1a, 14-3a, 14-3b, 14-4a, 14-4b, 14-4c, 14-5a, and 14-6a, all identified impacts would be reduced to lessthan-significant levels. Mitigation Measure 14-1a requires payment of water connection fees and
construction of water transmission lines within the RVSP area. Mitigation Measure 14-3a, 14-3b, 14-4a, 14-
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4b, 14-4c, and 14-6a include specific requirements related to sewer system improvements. Mitigation
Measure 14-5a requires verification from applicable wastewater treatment providers that sufficient capacity
is available at the Dry Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) to accommodate buildout of the RVSP
area. It should be noted that Mitigation Measure 14-3b is only required if Mitigation Measure 14-3a related
to upgrading of existing pump stations is not implemented. Since certification of the RVSP EIR, the Sewer
Master Plan has been updated to reflect the fact that wastewater from the Placer Vineyards Specific Plan
area would be routed through the sewer infrastructure in the RVSP area, thereby necessitating upgrading
of existing pump stations, as required by Mitigation Measure 14-3a. Thus, Mitigation Measure 14-3b is no
longer applicable.
Consistent with the approved RVSP, domestic water lines are proposed along all streets within the project
site to provide service to each residence. Eight-inch domestic water connections are proposed at A Street
and K Street on the west side of Mason Trails; and at I Street and M Street on the east side. A 12-inch
watermain is proposed along Tiller Way. In addition, a 24-inch watermain is included as part of the PFE
Road improvements, consistent with the RVSP. The proposed project would not include additional water
conveyance infrastructure beyond what was anticipated for the site per the RVSP.
With regard to sewer utilities, the proposed project would be divided into two sheds: Gravity Sheds 1 and
2. The 57 lots proposed within the southeastern portion of the project site, located within Gravity Shed 2,
would flow to the east and tie into the adjacent Mariposa development, consistent with the 2016 Riolo
Vineyards Sanitary Sewer Master Plan (Sewer Master Plan). The remaining 113 lots, located within Gravity
Shed 1, would flow to the north and tie into a new off-site gravity sewer that would flow to the sewer lift
station facility (CFD1) east of Walerga Road. Including both the 113 equivalent dwelling units (EDUs) for
Mason Trails, and potential future buildout of the remaining portion of the shed located south of PFE Road,
Gravity Shed 1 would comprise a total of 157 EDUs. The project would include a stub to the future
elementary school site on the south side of PFE Road across from the project site. In addition, in order to
implement the sewer improvements included in the Sewer Master Plan, the proposed project would include
construction of an off-site sewer line north of the site. Currently, two sewer alignments are under
consideration: Alternative A and Alternative B (see Exhibit 4). Both alignments would route wastewater from
the project site through a new eight-inch sewer line northward to a new sewer manhole, SSMH 80. The
proposed project would require annexation into Placer County Service Area 28, Zone 173, for sewer
service.
As discussed previously, a future capacity deficiency at buildout has been identified as part of the regional
wastewater master planning for the existing 12-inch gravity sewer that crosses from the east side of
Walerga Road to the CFD1 Lift Station to the east. Currently, the 12-inch pipe has sufficient capacity to
accommodate demands. However, the existing 12-inch pipe will be surcharged when interim entitled
development is connected, with or without flows from the proposed project. With interim flows and the
project connected, the estimated hydraulic grade line (HGL) would exceed eight inches above pipe crown
in the existing 12-inch sewer pipes. If the County determines that the available freeboard is insufficient as
a result of the pipe surcharging, the proposed project would be required to include upsizing of the 12-inch
pipe to a new 15-inch or 18-inch pipe in order to meet the County’s capacity standards. In such a case, the
project may enter into a reimbursement agreement with the County to receive future fair-share payments
made by other parties towards the upsizing.
In addition, the CFD1 sewer lift station will need to be expanded to accommodate the proposed project’s
wastewater. Per the Preliminary Wastewater Report prepared for the proposed project, emergency storage
required for the proposed project alone at the CFD1 lift station is calculated per the preliminary design by
West Yost: 170 EDUs x 380 x 1/3 = 21,533 gallons of emergency storage required, with a generator.
Mariposa at Riolo Vineyard has already built 35,250 gallons of emergency storage at CFD1, and the
combined emergency storage required for that project and the proposed project is calculated at (107 + 170)
EDU x 380 gal x 1/3 = 35,086 gallons of emergency storage, which fits within the existing tank that is built,
but may not meet requirements of Placer County. Per the October 4, 2019 Sewer Requirements letter
provided by Placer County Environmental Engineering, the proposed project would be required to construct
the next portion of the emergency storage of approximately 47,000 gallons at the CFD1 Dry Creek lift station
in accordance with the improvement plans prepared by King/Coleman Engineering for the Mariposa/Parcel
J CFD1 Dry Creek sewer lift station emergency storage project.
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In addition, prior to or at sewer permit issuance, the project applicant would be required to pay fair share
fees for the future pumps and associated appurtenances at the existing CFD1 and Creekview Ranch Middle
School (CRMS) pump stations. Such fees would be determined based on the estimated costs of the
required improvements divided among the projects and future users that will benefit from the improvements,
including development shed flows included in the approved Placer Vineyards Sewer Master Plan.
Environmental impacts associated with the utility improvements included in the proposed project, including
off-site improvements, are evaluated throughout this Environmental Checklist. In addition, given that the
total number of residential units included in the proposed project is consistent with what was anticipated for
the site per the RVSP EIR, associated demands on existing and planned utility infrastructure and services
are consistent with what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. Will-serve letters have been provided for the
proposed project by California American Water, Recology Auburn Placer, PG&E, and the Sacramento
Municipal Utilities District (SMUD) verifying that water supply, solid waste collection, gas, and electrical
service would be available to serve the project. 23
Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe impacts
beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to construction or expansion of utility infrastructure
and availability of wastewater treatment capacity. Mitigation Measures 14-1a, 14-1b, 14-3a, 14-4a, 14-4b,
14-4c, 14-5a, and 14-6a would continue to apply to the project.
2,4,5.

The RVSP EIR included an analysis of program-level impacts related to water supply and solid waste
generation associated with buildout of the RVSP area, including the project site. The RVSP EIR concluded
that with implementation of Mitigation Measure 14-1b all identified impacts would be reduced to less-thansignificant levels. Mitigation Measure 14-1b requires verification that sufficient water supplies are available
to serve each small lot tentative subdivision map approved within the RVSP area.
Given that the total number of residential units included in the proposed project is consistent with what was
anticipated for the site per the approved RVSP, demand for water supplies, as well as solid waste
generation, would be consistent with what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR. In addition, California American
Water has provided a will-serve letter indicating that the water provider would be capable of serving the
project site. 24 It should also be noted that the irrigation infrastructure constructed to service the park site
as part of the proposed project will be plumbed with purple pipe so that the piping can be used for recycled
water in the future. The project will also include the construction of a four-inch lateral to allow for future
connection to a 24-inch recycled water main that will be construction by others. In addition, the project
would include a fair-share payment towards other future recycled water infrastructure that would serve the
project. In the interim, irrigation would be provided by potable water supplies.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or substantially more severe
impacts beyond what was analyzed in the RVSP EIR related to water supply and solid waste. Mitigation
Measure 14-1b would continue to apply to the project.

Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure(s) from the RVSP EIR would apply to the proposed project.
•
•
•
•

23

24

Mitigation Measure 14-1a (Pay connection fees and construct 16-inch- and 24-inch-diameter transmission
line extensions to the Plan Area in accordance with PCWA and Cal-Am standards);
Mitigation Measure 14-1b (Issue building permits only when sufficient treated water supply exists);
Mitigation Measure 14-3a (Upsize existing CFD pump station pumps and ancillary equipment);
Mitigation Measure 14-4a (Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have watertight joints in accordance with
Placer County Standards);

California American Water. Request for Water Service – Conditional Will Serve Letter, Elliot Ranch Subdivision, Sacramento, West Placer
System. August 15, 2018.
Recology Auburn Placer. Elliot Ranch. August 17, 2018.
PG&E. Elliot Ranch @ Riolo Vineyards NW of PFE Rd. & Walerga Rd. Roseville. September 17, 2018.
Sacramento Municipal Utilities District. Will Serve Letter. August 9, 2018.
California American Water. Request for Water Service – Conditional Will Serve Letter, Elliot Ranch Subdivision, Sacramento, West Placer
System. August 15, 2018.
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•
•
•

•

Mitigation Measure 14-4b (Locate the pump station system above the 100-year floodplain and use bolt-down
covers for sewer manholes which are within the 100-year floodplain);
Mitigation Measure 14-4c (Install an emergency generator and fuel storage with adequate spill containment
for extended operation);
Mitigation Measure 14-5a (All new development in the Specific Plan area shall comply with General Plan
Policy 4.D.2, which requires written certification from the service provider that either existing services are
available or needed improvements will be made prior to occupancy to meet wastewater demands of the
Specific Plan); and
Mitigation Measure 14-6a (Implement Mitigation Measure 14-4a [Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have
watertight joints in accordance with Placer County standards]).
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XX. WILDFIRE

Environmental Issue
Would the Project:

Are there effects
peculiar to the
project that will
not be
Were
Do proposed
Are there
substantially
potentially
Do
changes/new
Is there
effects that are
mitigated by
significant
mitigation
circumstance/ne substantial peculiar to the
previously
offsite or
measures
w information
new
project that
adopted
cumulative from prior
Where were
result in new
information have not been uniformly applied impacts not documents
impacts
significant/subst requiring new disclosed in
development
discussed in
resolve
analyzed
antially more
analysis or
prior
policies or
previous
significant
previously? severe impacts? verification? documents?
standards?
documents? impacts?

1. Substantially impair an
adopted emergency
response plan or
emergency evacuation
plan?

Draft EIR
Appendix D

2. Due to slope, prevailing
winds, and other factors,
exacerbate wildfire risks,
and thereby expose
project occupants to,
pollutant concentrations
from a wildfire or the
uncontrolled spread of a
wildfire?

Draft EIR
Appendix D

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

3. Require the installation or Draft EIR
maintenance of associated Appendix D
infrastructure (such as
roads, fuel breaks,
emergency water sources,
power lines or other
utilities) the construction or
operation of which may
exacerbate fire risk or that
may result in temporary or
ongoing impacts to the
environment?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

4. Expose people or
Draft EIR
structures to significant
Appendix D
risks, including downslope
or downstream flooding,
mudslides, or landslides,
as a result of runoff, postfire slope instability, or
drainage changes?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Discussion
1-4.

25

As discussed in Section IX, Hazards & Hazardous Materials, of this Environmental Checklist, the RVSP
EIR did not identify any potentially significant impacts related to wildfire risks. Per the Fire and Resource
Assessment Program, the project site and off-site improvement areas are not located within a Very High
Fire Hazard Severity Zone. 25 The project site is not located within the vicinity of a State Responsibility Area,
and does not contain any steep slopes that would increase fire risk at the site. In addition, upon buildout of
the RVSP area, the project would be bordered by residential development to the east and west and PFE
Road to the south; such features would limit potential wildfire hazard risks at the project site. The proposed
project would not include any changes relative to the approved RVSP that would result in increased fire
hazard risks for future residents of the project. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. Fire and Resource Assessment Program, Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones in
LRA, Placer County. November 24, 2008.
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impacts or substantially more severe impacts related to wildfire hazards beyond what was analyzed in the
RVSP EIR.
Mitigation Measures
None required.
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OTHER RESPONSIBLE AND TRUSTEE AGENCIES WHOSE APPROVAL IS REQUIRED
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
California Department of Forestry
California Department of Health Services
California Department of Toxic Substances
California Department of Transportation
California Integrated Waste Management Board
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
South Placer Wastewater Authority
County of Placer

Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO)
National Marine Fisheries Service
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
California-American Water Company
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District
City of Roseville
South Placer Municipal Utility District

DETERMINATION
The Environmental Review Committee finds that:
The project is within the scope of impacts addressed in a previously-certified RDEIR, and that no new
effects will occur nor new mitigation measures are required. Potentially significant impacts and mitigation
measures that have been adequately examined in an earlier document are described on attached sheets,
including applicable mitigation measures that are imposed upon the project (see Section D above). NO
FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT will be prepared (see CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15182 and
15183).

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW COMMITTEE (PERSONS/DEPARTMENTS CONSULTED)
Planning Services Division, Nick Trifiro, Chairperson
Planning Services Division-Air Quality, Angel Green
Engineering and Surveying Division, Michelle Lewis
Department of Public Works and Facilities-Transportation, Stephanie Holloway
DPWF-Environmental Engineering Division, Huey Nham
DPWF-Flood Control and Water Conservation District, Brad Brewer
DPWF-Facility Services-Parks Division, Lisa Carnahan
HHS-Environmental Health Services, Joseph Scarbrough
Placer County Fire Planning/CDF, Dave Bookout/Brian Skehan

Signature

Date
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION SOURCES
The following public documents were utilized and site-specific studies prepared to evaluate in detail the effects or
impacts associated with the Project. This information is available for public review, Monday through Friday, 8am to
5pm, at the Placer County Community Development Resource Agency, Environmental Coordination Services, 3091
County Center Drive, Auburn, CA 95603.
Air Pollution Control District Rules & Regulations
Community Plan
Environmental Review Ordinance
General Plan
Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
County
Documents

Riolo Vineyard Development Standards
Grading Ordinance
Land Development Manual
Land Division Ordinance
West Placer Stormwater Quality Management Manual
Tree Ordinance

Trustee Agency
Documents

Department of Toxic Substances Control
Biological Study
Cultural Resources Pedestrian Survey
Cultural Resources Records Search
Lighting & Photometric Plan
Planning
Services
Division

Paleontological Survey
Tree Survey & Arborist Report
Visual Impact Analysis
Wetland Delineation
Acoustical Analysis
Phasing Plan
Preliminary Grading Plan

Site-Specific
Studies

Preliminary Geotechnical Report
Preliminary Drainage Report
Engineering &
Surveying
Division,
Flood Control
District

Stormwater & Surface Water Quality BMP Plan
Traffic Study
Sewer Pipeline Capacity Analysis
Placer County Commercial/Industrial Waste Survey (where public
sewer is available)
Sewer Master Plan
Utility Plan
Tentative Map
Groundwater Contamination Report

Environmental
Health
Services

Hydro-Geological Study
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Soils Screening
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Preliminary Endangerment Assessment
CALINE4 Carbon Monoxide Analysis
Planning
Services
Division, Air
Quality

Construction Emission & Dust Control Plan
Geotechnical Report (for naturally occurring asbestos)
Health Risk Assessment
CalEEMod Model Output
Emergency Response and/or Evacuation Plan

Fire
Department

Traffic & Circulation Plan
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ATTACHMENT G
RECOMMENDED
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
RIOLO VINEYARD SPECIFIC PLAN – MASON TRAILS
(PLN19-00077)
VESTING TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP
ASSESSOR PARCEL NUMBER(S): 023-221-005
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS SHALL BE SATISFIED BY THE APPLICANT, OR AN AUTHORIZED
AGENT. THE SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF THESE REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE DETERMINED
BY THE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE (DRC), COUNTY SURVEYOR, AND/OR THE
PLANNING COMMISSION.
1.

The proposed project consists of a Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map (VTSM) that includes 170
low-density residential lots, five landscaped-corridor (LC) parcels, two open space (OS) parcels,
and one park (P) parcel. The VTSM implements the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Update dated
October 2015 and is consistent with the specific plan. Road improvements on PFE Road, as well
as at the intersection of Walerga Road and PFE Road, and off-site sewer related improvements
including but not limited to additional underground emergency storage tank(s) at the Dry Creek Lift
Station and sewer pipe upsizing are included within this project description as required by the Riolo
Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason Trails Subdivision Development Agreement. (PLN)

2.

The applicant shall prepare and submit to the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD),
Subdivision Final Map(s) which are in substantial conformance to the approved Vesting Tentative
Subdivision Map in accordance with Chapter 16 of the Placer County Code and pay all current map
check and filing fees. (PLN / ESD)

3.

All applicable conditions of the Development Agreement by and between the County of Placer and
the Developer (JEN California 8, LLC) Relative to the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Mason Trails
Subdivision (Development Agreement) shall be included as Conditions of Approval for this Vesting
Tentative Subdivision Map, and the Developer shall demonstrate compliance with the Articles in
the Development Agreement unless the Development Agreement is subsequently modified by the
Board of Supervisors. (PLN / ESD)

4.

All mitigation measures as stated in the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Environmental Impact Report,
Addendums, and current Mitigation Monitoring Reporting Plan shall be conditions on the Mason
Trails Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map. Although mitigation measures are referenced for some
conditions, the applicant shall refer to these environmental documents for the entire Mitigation
Measure language. The Vesting Tentative Subdivision map shall also comply with the adopted Riolo
Vineyards Specific Plan, Development Standards, and Design Guidelines as amended dated
October 2015. Those provisions and regulations not addressed by these documents shall be
regulated by the Placer County Code. (PLN / ESD)

5.

Multiple Subdivision Final Maps may be filed in conformance with this Vesting Tentative Subdivision
Map. All requests to file multiple Final Maps shall be reviewed and approved by the DRC prior to
Improvement Plan or Final Map submittal and shall be consistent with the master plans, Vesting
Tentative Subdivision Map and the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan (Update October 2015). The DRC
may place conditions on each proposed phase to ensure consistency with these documents and to
ensure that each proposed phase constructs adequate infrastructure. Contained in these conditions
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are requirements relating to phasing; if multiple Final Maps are requested, these requirements shall
serve to assist the DRC with the imposition of appropriate conditions for such phasing. (PLN / ESD)
6.

Following Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map approval and within 30 days from the date of the public
hearing, but before submittal of Improvement Plans, the owner/applicant shall provide the Planning
Services Division with five (5) full-size prints of the approved Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map for
distribution to other County departments, if the approval of the project requires changes to the map.
(PLN / ESD)

IMPROVEMENTS / IMPROVEMENT PLANS
7.

The project is subject to Design/Site Review (Specific Plan Section 1.2) and approval by the Placer
County Design/Site Review Committee (D/SRC). The review can occur in two separate phases. The
first phase would include review of landscaping; irrigation; signs; exterior lighting; pedestrian and
vehicular circulation; recreational facilities; fences and walls; noise attenuation barriers; all open space
amenities; tree impacts, tree removal, tree replacement areas, entry features, trails, wetland impacts,
and wetland replacement areas. The first phase review shall be conducted prior to approval of
Improvement Plans. The second phase would include review of the design elevations for the proposed
residences, and shall occur prior to submittal of applications for Building Permit Masters. During both
phases, architectural colors, materials, and textures of all structures shall be provided. (PLN)

8.

The applicant shall prepare and submit Improvement Plans, specifications and cost estimates (per the
requirements of Section II of the Land Development Manual (LDM) that are in effect at the time of
submittal) to the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) for review and approval of each project
phase. The plans shall show all physical improvements as required by the conditions for the project
as well as pertinent topographical features both on and off site. All existing and proposed utilities and
easements, on site and adjacent to the project, which may be affected by planned construction, shall
be shown on the plans. All landscaping and irrigation facilities within the public right-of-way (or public
easements), or landscaping within sight distance areas at intersections, shall be included in the
Improvement Plans. The applicant shall pay plan check and inspection fees and Placer County Fire
Department improvement plan review and inspection fees with the 1st Improvement Plan submittal.
(NOTE: Prior to plan approval, all applicable recording and reproduction costs shall be paid). The cost
of the above-noted landscape and irrigation facilities shall be included in the estimates used to
determine these fees. It is the applicant's responsibility to obtain all required agency signatures on the
plans and to secure department approvals. If the Design/Site Review process and/or Development
Review Committee (DRC) review is required as a condition of approval for the project, said review
process shall be completed prior to submittal of Improvement Plans. Conceptual landscape plans
submitted prior to project approval may require modification during the Improvement Plan process to
resolve issues of drainage and traffic safety.
The Final Subdivision Map(s) shall not be submitted to the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD)
until the Improvement Plans are submitted for the second review. Final technical review of the Final
Subdivision Map(s) shall not conclude until after the Improvement Plans are approved by the ESD.
Any Building Permits associated with this project shall not be issued until, at a minimum, the
Improvement Plans are approved by the Engineering and Surveying Division.
Prior to the County’s final acceptance of the project’s improvements, submit to the Engineering and
Surveying Division one copy of the Record Drawings in digital format (on compact disc or other
acceptable media) along with one blackline hardcopy (black print on bond paper) and one PDF copy.
The digital format is to allow integration with Placer County’s Geographic Information System (GIS).
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The final approved blackline hardcopy Record Drawings will be the official document of record. (ref.
MM 12-1a) (ESD)
9.

The Improvement Plans shall show all proposed grading, drainage improvements, vegetation and tree
removal and all work shall conform to provisions of the County Grading Ordinance (Ref. Article 15.48,
Placer County Code) and Stormwater Quality Ordinance (Ref. Article 8.28, Placer County Code) that
are in effect at the time of submittal. No grading, clearing, or tree disturbance shall occur until the
Improvement Plans are approved and all temporary construction fencing has been installed and
inspected by a member of the Development Review Committee (DRC). All cut/fill slopes shall be at a
maximum of 2:1 (horizontal: vertical) unless a soils report supports a steeper slope and the
Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) concurs with said recommendation.
The applicant shall revegetate all disturbed areas. Revegetation, undertaken from April 1 to October
1, shall include regular watering to ensure adequate growth. A winterization plan shall be provided
with project Improvement Plans. It is the applicant's responsibility to ensure proper installation and
maintenance of erosion control/winterization before, during, and after project construction. Soil
stockpiling or borrow areas, shall have proper erosion control measures applied for the duration of the
construction as specified in the Improvement Plans. Provide for erosion control where roadside
drainage is off of the pavement, to the satisfaction of the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD).
The applicant shall submit to the ESD a letter of credit or cash deposit in the amount of 110 percent of
an approved engineer's estimate using the County’s current Plan Check and Inspection Fee
Spreadsheet for winterization and permanent erosion control work prior to Improvement Plan approval
to guarantee protection against erosion and improper grading practices. For an improvement plan with
a calculated security that exceeds $100,000, a minimum of $100,000 shall be provided as letter of
credit or cash security and the remainder can be bonded. One year after the County's acceptance of
improvements as complete, if there are no erosion or runoff issues to be corrected, unused portions of
said deposit shall be refunded or released, as applicable, to the project applicant or authorized agent.
If at any time during construction, a field review by County personnel indicates a significant deviation
from the proposed grading shown on the Improvement Plans, specifically with regard to slope
heights, slope ratios, erosion control, winterization, tree disturbance, and/or pad elevations and
configurations, the plans shall be reviewed by the Design Review Committee/Engineering and
Surveying Division for a determination of substantial conformance to the project approvals prior to
any further work proceeding. Failure of the Design Review Committee/Engineering and Surveying
Division to make a determination of substantial conformance may serve as grounds for the
revocation/modification of the project approval by the appropriate hearing body.
The project’s erosion control plan shall indicate that proper control of siltation, sedimentation, and
other pollutants will be implemented in accordance with National Pollutant Discharge and
Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements and County ordinance standards. The plan shall
propose best management practices (BMPs) to reduce erosion and water quality degradation
during construction to the maximum extent practicable. (ref. MM 12-1b, 13-1a) (ESD)

10.

Traffic noise attenuation measures shall be implemented in accordance with Section 4.7 of the Riolo
Vineyard Design Guidelines. Where sound attenuation is needed to attenuate traffic noise, the height
and location of the attenuation feature shall be shown on the Improvement Plans and/or Grading Plan.
Required sound walls shall be installed in accordance with the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan,
Development Standards and Design Guidelines. Necessary breaks in the soundwall shall be wrapped
appropriately at the soundwall termination point. (PLN)
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11.

Construction noise emanating from any construction activities for which a Grading Plan/Improvement
Plan, or building permit is required is prohibited on Sundays and Federal Holidays, and shall only occur:
Monday through Friday, 6:00 am to 8:00 pm (during daylight savings)
Monday through Friday 7:00 am to 8:00 pm (during non-daylight savings)
Saturdays, 8:00 am to 6:00 pm (Saturday work may be subject to availability of County staff).
Temporary signs (4 feet by 4 feet in size) stating the above construction hours shall be located at key
locations along the perimeter of the project, as determined by the DRC. Signs shall include a local or
toll-free phone number that the public can call the developer/contractor directly for information or
complaints regarding construction activities.
Other activities, including interior construction, which do not involve heavy equipment or machinery,
may occur at other times.
The Planning Director is authorized to waive the time frames based on special circumstances, such
as adverse weather conditions, based upon a request from the property owner.
This condition shall be included on the Improvement/Grading Plans and in the Development
Notebook. (PLN)

12.

Prior to staging of any construction equipment or commencement of any construction activities, the
project owner or authorized managing entity shall ensure that all construction vehicles or equipment,
fixed or mobile, operated within proximity of a residential dwelling shall be equipped with properly
operating and maintained mufflers at all times during project construction. It is the owner's
responsibility to obtain the services of a qualified acoustical professional to verify proper equipment
mufflers if concerns relating to the issue arise. A note to this effect shall be added to the Improvement
Plans where applicable. (PLN)

13.

For each construction phase within the Plan Area, stockpiling and/or vehicle staging areas shall be
identified on the Improvement Plans. These areas shall be located as far as practical from existing
dwellings and protected resources in the area. (MM 12-3a) (ESD)

14.

The applicant/developer shall prepare and submit with their project Improvement Plans a final
project specific drainage report in conformance with the requirements of Section 5 of the Land
Development Manual, the Placer County Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM) that are in
effect at the time of submittal, to the Placer County ESD for review and approval. The projectspecific drainage report shall be consistent with the Drainage Master Plan and Development
Standards for the Plan Area. The report shall be prepared by a Registered Civil Engineer and shall,
at a minimum, include:
A) Written text describing existing conditions and proposed improvements;
B) The effects of the improvements,
C) All appropriate calculations,
D) A watershed map;
E) Increases in downstream flows, and
F) Proposed onsite and offsite improvements and drainage easements to accommodate flows from
the project.
The report shall identify water quality protection features and methods to be used both during
construction and for long-term post-construction water quality protection. “Best Management
Practice” (BMP) measures shall be provided to reduce erosion, water quality degradation, and
prevent the discharge of pollutants to stormwater to the maximum extent practicable.
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No construction shall be permitted within any identified wetlands area, floodplain, or right-of-way,
except as authorized by project approvals. The project specific drainage report shall demonstrate
compliance with all relevant mitigation measures included in the Draft EIR. (MM 13-2a, 13-3a, 135a) (ESD)
15.

The project specific drainage reports prepared for each future construction project within the Plan
Area shall evaluate offsite drainage facilities for conditions and capacity and shall be upgraded,
replaced, or mitigated as specified by the Placer County ESD. Each future construction project shall
upgrade or replace drainage facilities, or mitigate drainage impacts in other ways as needed and
as approved by Placer County ESD. This includes any existing drainage facilities located
immediately downstream of the project that would receive drainage and would be changed by the
proposed project. The analysis must include any existing roadside ditches and/or culverts along
Walerga Road, PFE Road, and Watt Avenue. While the Plan Area is within the Dry Creek watershed
and as such onsite detention is not required to reduce peak flow rates due to development, onsite
detention may be required in order to comply with the County’s requirements regarding road
encroachments. In accordance with the SWMM, all travel lanes of Watt Avenue, PFE Road, and
Walerga Road will be required to remain clear of stormwater flow for all storm events, including the
100-year event. In addition, the Applicant may be required to mitigate peak flow rates to predevelopment levels for 10- and 100-year storm events (per the Placer County Stormwater
Management Manual) for only the portion of the Riolo Vineyard Plan Area that drains south towards
PFE Road. (MM 13-2b) (ESD)

16.

The final Drainage Report submitted with the Improvement Plans shall provide mitigation for any
changes in water surface elevations of the pond on the northeast property line and analyze overland
release provisions such that structures and property are not damaged by the increased flows.
(ESD)

17.

The Improvement Plan submittal shall include a geotechnical assessment of the existing pond
embankment for the man-made pond along the northeast property line. The assessment shall
include any recommendations to ensure the stability of the embankment and any recommended
improvements shall be included on the Improvement Plans. (ESD)

18.

Prior to any construction commencing, the applicant shall provide evidence to the Engineering and
Surveying Division of a WDID number generated from the State Regional Water Quality Control
Board’s Stormwater Multiple Application & Reports Tracking System (SMARTS). This serves as the
Regional Water Quality Control Board approval or permit under the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) construction storm water quality permit. (ref MM 12-3b, 13-1b) (ESD)

19.

This project is located within the permit area covered by Placer County’s Small Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit (State Water Resources Control Board National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)). Project-related storm water discharges are subject to all
applicable requirements of said permit.
The project shall implement permanent and operational source control measures as
applicable. Source control measures shall be designed for pollutant generating activities or sources
consistent with recommendations from the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA)
Stormwater BMP Handbook for New Development and Redevelopment, or equivalent manual, and
shall be shown on the Improvement Plans.
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The project is also required to implement Low Impact Development (LID) standards designed to reduce
runoff, treat storm water, and provide baseline hydromodification management as outlined in the West
Placer Storm Water Quality Design Manual. (ref MM 12-3c, 13-4a) (ESD)
20.

Per the State of California NPDES Phase II MS4 Permit, this project is a Regulated Project that
creates and/or replaces 5,000 square feet or more of impervious surface. A final Storm Water
Quality Plan (SWQP) shall be submitted, either within the final Drainage Report or as a separate
document that identifies how this project will meet the Phase II MS4 Permit obligations. Site design
measures, source control measures, and Low Impact Development (LID) standards, as necessary,
shall be incorporated into the design and shown on the Improvement Plans. In addition, per the
Phase II MS4 Permit, projects creating and/or replacing one acre or more of impervious surface are
also required to demonstrate hydromodification management of stormwater such that post-project
runoff is maintained to equal or below pre-project flow rates for the 2 year, 24-hour storm event,
generally by way of infiltration, rooftop and impervious area disconnection, bioretention, and other
LID measures that result in post-project flows that mimic pre-project conditions. (ESD)

21.

For all construction activities that will disturb 1 or more acres of land, a stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP) for the construction phase must be prepared and implemented.
The SWPPP will include development of site-specific structural and operational BMPs to prevent
and control impacts to runoff quality, measures to be implemented before each storm event,
inspection and maintenance of BMPs, and monitoring of runoff quality by visual and/or analytical
means. The contents of the SWPPP are set forth in detail in the permit application package. Water
quality treatment facilities (BMPs) shall be designed according to the California Stormwater Quality
Association Stormwater Best Management Practice Handbooks for Construction (or other similar
source as approved by the ESD). BMPs for the proposed project include, but are not limited to, silt
fencing (Sediment Control SE-1), straw bale barriers (Sediment Control SE-9), fiber rolls (Sediment
Control SE-5), storm drain inlet protection (Sediment Control SE-10), hydraulic mulch (Erosion
Control EC-3), and stabilized construction entrance (Tracking Control TR-1). The SWPPP shall also
include erosion control measures, to be implemented during construction, that conform to the
NPDES, Storm Drain Standards, and local standards. (MM 12-3d, 13-1c) (ESD)

22.

Each Applicant/Developer for each construction phase within the Plan Area shall submit a projectspecific BMP Plan with the project Improvement Plans showing the onsite locations and
effectiveness of the BMP facilities proposed for long-term water quality impact reduction during the
Subsequent Conformity Review process and prior to Improvement Plan approval. The plan shall
include a method for financing the long-term maintenance of the proposed project-specific facilities.
All BMPs for water quality protection, source control, and treatment control shall be developed in
accordance with the California Stormwater Quality Association Stormwater Best Management
Practice Handbook for New Development/Redevelopment (or other similar source approved by the
Engineering and Surveying Division) for the applicable type of development and/or improvement.
BMPs shall be designed to mitigate (minimize, infiltrate, filter, or treat) stormwater runoff. Flow or
volume based post-construction BMPs shall be designed at a minimum in accordance with the
Placer County Guidance Document for Volume and Flow-Based Sizing of Permanent PostConstruction Best Management Practices for Stormwater Quality Protection. Provisions shall be
included for long-term maintenance of BMPs. BMPs shall reflect improvements in techniques and
opportunities made available over time and shall reflect site-specific limitations. The County shall
make the final determinations as to the appropriateness of the BMPs proposed for each project.
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Source control BMPs should be incorporated into the design of each future construction project
within the Plan Area. These BMPs emphasize reducing or eliminating pollutant in stormwater runoff
at their source through runoff reduction and by segregating pollutants from stormwater runoff.
Examples of source control BMPs that should be evaluated during design and could be incorporated
into the project-specific BMP Plan as feasible include the following:
A) Incorporate landscaping into the design, including planting of native and drought-tolerant plants
to maximize natural water storage and infiltration opportunities and protect slopes and channels
(Source Control SD-10);
B) Direct roof runoff to grassy areas and away from paved areas or storm drains to promote
overland flow of stormwater runoff and reduce velocities and peak flow rates (Source Control
SD-11);
C) Incorporate pervious pavement to promote infiltration and reduce runoff (Source Control SD20)
D) Provide enclosed commercial trash areas to avoid contact with stormwater runoff (Source
Control SD-32);
E) Design parking lots to direct storm water to storm drain inlets and away from garbage disposal
areas (Source Control SD-32);
F) Perform street and parking lot cleaning to remove potential debris and pollutants that could be
picked up and conveyed by storm water;
G) Where practical, install drip and low-flow irrigation systems to provide efficient irrigation and
minimize runoff of excess irrigation water (Source Control SD-12); and
H) Select building materials that do not introduce sources of pollutants (Source Control SD-21).
In addition, storm drainage from onsite and offsite impervious surfaces (including roads) shall be
collected and routed through specially designed water quality treatment facilities (i.e., treatment
control BMPs) for removal of pollutants of concern (i.e., sediment, oil/grease, etc.), as approved by
the County’s Engineering and Surveying Division. Treatment control BMPs should be integrated
into and throughout the site to enhance the removal of pollutants that have entered the stormwater
runoff. Examples of treatment control BMPs that should be evaluated during design include the
following:
I) Provide vegetative swale or buffer areas, which could be incorporated into landscaped areas,
to slow down runoff velocities and allow sediments and other pollutants to settle (Treatment
Control TC-30,TC-31);
J) Install water quality vaults (e.g., oil/water separators) to remove “first flush” pollutants, including
oil and grease (Treatment Control TC-50); and
K) Incorporate biofiltration facilities to capture stormwater runoff from impervious areas and
remove pollutants (Source Control TC-32).
With the Improvement Plans, the applicant/developer for the construction project shall verify that
proposed BMPs are appropriate to treat the pollutants of concern from the project. The
applicant/developer shall provide for the establishment of vegetation, where specified, by means of
proper irrigation, for effective performance of BMPs. No water quality facility construction shall be
permitted within any identified wetlands area, floodplain, or right-of-way except as authorized by
the project approvals or subsequent amendments approved by the County. (MM 13-4b) (ESD)
23.

Storm drainage from impervious surfaces proposed with the project shall be collected and routed
through specially designed catch basins, vegetated swales, vaults, infiltration basins, water quality
basins, filters, etc., for entrapment of sediment, debris, and oils/greases or other identified
pollutants, as approved by the Placer County ESD. The applicant shall provide for the establishment
of vegetation, where specified, by means of proper irrigation, for effective performance of BMPs.
Contractual evidence of a monthly parking lot sweeping and vacuuming, and catch basin cleaning
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program shall be provided to ESD upon request. Failure to do so will be grounds for discretionary
permit revocation. Maintenance of BMP facilities shall be provided by the project owners/permittees
for each future construction project within the Plan Area unless, and until, a County Service Area is
created and said facilities are accepted by the County for maintenance. Prior to approval of
Improvement Plans, Final Maps shall show easements to be created and offered for dedication to
the County for maintenance and access to these facilities in anticipation of possible County
maintenance. No water quality facility construction shall be permitted within any identified wetlands
area, floodplain, or right-of-way, except as authorized by project approvals or subsequent
amendments approved by the County. (MM 13-4c) (ESD)
24.

The applicant’s LID strategies would consist primarily of bioswales that would fit into the overall
drainage plan. Each major drainage discharge point in the Plan Area would be designed to include
bioswales or a similar LID measure. The bioswales would be designed to be integrated with the rest
of the drainage structures in the Plan Area and comply with the following performance standards to
ensure that constructed grassy swales and other BMP/LID measures perform necessary functions
related to protect the Plan Area’s water quality:
A) Maximum flow rates in the swale should not exceed 1.5 feet per second.
B) Swales should be designed so that they are as flat and as wide as possible. In areas where
topography prevents this, check dams would be installed to slow water movement. These check
dams will periodically need to be cleared of sediment to remain functional. The swales should
be constructed so that the side slopes are 3:1 or less to ensure that they do not contribute to
sediment loading in the drainage.
C) Swales should be designed for a maximum residence time of 24 hours to abate mosquito
problems.
D) Swale vegetation should consist of species that are native or at a minimum noninvasive. The
use of perennial grasses or other plants that are not winter-dormant is recommended.
E) The swale vegetation should be mowed at a frequency that maximizes performance. Four times
per year is recommended for some species.
F) The proposed bioswales plan will include the maximum drainage area proposed per swale. The
County would be responsible for verifying that the applicant and other landowners in Plan Area
have designated sufficient area for the grassy swales.
Preference is given to natural, low-maintenance LID solutions over engineered solutions. Review
and approval by the County would be required for each LID plan before it is constructed in the Plan
Area. (MM 13-4e) (ESD)

25.

The Improvement Plans shall include the design of low-maintenance LID features for the treatment
of flows from Drainage Shed D and Lot G unless these features have been constructed and
accepted as complete by the Glen Willow project prior to Improvement Plan approval. (ESD)

26.

The Drainage Master Plan for the Plan Area shows the limits of the future, unmitigated, fully
developed 100-year floodplain (post-development) for Dry Creek and its tributaries. Each future
construction project within the Plan Area shall delineate the 100-year floodplain in the site-specific
drainage report and on the Improvement Plans and shall restrict development in floodplains. Placer
County shall require evaluation of potential flood hazards prior to approval of each construction
project. The County shall require proponents of new development to submit accurate topographic
and flow characteristics information and depiction of the 100-year floodplain boundaries under fully
developed, unmitigated runoff.
All development in the 100-year floodplain must comply with the provisions of the Placer County
Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance to prevent damage to structures and to limit the effect of
development on base flood elevations. (MM 13-5b) (ESD)
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27.

Show the limits of the future, unmitigated, fully developed, 100-year flood plain (after grading) for
Dry Creek and its tributaries on the Improvement Plans and informational sheet(s) filed with the
appropriate Final Map(s) and designate same as a building setback line unless greater setbacks
are required by other conditions contained herein. (ESD)

28.

The placement of fill in floodplains should be minimized. In the event that some fill within a floodplain
is unavoidable, in-kind compensatory storage should be provided. During design, hydraulic
analyses would be required to evaluate the resultant impacts on the floodplain and base flood
elevations. While fill may be allowed within the floodplain fringe zone, fill should not be placed within
the designated regulatory floodway. The floodway is the portion of the floodplain that must be
reserved to convey the base flood without increasing the base flood elevation by more than one
foot.
When a development encroaches into a floodplain, the flood storage lost must be compensated by
providing in-kind storage. This is defined as excavating the same amount of material at the same
elevation as placing fill to provide hydraulically equivalent storage. In addition to providing an
offsetting volume of material at the same elevation, the replacement excavation must be located
where it will be inundated during a 100-year flood; that is, it cannot be isolated away from the
floodplain. (MM 13-5c) (ESD)

29.

On the Improvement Plans and Informational Sheet(s) filed with the appropriate Final Subdivision
Map(s), show that finished house pad elevations for any lots adjacent to the 100 year floodplain
shall be a minimum of two feet above the 100-year flood plain line (or finished floor -three feet above
the 100-year floodplain line). The final pad elevations shall be certified by a California registered
civil engineer or licensed land surveyor and submitted to the Engineering and Surveying Division.
This certification shall be completed prior to construction of the foundation or at the completion of
final grading, whichever comes first. No building construction is allowed until this certification has
been received by the ESD and approved by the Floodplain Manager. Benchmark elevation and
location shall be shown on the Improvement Plans and Informational Sheet(s) to the satisfaction of
the Development Review Committee. (ESD)

30.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, if required by Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), the applicant shall obtain a Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for fill within a Special Flood Hazard Area. A copy of the
letter shall be provided to the Engineering and Surveying Division prior to approval of the
Improvement Plans. A Letter of Map Amendment (LOMA), or a Letter of Map Revision (LOMR)
based on Fill (LOMR-F) from FEMA shall be provided to the Engineering and Surveying Division
prior to acceptance of project improvements as complete. (MM 13-5d) (ESD)

31.

Each applicant/developer for each construction phase within the Plan Area shall submit an
application to FEMA for a LOMR if the development alters the floodplain boundaries and/or the
base flood elevations by more than 1 foot. Prior to submitting the LOMR application, data and
analyses will be reviewed and approved by the County ESD. (MM 13-5e) (ESD)

32.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval provide the Engineering and Surveying Division with a letter
from the appropriate fire protection district describing conditions under which service will be
provided to this project. A representative’s signature from the appropriate fire protection district
shall be provided on the Improvement Plans. (ESD)
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33.

The Improvement Plans shall show the extension of a pressurized water system into the subdivision
to County (Section 7 of the LDM), servicing water district, or fire district standards, whichever are
greater, to the satisfaction of the Development Review Committee, the servicing water district, and
the serving fire district. (ESD)

34.

For each development phase or construction project within the Plan Area, the geotechnical
engineering report produced by a California Registered Civil Engineer or Geotechnical Engineer
shall be submitted to the ESD for review and approval. The report shall address and make
recommendations on the following:
A) Road, pavement, and parking area design
B) Structural foundations, including retaining wall design (if applicable)
C) Grading practices
D) Erosion/winterization
E) Special problems discovered on site, (i.e., groundwater, expansive/unstable soils, etc.)
F) Slope stability
When approved by the ESD, two copies of the final report shall be provided to the ESD and one
copy to the Building Department for their use. If the geotechnical engineering report indicates the
presence of critically expansive soils or other soils problems which, if not corrected, could lead to
structural defects, a certification of completion of the requirements of the soils report will be required
for subdivisions and other entitlements, prior to issuance of Building Permits. This certification may
be completed on a lot by lot basis or on a tract basis, or other defined project basis. This shall be
so noted in the Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions and on the Informational Sheet filed with
the Final Map(s). It is the responsibility of the developer to provide for engineering inspection and
certifications that earthwork has been performed in conformity with recommendations contained in
the report. (MM 12-5a) (ESD)

35.

Prior to the recordation of the Final Subdivision Map(s), an agreement shall be entered into between
the developer and the utility companies specifically listing the party(ies) responsible for performance
and financing of each segment of work relating to the utility installation. A copy of this agreement
or a letter from the utilities stating such agreement has been made shall be submitted to the
Engineering and Surveying Division. Under certain circumstances, the telephone company may
not require any agreement or financial arrangements be made for the installation of underground
facilities. If so, a letter shall be submitted which includes the statement that no agreement or
financial arrangements are required for this development. (ESD)

36.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, including roadway improvements and the offsite water and
sewer line improvements, a Construction Traffic Management Plan shall be prepared to the
satisfaction of the Placer County Public Works and Facilities Division. The purpose of the plan is to
provide for vehicular, pedestrian, equestrian, and bicycle safety, and to minimize adverse LOS,
including neighborhood traffic impacts during project construction. This plan shall include the
following components:
A) A striping and signing plan including offsite traffic control devices, shall be prepared by the
applicant and shall be reviewed and approved by the County Traffic Engineer;
B) An analysis of traffic volumes on roadways where one-way traffic control would be required, if
any, to determine whether the hours of such control should be limited;
C) Provision of flag persons as necessary to facilitate traffic flow through construction areas;
D) Arranging construction schedules to begin and end during off-peak hours, as necessary and
feasible as approved by Placer County; and
E) A community relations program to be implemented prior to and during the construction period.
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The applicant shall implement the Construction Traffic Management Plan. (MM 9-1a) (ESD)
37.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, the applicant shall submit an engineer's estimate detailing
costs for facilities to be constructed with the project which are intended to be County-owned or
maintained. County policy requires the applicant prepare their cost estimate(s) in a format that is
consistent with the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, 34th Standard (GASB 34). The
engineer preparing the estimate shall use unit prices approved by the Engineering and Surveying
Division for line items within the estimate. The estimate shall be in a format approved by the County
and shall be consistent with the guidelines of GASB 34. (ESD)

38.

The Improvement Plans shall include the message details, placement, and locations showing that
all storm-drain inlets and catch basins within the project area shall be permanently
marked/embossed with prohibitive language such as “No Dumping! Flows to Creek” or other
language or graphical icons to discourage illegal dumping as approved by the Engineering and
Surveying Division (ESD). ESD-approved signs and prohibitive language and/or graphical icons,
which prohibit illegal dumping, shall be posted at public access points along channels and creeks
within the project area. The Homeowners’ Association is responsible for maintaining the legibility of
stamped messages and signs. (ESD)

39.

On the Improvement Plans, show that all storm drain pipes surcharged during the 100-year storm
are designed with watertight joints. (ESD)

40.

Temporary construction/sales offices shall only be connected for service to the public sewer after
the County has accepted the public sewer improvements as complete. If permits are issued for
temporary sales offices prior to this, such offices shall be installed with temporary sanitary sewer
holding tanks. It will be the responsibility of the developer to maintain such tanks in accordance
with County Environmental Health requirements. (EH)

41.

The applicant shall field stake alignments for all improvements within open space lots/corridors
within the sensitive areas (trees/wetlands) and the DRC shall review and approve said staking prior
to approval of the associated Improvement Plans. The alignments for the improvements shall be
consistent with the master plans and Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map. Final alignments shall be
shown on the Improvement Plans and approved prior to any work commencing. Changes to the
alignments during construction shall be approved by the DRC. (PLN / ESD)

WASTEWATER
42.

Prior to the Initial Phase Improvement Plan approval, the applicant shall enter into the Recycled Water
Backbone Infrastructure Third Party Reimbursement agreement and pay the Mason Trails project’s
fair share of the cost of the design and construction of the recycled water backbone infrastructure, if
determined necessary by the Department of Public Works. This amount is estimated to be $24,798
based on the total recycled water cost at build out of $4,508,700 (from the Riolo Vineyards Water and
Recycled Water Master Plan prepared by WJM Consulting & Engineering dated October 30, 2013,
which includes engineering design, construction costs, and contingency) with Riolo Vineyard’s Park 3
expansion average daily recycled water demand of 0.00765 MGD and Placer Vineyards’ average daily
recycled water demand of 1.41 MGD (based on current recycled water master plans), for a 0.55%
percent fair share fee contribution. The fair share fee shall be a non-refundable cash payment and will
be held by the County until such time as another project constructs the backbone recycled water
infrastructure. (EED)
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43.

Prior to approval of the Initial Phase Improvement Plans, submit for review and obtain approval by
the Department of Public Works for an analysis to evaluate the operations of the existing off-site
CFD 1 Lift Station and Creekview Ranch Middle School (CRMS) Lift Station with the new proposed
Riolo Vineyard Lift Station to determine any improvements required to the pumps and associated
appurtenances and corresponding fair share fee for the improvements if this analysis has not be
completed by others. The project shall pay a fair share fee for these improvements. (EED)

44.

The Improvement Plans shall show all required off-site sewer pipe upsizing downstream of the
project and just upstream of CFD 1 (Dry Creek) pump station identified in the sewer analysis Mason
Trails Final Wastewater Report, including but not limited to upsizing the sewer pipe for Manhole
section KB11-07 to KB11-03 from a 12-inch line to a 15-inch line and manhole section KB11-03 to
the Dry Creek Lift Station from a 15-inch line to an 18-inch line or as determined by the sewer
analysis. The Mason Trails Final Wastewater Report shall be updated to address the timing of these
improvements and approved by EED prior to approval of the initial phase project Improvement
Plans. (EED)

45.

The Improvement Plans approval shall include a Right of Entry Agreement from Department of
Public Works – Parks for access through the park to complete required work within the CFD 1 Lift
Station. (ESD)

46.

On the Improvement Plans, ensure that all onsite and offsite wastewater, water and recycled water
pipelines are designed with watertight joints in accordance with Placer County Standards. To
reduce the potential for any of the proposed water or recycled water supply or wastewater
transmission pipelines to leak and affect service and environmental conditions of surrounding areas,
Placer County standards specify material type; wall thicknesses; connection methods, including
coupling information; backfill material type and placement methods; and installation location relative
to other utilities. Adhering to these standards will reduce the likelihood that the project pipelines
would affect adjacent or sensitive areas. However, in areas where the groundwater table is close
to the pipeline, additional measures may be needed to protect groundwater quality, including more
robust pipe joint details, use of fusible C-900/905 pipe sections, pipe wrap, or cathodic protection.
(MM 13-4d,14-4a) (ESD / EED)

47.

The Improvement Plans shall show all proposed off-site sewer lift-station improvements including
but not limited to the installation of emergency storage tanks and compensatory excavation to
mitigate for fill within the floodplain. The excavation will be designed with necessary measures to
protect the County’s paved trail from erosion. The Mason Trails Final Wastewater Report shall be
updated to address the timing of these improvements and approved by EED prior to approval of the
initial phase project Improvement Plans. (EED)

48.

Sewer facilities shall not be approved for construction as part of an early Grading Plan or rough
Grading Plans. (EED)

49.

Provide public sanitary sewer easements where the sanitary sewer is not within applicable public
road or utility easement. These easements shall be a minimum of 20-feet wide (wider easements
may be required if the depth of the sanitary sewer line exceeds 10 feet) and shall not straddle
property lines. These easements shall be shown on the Improvement Plans and may be dedicated
on the Final Map. However, offsite easements shall be recorded prior to Improvement Plan
approval. (EED)
GRADING
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50.

In order to protect site resources, no grading activities of any kind may take place within the 100-year
flood plain of any stream/drainage way, unless otherwise approved as a part of this project. (ESD /
PLN)

51.

Temporary construction fencing: The applicant/developer shall install a 4-foot tall, brightly colored
(usually yellow or orange), synthetic mesh material fence (or an equivalent approved by the DRC) at
the following locations prior to any construction equipment being moved on site or any construction
activities taking place:
A) At the limits of construction, outside the dripline of all preserved trees five inches dbh (diameter at
breast height), or 10 inches dbh aggregate for multi-trunk trees, within 50 feet of any grading, road
improvements, underground utilities, or other development activity, or as otherwise shown on the
Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map;
B) Around any sensitive resource areas as discussed in the project EIR (i.e., cultural resources, raptor
nests, etc.)
No development of this site, including grading, shall be allowed until this condition is satisfied. Any
encroachment within these areas, including driplines of trees to be saved, must first be approved by
the DRC. No grading, clearing, or storage of equipment or machinery shall occur until a representative
of the DRC has inspected and approved all temporary construction fencing. This includes both on-site
and off-site improvements. Efforts should be made to save trees where feasible. This may include the
use of retaining walls, planter islands, pavers, or other techniques commonly associated with tree
preservation. Said fencing and a note reflecting this condition shall be shown on the
grading/Improvement Plans. (PLN)

52.

Prior to commencement of construction or staging of construction equipment, the applicant shall
develop and implement a construction noise abatement program acceptable to the County and
conforming to Minute Order 98-08. A note to this effect shall be added to the Improvement Plans
where applicable. The program shall require that:
A) All construction vehicles or equipment, fixed or mobile, shall be equipped with properly
operating and maintained mufflers.
B) Stockpiling and/or vehicle staging areas shall be identified on the Improvement Plans and shall
be located as far as is practical from existing occupied dwellings.
C) Specific noise-control measures shall be identified that will reduce the hourly noise level to 70
dBA or lower at the property line for all schools during periods when schools are in session.
D) Specific noise control measures shall be identified that will reduce the hourly average noise
level to 70 dBA or lower at the property line for other noise-sensitive receptors where feasible.
The construction contractor shall consider implementation of the following measures in the
construction noise control plan:
Select equipment capable of performing the necessary tasks with the lowest noise emission level
and the lowest possible height for the acoustic center of noise emissions.

53.

Noise barriers may be required to block the line-of-sight from noise sources to noise-sensitive
receivers of concern or to further reduce noise levels beyond that provided by line-of-sight breaks
afforded by topographical features. The plan shall identify the proper height, location, and
effectiveness of a noise barrier in terms of the expected hourly average noise level resulting from
construction activity at noise-sensitive receivers of concern, with the objective of reducing
contributions from construction activity to an hourly average of 70 dBA or less as measured at the
affected property line. (MM11-1a) (PLN)
Additional noise analysis may be required for lots shown on the Final Map that require a
determination by the County Surveyor of substantial conformance with the approved Vesting
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Tentative Subdivision Map. This additional noise analysis, if required, shall be completed according
to Table 9-2 of the Placer County General Plan. (MM 11-2b) (PLN)
54.

Prior to approval of the applicable Final Map, the applicant shall construct or provide financial
assurance for all required noise barriers to the satisfaction of the DRC. This noise barrier, including
cross section views of relationship to building pad elevations, shall be shown on the Improvement
Plans. The project shall conform to the applicable requirements set forth in the certified EIR for this
project. (PLN)

55.

Prior to the acceptance of improvements, the applicant shall identify a managing entity to maintain the
noise attenuation structures required in the environmental document. (PLN)

56.

Prior to the approval of Improvement Plans, it shall be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the County
that stationary noise sources located within the Plan Area will not result in an Ldn in excess of
50dBA at property lines for residences within the Plan Area. The mitigation specified shall also
reduce noise levels for receivers outside of the Plan Area. Mitigation Measure 11-4a is intended to
ensure that noise levels resulting from stationary equipment do not exceed applicable standards by
controlling source noise emissions and providing enclosures and/or barriers as needed during final
design. If a noise attenuation feature is required, the feature shall be shown on the Improvement
Plans for review and approval by the DRC. (MM 11-4a) (PLN)

57.

Prior to issuance of any Early Grading Permit (Early Grading Plans), if proposed, to allow for onsite rough grading, the applicant shall submit Improvement Plans and any related documents as
required by these Conditions of Approval to the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) for
review. The review for the initial submittal of the Improvement Plans shall be completed by the
DRC and satisfactorily address issues relating to dust control, tree removal, wetlands, protective
fencing, grading, drainage, and erosion control.
Evidence of the approval of a mitigation plan for Swainson's hawk by the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife and the identification of an entity responsible for the maintenance and monitoring
of the on-site Swainson's hawk conservation easement areas, as approved by the DRC, shall be
submitted to the County prior to the approval of any Grading Plan and/or the approval of
Improvement Plans.
A wetland mitigation plan shall be submitted to the County for DRC review for on-site wetlands that
are to be protected prior to any grading is permitted and/or the approval of Improvement Plans.
The identification of an entity responsible for the maintenance and monitoring of the on-site Storm
Water Preservation easement areas shall be submitted to the County prior to any grading is
permitted and/or the approval of Improvement Plans.
Upon DRC determination that an Early Grading Permit may be issued, the applicant shall prepare
a separate Rough Grading Plan and submit it to ESD for review and approval. Separate plan check,
inspection and winterization fees will be required and will be based on the engineer's estimate. If
the Design/Site Review process and/or DRC review is required as a condition of approval for this
project, said review(s) shall be completed prior to the submittal of the Early Grading Permit. (ESD
/ PLN)

58.

In order to protect site resources, agricultural practices cannot result in substantial modifications to
topography or drainage that would affect the floodplain boundaries or base flood elevations. With
the exception of agricultural activities such as plowing or planting, no grading activities may take
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place in the post-project 100-year floodplain as identified in the Drainage Master Plan except as
necessary to construct and maintain drainage improvements. (MM 13-5f) (ESD / PLN)
59.

Include the following standard note on the Improvement Plans: In the event of blasting, three copies
of an approved plan and permit shall be submitted to the County not less than 10 days prior to the
scheduled blasting. A blasting permit must be obtained from the Placer County Sheriff's
Department for all blasting to be done in Placer County. Additionally, the County must be notified
and give approval for all blasting done within County right-of-way. If utility companies are in the
vicinity where blasting is to occur, the appropriate utility companies must be notified to determine
possible damage prevention measures. If blasting is required, the blasting schedule shall be
approved by the County and by any other utility companies with facilities in the area prior to the
commencement of work. (ESD)

ROADS / TRAILS
60.

Construct onsite subdivision road(s) and dedicate right-of-way in accordance with the Riolo
Vineyard Specific Plan and approved Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map as summarized below. All
subdivision roads shall be designed to meet the design speed criteria listed below, as specified in
the latest version of the Caltrans Highway Design Manual unless otherwise approved by DPWF.
The roadway structural section(s) shall be designed for the following Traffic Indexes, but said
section shall not be less than 3-inches AC over 8-inches Class 2 AB unless otherwise approved by
the ESD and DPW: (Ref. Section 4.07, LDM). (ESD)
Section

Right-of-Way

Paved Width

D
E
F

52 feet
40 feet
58 feet

46 feet
30 feet
52 feet
(includes 14 foot median)

Design
Speed
35 mph
25 mph
35 mph

Traffic Index
7.0
6.0*
7.0

*For section E, cul-de-sacs serving less than 50 lots may be designed to a TI of 5.5.
61.

With the initial phase, construct one-half of a 64-foot road section per Section B and construct within
frontage Lot G a Class 1 trail where the project fronts PFE Road as shown on the approved Vesting
Tentative Subdivision Map and per the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, Ultimate PFE Road Section
B. Improvements shall be measured from the PFE Road plan line, or as directed by the Engineering
and Surveying Division (ESD) and the Department of Public Works (DPW). Additional widening
and/or reconstruction may be required to improve existing structural deficiencies, accommodate
auxiliary lanes, intersection geometrics, signalization, bikelanes, or for conformance to existing
improvements. The roadway structural section shall be designed for a Traffic Index of 8.5, but said
section shall not be less than 3-inches AC over 8-inches Class 2 AB unless otherwise approved by
the ESD and DPW. (ESD)

62.

With the initial phase, construct an off-site public road entrance onto PFE Road to a Plate 116
Major, Land Development Manual standard if not previously constructed by Glen Willow. The
design speed of PFE Road shall be 55 mph, unless an alternate design speed is approved by the
DPW. The improvements shall begin at the outside edge of any future lane(s) unless otherwise
approved by the DPW and the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD). The Plate 116 structural
section within the main roadway right-of-way shall be designed for a Traffic Index of 8.5, but said
section shall not be less than 3 inches AC over 8 inches Class 2 AB unless otherwise approved by
the ESD. (ESD / DPW)
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63.

With the initial phase, construct an eastbound left-turn lane at the project entrance on PFE Road in
accordance with the Riolo Vineyards Specific Plan Frontage Road Exhibits approved by the DPW
on May 25, 2016 if not previously constructed by Glen Willow. Traffic striping shall be done by the
developer's contractor. The removal of existing striping and other pavement markings shall be
completed by the developer's contractor. The design shall conform to criteria specified in the latest
version of the Caltrans Highway Design Manual for a design speed of 55 mph, unless an alternative
is approved by DPWF. (ESD / DPW)

64.

With the initial phase, construct a westbound right-turn lane at the project entrance on PFE Road
in accordance with the Riolo Vineyards Specific Plan Frontage Road Exhibits approved by the DPW
on May 25, 2016 if not previously constructed by Glen Willow. Traffic striping shall be done by the
developer's contractor. The removal of existing striping and other pavement markings shall be
completed by the developer's contractor. The design shall conform to criteria specified in the latest
version of the Caltrans Highway Design Manual for a design speed of 55 mph, unless an alternative
is approved by DPW. (ESD / DPW)

65.

The initial phase Improvement Plans shall show the construction of the off-site entry street (Figure
4.2 Section F – Mason Trails Street on the Tentative Map) as described in the Specific Plan from
the entrance on PFE to the K Street including the full K Street / Mason Trails Street roundabout if
not previously constructed by Glen Willow. (ESD / DPW).

66.

The Improvement Plans shall show the construction of K Street from the intersection with Mason
Trails Street to C Street and C Street from K Street to Tiller Way with the initial phase.

67.

With each phase as indicated on the approved Phasing Plan, The Improvement Plans shall show
the construction of Tiller Way, “I” Street, and “M” Street to connect to the existing pavement of the
roads within the Mariposa Subdivision, including any required utility improvements. (ESD)

68.

Prior to approval of the Early Grading Plans or Improvement Plans for Mason Trails, whichever
occurs first, the right-of-way shall be acquired and the design of the PFE/Walerga Road Intersection
shall be complete and approved by the County as required by the Development Agreement Section
3.2.1.1. (ESD / DPW)

69.

Construct the PFE/Walerga Road Intersection improvements as required by the Development
Agreement Section 3.2.1.2 and obtain acceptance as complete from the County prior to County
accepting the onsite improvements for that phase containing the 168th residential lot within the
Eastern Portion of the property (either Glen Willow or Mason Trails whichever occurs first) as
complete. (ESD / DPW)

70.

The Improvement Plans shall show the construction of the crosswalk on Tiller Way between C and
G Street to include pedestrian activated flashing beacons and the median landscape island as
shown on the Tentative Subdivision Map. (ESD / DPW)

71.

Prior to approval of Improvement Plans, the project applicant shall ensure that the pathway and
sidewalk network within the internal subdivision roadways meets ADA and Title 24 accessibility
requirements, subject to review and approval by the Engineering and Surveying Division. (ESD)

72.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, a letter shall be provided from the local school district bus
provider and/or public transit provider that addresses the need for a bus stop location and turnout
design, if required. The Improvement Plans shall show the provision of required school/transit bus
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stop location(s) to the satisfaction of the local school bus provider and/or public transit provider, the
Engineering and Surveying Division, and the Department of Public Works. (ESD)
73.

Streetlight(s) shall be shown on the Improvement Plans, designed in accordance with the Caltrans
Traffic Manual and Standard Plans, and shall be provided and installed to the satisfaction of the
DPW and SMUD pursuant to Section 4.04 of the Placer County Land Development Manual.
Streetlights shall be of a type, height, and design to direct lighting downward, shielding, to the
greatest extent practical, light exposure beyond that needed for proper intersection lighting. All CSA
or CFD maintained street lighting shall be located within an MPE or County maintained right-of-way
and the developer shall choose the appropriate rate schedule from the electrical service provider
to fund service as well as maintenance costs. All others will be privately maintained. (ESD / PLN)

74.

Construct an 8-foot wide meandering Class 1 Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) trail and delineate
Class II bikeways along the project's frontage on PFE Road pursuant to the Placer County Bikeways
Master Plan and the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan. Provide pavement width and striping for the
Class II facilities as determined by DPW; however, stenciling and signage for Class II bikeways
shall be deferred to a later date. The location, width, alignment, and surfacing of the bikeway shall
be subject to ESD/DRC review and approval prior to the approval of Improvement Plans. (ESD /
DPW / PARKS)

75.

All roads not designed for parallel parking per the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan street sections, shall
be signed “No Parking” or provide red painted curbs, as directed by ESD. (ESD)

76.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval and/or recordation of the Final Subdivision Map(s), proposed
road names shall be submitted to the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) - Addressing (530745-7530) for review and approval (https://www.placer.ca.gov/2374/Road-Naming-Addressing)
(ESD)

77.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road from the Dry
Creek Bridge to Baseline Road. The project shall pay a fair share of widening Walerga Road from
the Dry Creek Bridge to Baseline Road via traffic mitigation fees.
As an alternative to contributing the project’s fair share, if the above improvements have been
included in the Dry Creek and/or joint City of Roseville/Placer County Capital Improvement Project
list(s), the applicant may satisfy this condition via payment of associated traffic mitigation fees. (MM
9-2b) (DPW / ESD)

78.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust
Road and Baseline Road, Watt Avenue and Baseline Road, and Walerga Road and Baseline Road.
The proposed project shall contribute a fair share payment toward the following improvements:
A) Construct a second through lane on the eastbound and westbound approaches to improve the
intersection of Locust Road and Baseline Road to LOS B (delay 13.0) in the a.m. peak hour and
LOS B (delay 14.7) in the p.m. peak hour.
B) Construct a second through lane on the eastbound and westbound approaches to improve the
intersection of Watt Avenue and Baseline Road to LOS A (V/C 0.60) in the p.m. peak hour.
C) Construct a second through lane on the southbound approach, and a second left turn lane on
the eastbound and westbound approaches, to improve the intersection of Fiddyment Road /
Walerga Road and Baseline Road to LOS B (V/C 0.70) in the p.m. peak hour.
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As an alternative to contributing the project’s fair share, if the above improvements have been
included in the Dry Creek and/or joint City of Roseville/Placer County Capital Improvement Project
list(s), the applicant may satisfy this condition via payment of associated traffic mitigation fees. (MM
9-3a) (DPW / ESD)
79.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, contribute a fair share or widen the intersections of Watt
Avenue and PFE Road, and Walerga Road and PFE Road. The proposed project shall contribute
a fair share or construct the following improvements:
A) Construct a traffic signal, a northbound and southbound left turn lane and a northbound right
turn lane to improve the intersection of Watt Avenue and PFE Road to LOS B (V/C 0.58) in the
a.m. peak hour and LOS A (V/C 0.49) in the p.m. peak hour.
B) Construct a second through lane on both the northbound and southbound approaches, to
improve the intersection of Walerga Road and PFE Road to LOS B (V/C 0.69) in the a.m. peak
hour and LOS D (V/C 0.83) in the p.m. peak hour.
As an alternative to contributing the project’s fair share, if the above improvements have been
included in the Dry Creek and/or joint City of Roseville/Placer County Capital Improvement Project
list(s), the applicant may satisfy this condition via payment of associated traffic mitigation fees. (MM
9-3b) (DPW / ESD)

80.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 to six lanes from Blue
Oaks Boulevard to I-80.
As an alternative to contributing the project’s fair share, if the above improvements have been
included in the Dry Creek and/or joint City of Roseville/Placer County Capital Improvement Project
list(s), the applicant may satisfy this condition via payment of associated traffic mitigation fees. (MM
9-16a) (DPW / ESD)

81.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, contribute a fair share to widen PFE Road to four lanes from
Watt Avenue to Walerga Road. The proposed project shall contribute its fair share toward the
widening of PFE Road to four lanes from Watt Avenue to Walerga Road.
As an alternative to contributing the project’s fair share, if the above improvements have been
included in the Dry Creek and/or joint City of Roseville/Placer County Capital Improvement Project
list(s), the applicant may satisfy this condition via payment of associated traffic mitigation fees. (MM
9-19a) (DPW / ESD)

82.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, contribute a fair share to widening the intersection of Walerga
Road and PFE Road and signalizing the intersection of Cook Riolo Road and PFE Road. The
proposed project shall contribute its fair share toward the following improvements:
A) Construct a third through lane on the northbound and southbound approaches; a second
through lane to the eastbound and westbound approaches; and a second left-turn lane to the
northbound, eastbound, and westbound approaches to improve the intersection of Walerga
Road and PFE Road. With implementation of this mitigation measure, this intersection would
operate at LOS E.
B) Construct a traffic signal and left turn lanes on all approaches to improve the intersection of
Cook-Riolo Road and PFE Road to LOS C in the a.m. peak hour and LOS E in the p.m. peak
hour.
As an alternative to contributing the project’s fair share, if the above improvements have been
included in the Dry Creek and/or joint City of Roseville/Placer County Capital Improvement Project
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list(s), the applicant may satisfy this condition via payment of associated traffic mitigation fees. (MM
9-20a) (DPW / ESD)
83.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval, in accordance with item iii of MM 9-20a, contribute a fair share
payment towards signalizing the intersection of the project’s Mason Trails Road (Formerly “East”
Road) and PFE Road in the amount of $45,650 (Mason Trails) Per Section 3.2.1.4 of the RVSP
Mason Trails DA the developer shall enter into a separate written agreement with Center Unified
School District to address the need and timing of this improvement. The CJUSD agreement shall
be executed prior to recordation of any small lot subdivision map for the property. If needed, and
unless otherwise agreed upon by Developer and CJUSD in the CJUSD agreement and such
different timing is approved by County, Developer shall complete construction of the signalization
project prior to issuance of the 450th building permit in the Eastern Portion of the Specific Plan.
The parties acknowledge County has collected fair share payments totaling Seventy-Five Thousand
Two Hundred Fifteen Dollars and No Cents ($75,215.00) (“Fair Share Payments”) for construction
of the Signalization Project as a condition of improvement plan approval from other owners within
the Plan Area. Upon Developer’s completion of the Signalization Project and County’s acceptance
thereof, County shall, within thirty (30) days of its acceptance of the Signalization Project, pay to
Developer the Fair Share Payments. (DPW / ESD)

PARKS
84.

Multi-Use Trails: The Improvement Plans for the first phase shall provide details of the location and
specifications of all proposed Class 1 trails associated with this Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map
(and HOA-maintained A/B trails) for the review and approval of the DRC and Parks Division. Class 1
trails (to be maintained by the County) shall be installed prior to the County's acceptance of the
subdivision's first phase improvements. The HOA-maintained trails may be constructed in phases
pursuant to the phasing plan. All easements shall be shown on the Improvement Plans and Final Map.
(PLN / PARKS)

85.

The Improvement Plans shall include the construction of the fences, walls and trails contained within
the boundary of that map. All improvements shall comply with the 2015 Riolo Vineyard Specific
Plan, Development Standards and Design Guidelines. All Class 1 trails within the Mason Trails
Subdivision shall be funded and maintained through a CFD or other funding mechanism. The HOAmaintained trails along the paseo and within the Lot F Open Space area shall be funded and
maintained through the HOA. (PARKS)

86.

Per Section 3.10.2 of the Development Agreement, the Developer shall design and install park
improvements for park site 3 consistent with the acreage and facilities requirements as shown on
the Tentative Map and in accordance with the following provisions:
A) Park Site 3: Developer shall submit improvement plans for review and approval by the County
prior to the approval of the improvement plans for the first phase of development, and shall
commence construction of park improvements prior to the issuance of the 77th building permit
for the first phase of development. Park improvements shall be completed no later than 18
months following start of construction of Park Site 3.
B) The Improvement Plans shall include enhanced parallel parking (2-foot additional road section
pavement widening) along the north side of “A” Street (adjacent to the park) to the satisfaction
of Parks Division staff. (PARKS)

87.

Per Section 3.10.2.2 of the Development Agreement, Park improvements constructed by the
Developer for Park Site 3 shall include all utilities and all landscaping and irrigation necessary to
serve the park. When installing road improvements adjacent to a park site, the Developer shall
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construct the necessary frontage Improvements therefor (excluding landscaping and sidewalks,
unless the park is developed at the same time as such frontage Improvements are being installed)
and stub utilities for the park site, subject to direction from the County on the location of such utility
stubs. The costs of the frontage Improvements shall be included as part of the construction of the
adjacent park facility. (PARKS)
88.

Per Section 3.10.3, in its entirety, of the Development Agreement, the Developer shall design and
construct any pedestrian, bike and/or equestrian trail improvements, including signage, to be
included within any portion of the Property and/or adjacent open space (collectively, the “Trail
Improvements”) to be located within any portion of the Property. (PARKS)

89.

Per Section 3.10.3.1.1 of the Development Agreement, the Developer shall design and construct
an 8 foot wide meandering Class 1 PCC trail within Lot Z of the Glen Willow Property, as shown on
the approved Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map. The trail will utilize salvageable portions of the
temporary access road constructed for the Riolo Vineyard lift station to serve as trail base rock to
construct the trail connecting the PFE Road Class 1 trail to Glen Willow Park 3. Developer shall
design and install landscaping in Lot Z to be maintained by HOA in phases pursuant to the phasing
plan unless otherwise proposed by the Developer. The landscape design shall be included in the
landscaping plans submitted for the required Design/Site Review. (PLN / PARKS)

90.

Prior to issuance of any Building Permits, the Developer shall pay the appropriate RVSP
Supplemental County Facilities Fee Component for regional recreational facilities as detailed in the
RVSP Fee Program Nexus Study and as described in Article 15.90, Placer County Code. (PARKS)

91.

Per Section 3.10.2.1 of the Development Agreement, the Developer shall be responsible for all
costs to construct the park improvements for its applicable park sites consistent with the approved
improvement plans therefor and shall not be limited by the cost estimates used in the
Financing Plan for development of the Specific Plan. Developer further acknowledges that County
shall have no obligation to pay any reimbursement in the event of any shortfall between the total
fee credit amount for the parks and recreation facilities fee obligations for the Property and the
actual costs incurred by Developer therefor. (PARKS)

92.

Per Section 3.10.2.3 of the Development Agreement, concurrent with approval of the final map
incorporating each park site, or in conjunction with the triggers outlined in above, whichever comes
first, the Developer shall provide an irrevocable offer of dedication for title to the park site to the
County. Upon satisfactory completion of the park improvements by Developer, County shall accept
the dedication of the improved park site and assume the ownership and maintenance thereof,
provided the cost of such maintenance shall be funded by a Services CFD, or other governance
and funding mechanism which may be formed. In the event sufficient fee generation is not in place
at the time of satisfactory park completion for each park or the CFD is not yet formed, Developer
agrees to provide sufficient gap funding, in a form acceptable to the County, to augment the
available maintenance funding to be provided through the services CFD. The amount of gap
funding shall be calculated as the difference between the Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA)
adjusted park maintenance costs identified in the Finance Plan and the amount of funding to be
generated through the services CFD. A warranty bond for 15% of the construction value of each
park shall remain in effect for a period of one year following satisfactory completion of the park.
Satisfactory completion shall be evidenced by the issuance of a Project Final Acceptance by the
County. (PARKS)

93.

Per Section 3.10.2.4 of the Development Agreement, Prior to recordation of the final small lot map
(first final map if phased), the developer shall pay County $16,103.00 for the Project’s per capita
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share of the actual cost of construction of the existing 16” domestic water trunk line constructed
across the Walerga Road frontage of the Dry Creek Community Park property. This condition may
be waived for any other reason at the discretion of the Director of Public Works. (PARKS)
PUBLIC SERVICES
94.

Prior to Improvement Plan approval and recordation of the Final Subdivision Map(s), provide to the
Development Review Committee "will-serve" or “will-serve requirements” letters from the following
public service providers, as required:
A) PG&E and SMUD
B) Placer County, DPW-EED CSA 28, Zone 173 (The District will not be able to serve the project
until the requirements in the Will Serve Requirements Letter dated October 4, 2019 are met)
C) Cal Am Water
D) Recology
E) AT&T
If such "will serve" letters were obtained as a part of the environmental review process, and are still
valid, no additional verification shall be requested. All requirements included in the project will
serve and will serve requirements letters shall be shown on the Improvement Plans and/or Final
Subdivision Map(s) to the satisfaction of the Engineering and Surveying Division. (ESD / EH)

95.

Prior to the Improvement Plan approval and recordation of the Final Subdivision Map(s), confer with
local postal authorities to determine requirements for locations of cluster mailboxes, if required. The
applicant shall provide a letter to DRC from the postal authorities stating their satisfaction with the
development box locations, or a release from the necessity of providing cluster mailboxes. The
Improvement Plans and Final Subdivision Map(s) shall show easements, concrete bases, or other
mapped provisions that shall be included in the development area and required improvements if
clustering or special locations are specified. If approval of the mailbox locations is not provided by
USPS prior to Improvement Plan approval, a typical mailbox detail will be included on the
Improvement Plans and their location shown on the Record Drawings and USPS approval shall be
provided prior to Project Final Acceptance by the County. (ESD)

96.

Prior to the approval of the Improvement Plans, provide the DRC with proof of notification (in the
form of a written notice or letter) of the proposed project to:
A) Center Unified School District
B) Placer County Sheriff’s Office (ESD)

97.

Prior to Final Map recordation, provide evidence of a pipeline extension (or other connection
requirement) from the domestic water purveyor to the DRC for verification of service for all lots of
the Final Map. This can be included with the project “will serve” or “water availability” letter. (EH)

98.

With the second submittal of Improvement Plans, provide an exhibit for DPW and ESD review and
approval that clearly show all roads/drainage and park/trail features proposed for public
maintenance such as onsite roads, sidewalks, trails, streetlights, and drainage facilities. Show the
facilities proposed to be publicly maintained and those proposed to be privately maintained by the
Homeowners’ Association with color-coded shading. Do not show sewer and water lines on this
exhibit, as those are separately maintained. Easements and access easements may be required
where applicable to allow County maintenance for the features the County agrees to maintain under
a CSA Zone of Benefit or CFD. After this exhibit is approved, all easements shall be shown and
dimensioned as required by ESD on the Improvement Plans and Final Map. (ESD)
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99.

Concurrent with the recordation of the Final Subdivision Map(s) by the Board of Supervisors and in
accordance with MM 14-13a, the applicant/developer shall annex into CFD No. 2017-1, Library
CSA 28 Zone of Benefit No. 225, and Transit CSA 28 Zone of Benefit No. 224. In the event that the
CFD or CSA is dissolved by the Board of Supervisors, or the CFD or CSA is otherwise not able to
function, the Homeowner’s Association shall be responsible for all services previously provided by
the CFD or CSA. The CFD or CSA shall provide the following services consistent with the
Development Agreement:
A) Maintenance and lighting of public roads and streets, public storm drainage system, and
landscaping within public easements as determined and accepted by the County for
maintenance;
B) Maintenance and operation of public trails, public park/recreation facilities and landscaping as
determined and accepted by the County for maintenance;
C) Maintenance of County owned open space;
D) Transit Service to cover the Plan Area, fund the cost of transit services and any related capital
costs for buses, passenger amenities, and facilities; (MM 9-18a/ESD)
E) Emergency services, fire protection and suppression services, including ambulance and
paramedic services;
F) Library Services
G) Any other service provided by the County to the property that may be allowed by law to be
funded through a CFD.

100. As specified in the Development Agreement, should the CFD or CSA have inadequate operating
funding due to a gap in timing between Final Subdivision Map(s) approval and CFD or CSA
assessment collections, the applicant/developer shall be required to pay the difference needed for
maintenance of CFD or CSA facilities until such assessments are available. (ESD / PLN)
101. Prior to Improvement Plan approval, the property shall annex into the County Service Area 28, Zone
of Benefit 173, for sewer service. (EED)
102. Pay connection fees and construct 24-inch-diameter transmission line extensions to the Plan Area
in accordance with Cal-Am standards. Payment of the connection fees is intended to act to offset
future maintenance of the planned water main extensions. Construction of the lines to the
appropriate standards is intended to ensure the transmission mains are in a condition suitable for
operation and maintenance by Cal-Am in the future, provide a reliable resource to the area, and
provide a source of water for adjoining uses not included in the project. (MM 14-1a) (ESD)
103. Since the adjacent Dry Creek has a history of flooding, the gravity collection and transmission
portions of the wastewater system should be located outside of the proposed limits of the 100-year
floodplain or require the use of bolt-down covers on manholes, to avoid co-mingling of wastewater
with Creek flows during periods of flooding. The elevations used for this evaluation should be based
on a site-specific hydrologic evaluation to ensure that the most current floodplain elevation is used.
(MM 14-4b) (ESD / EED)
104. Provide public sewer easements and construct public sewer to the project’s property line to serve
neighboring parcels as directed by the Department of Public Works, Environmental Engineering
Division. (EED)
GENERAL DEDICATIONS / EASEMENTS
105. On the Improvement Plans and Final Subdivision Map(s), provide the following easements /
dedications to the satisfaction of the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) and the DRC:
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A) Dedicate to Placer County one-half of a 64 foot-wide highway easement (Figure 4.2 Section B)
(Ref. Chapter 12, Article 12.08, Placer County Code) where the project fronts PFE Road, as
measured from the centerline of the existing roadway, plan line, or other alignment as approved
by the Transportation Division of DPW. (ESD)
B) Dedicate to Placer County a 52-foot wide highway easement (Figure 4.2 Section D), 40-foot
wide highway easement (Figure 4.2 Section E), and 58-foot wide highway easement (Figure
4.2 Section F) per the criteria described in the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan along on-site
subdivision roadways as shown on the approved Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map. (ESD)
C) Dedicate 12.5 foot multi-purpose easements adjacent to all highway easements. (ESD)
D) Drainage easements as appropriate, including a private drainage easement to the HOA for the
pond within Lot F. (ESD)
E) Fire protection and access easement(s) as required by the servicing fire department. (ESD)
F) An Irrevocable Offer of Dedication (IOD) for easements as required for access to and over postconstruction water quality enhancement facilities (BMPs) including the pond within Lot F. Said
facilities shall be privately maintained until such time as the Board of Supervisors accepts the
offer of dedication. (ESD)
G) Easements as required for installation and maintenance of neighborhood identification/entrance
structures, sound walls, fences and/or gates by the homeowners association. A hold harmless
encroachment permit will be required of the developer during the Improvement Plan process for
construction and maintenance activities within highway easements. (ESD / PLN)
H) Landscape easements as per the criteria described in the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan (Ref.
Section 4.3, Figure 4.2). (PLN)
I) Public utility easements as required by the serving utilities (ESD)
J) Multi-purpose trail easements (PARKS)
K) A note shall be placed on all Final Maps granting Placer Mosquito Abatement District and Vector
Control District access to perform vector control in all common areas including drainage, open
space corridor, and park areas in perpetuity. (EH)
106. Prior to Improvement Plan approval, off-site easements are to be obtained by the applicant in order
to develop the Mason Trails project as proposed. Off-site easements include, but are not limited
to, the following:
A) An offsite highway easement along both sides of PFE Road of sufficient width to include the
required intersection improvements of PFE Road and Mason Trails Street as needed from APN
023-210-010 and APN 023-210-003 (Center Unified School District) and the Glen Willow
property. (ESD)
B) A 58-foot wide highway easement (Figure 4.2 Section F) per the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
along the off-site entry roadway from the access off of PFE to the intersection with K Street
including the full round-about at the intersection. (ESD)
C) An offsite 25 foot minimum Public Utility, Multi-Purpose, Access, and Multi-Purpose Trail
easement over APN 023-221-004 (Lund parcel) as shown on the Tentative Map and to the
satisfaction of the County if the preferred sewer alternative is constructed. (ESD)
D) Private drainage easement to the HOA and an Irrevocable Offer of Dedication (IOD) to the
County for a water quality/drainage easement over the pond on lot APN 023-221-004. (ESD)
E) A minimum 20-foot wide drainage and access easement over the new 48-inch diameter
drainage pipe along the western boundary of the Mariposa project from Durum Way to and
including the drainage pond. (ESD)
F) A multi-purpose trail easement over Glen Willow Lot Z, if not already recorded on a different
map. (PARKS)
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VEGETATION AND OTHER SENSITIVE NATURAL AREAS
107. A revegetation plan, prepared by a licensed landscape architect or similar professional, shall be
submitted and approved by the DRC (and Parks Division if maintenance is provided through a CSA)
which applies to areas of disturbance for the construction of infrastructure improvements.
A conceptual plan shall be submitted to the DRC prior to, or concurrent with, the submittal of
Improvement Plans. The vegetation shall be installed to the satisfaction of the County prior to the
County's acceptance of the subdivision's improvements. To ensure quick re-establishment of native
plants in the disturbed areas, the existing six inches of top soil shall be recycled and reused as the final
six inches of finished grade. All landscaping shall include native, drought-tolerant plant species with a
water-conserving drip irrigation system (if needed) to be installed by the developer prior to acceptance
of the subdivision's improvements. The homeowners' association shall be responsible for the
maintenance of said revegetation and irrigation.
All areas that are disturbed as part of subdivision improvements shall be re-established with
hydroseeding and planting. A vegetation monitoring program report, prepared by a licensed
landscaping architect, shall be submitted annually to the Planning Services Division for a three-year
period. Said report shall define areas that have been disturbed/replanted with a description of the
seeding and/or planting materials, and status of re-established vegetation, including survival rate. Any
corrective actions required are the responsibility of the homeowners' association.
A letter of credit or cash deposit in the amount of 125 percent of the accepted proposal shall be
deposited with the Placer County Planning Services Division to assure performance of the monitoring
program. Evidence of this deposit shall be provided to the satisfaction of the DRC. Violation of any
components of the approved MMIP may result in enforcement activity per Placer County
Environmental Review Ordinance Article 18.28.080. An agreement between the applicant and the
County shall be prepared which meets DRC approval that allows the County use of the deposit to
assure performance of the MMIP in the event the homeowners' association fails to perform. (PLN /
PARKS)
108. Landscaping with native, drought-tolerant plant species shall be provided in Mariposa subdivision
Lots F and G after the open channel in these lots is re-graded to fill slopes supporting the adjacent
Mason Trails subdivision Lots 82, 109, 110 and 141. It is not expected that an irrigation system would
be required. The landscape design shall be included in the landscaping plans submitted for the
required Design/Site Review. As per Section 3.6.2 of the Development Agreement, landscaping is
not allowed to be deferred. All landscaping for Lots F and G shall be maintained by the Mariposa
subdivision HOA. (PLN)
109. In order to mitigate for the loss of native trees that are protected under the Placer County Tree
Preservation Ordinance, the developer shall comply with the Placer County Tree Preservation
Ordinance and protect existing native trees not proposed for removal. (MM 6-13a and b) (PLN)
110. Prior to approval of Improvement/Grading Plans for work within or adjacent to any sensitive areas, the
applicant shall furnish to the DRC, evidence that the California Department of Fish & Wildlife, the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, the National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS), and the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (if applicable) have been notified by certified letter regarding the existence of wetlands,
streams, and/or vernal pools on the property. If permits are required, they shall be obtained and copies
submitted to DRC prior to any clearing, grading, or excavation work. (ESD / PLN)
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111. Include the following standard note on the Improvement Plans: No watering or irrigation of any kind
shall be allowed within the critical root zone of native oak trees within the project boundaries. The
unauthorized disturbance to the critical root zone of a tree to be saved shall be cause for the Planning
Commission to consider revocation of this permit/ approval. (PLN)
112. If project or program activities are proposed during the breeding period of the Swainson’s hawk or
other nesting raptors (March 1 to September 15), a qualified biologist shall conduct pre-construction
surveys within a 0.5-mile radius of the project, not more than two weeks prior to construction.
Surveys shall be conducted using the guideline established in the Recommended Timing and
Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk Nesting Surveys in California’s Central Valley (Swainson’s Hawk
Technical Advisory Committee 2000). If nesting Swainson’s hawks or other raptors are found,
project activities will be delayed within the following buffer distances until the young have fledged:
Swainson’s hawks – 1,300 feet (0.25 mile)
Other raptor species – 500 feet (0.10 mile)
Swainson’s hawk nest sites within 0.5 mile of active construction will be monitored by a qualified
biologist to evaluate whether the construction activities are disturbing nesting hawks. If the nesting
birds appear distressed, the monitor shall halt all construction activities within 0.5 mile of the nest
site and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) will be contacted to identify appropriate
contingency measures. These measures might include limitations on the activities that would be
allowed within 0.5 mile of the nest site or termination of all work within 0.5 mile of the nest site. All
CDFG recommendations shall be complied with. If construction activities occur over more than
one year, surveys will be conducted during each year of construction.
If no active nests are identified during the preconstruction survey or if construction activities are
proposed to occur during the non-breeding season (September 16 through February 28), no
preconstruction surveys or other mitigation measures for Swainson’s hawk or other nesting raptors will
be required. (MM 6-12a) (PLN)
113. The applicant shall install permanent fencing, with each phase of Improvement Plans consistent with
the Riolo Vineyard Design Guidelines, Section 4.7, and as depicted on Figure 4.7, "Walls and Fencing".
All County maintained fencing/walls discussed in said section shall be installed with the subdivision
improvements. Fencing adjoining open space preserve areas shall be designed to allow the safe
passage of migrating deer and similar wildlife while retaining domestic animals. In addition, split-rail
or post-and-cable fencing shall be installed around all protected wetland areas. All fencing shall be
reviewed and approved by the DRC. (PLN)
114. Prior to the approval of Improvement Plans for the subdivision, the applicant shall submit to the County
documentation from the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) that the requirements of the
EIR mitigation measure 6-10a relating to compensation for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging
habitat have been completed consistent with CDFG’s guidelines for Swainsons hawk foraging habitat
impacts for the portion of the subdivision for which grading is being proposed. (MM 6-10a) (PLN)
115. The Applicant shall comply with all Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit requirements prior to
commencing offsite construction. (MM 6-1b) (PLN)
116. Implement Best Management Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction. (MM 6-1c)
(PLN)
117. Design final drainage master plan facilities to ensure that drainage features will avoid impacts to
wetland and other jurisdictional waters. (MM 6-1d) (PLN)
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118. In order to mitigate for the potential loss of special-status plant, conduct focused surveys for specialstatus plant species in suitable habitat in portions of the study area that have not been surveyed. If
present, comply with USFWS or CDFG mitigation requirements, and prepare a detailed
mitigation/conservation plan, as appropriate. (MM 6-3a) (PLN)
119. Prior to Improvement Plan approval, the applicant shall provide evidence the project avoids and
compensates for potential impacts to special-status branchiopods. (MM 6-4a) (PLN)
120. Prior to Improvement Plan approval, the applicant shall provide evidence the project avoids and
compensates for potential impacts to special-status species. (MM 6-6a, 6-8a, 6-9a, 6-11a) (PLN)
121. A minimum 100-foot-wide buffer shall be maintained from the centerline of Dry Creek. No
construction and/or vegetation removal will be permitted within the buffer, except under the
following circumstances: (MM 6-5a) (PLN)
A) Reasonable use of the property would otherwise be denied;
B) The location is necessary to avoid or mitigate hazards to the public;
C) The location is necessary for the repair of roads, bridges, trails or similar infrastructure;
D) The location is necessary for the construction of new roads, bridges, trails, and infrastructure
(including sewer lines) where the County determines there is no feasible alternative and the
project has minimized environmental impacts through project design and infrastructure
placement, as shown on the Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map and Improvement Plans.
122. Four-foot tall, brightly colored (yellow or orange), synthetic mesh material or chain link fencing shall
be installed at the edge of all avoided wetlands and a minimum of 50 feet from the edge of tributaries
to Dry Creek prior to any construction equipment being moved on site or any construction activities
taking place. Fencing shall be continuously maintained and shall be the responsibility of an onsite
compliance officer designated by the developer. Fencing is to remain intact until construction is
complete and may not be removed without the written consent of the County. (MM 6-1c) (PLN)
123. Prior to improvement plan approval, final subdivision map recordation (not including a large-lot final
map that results in no disturbance of any existing natural condition), as well as prior to development
of any off-site infrastructure project associated with the Specific Plan, the applicant shall
compensate for loss of jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands in accordance with Corps
Section 404 Permit Number SPK-2005-01060 issued May 28, 2013 and RWQCB Water Quality
Certification 401 Permit, Waste Discharge and Identification Number (WDID) No. 5A31CR00274,
issued August 29, 2012. (MM 6-1a) (PLN)
124. Prior to improvement plan approval, final subdivision map recordation (not including a large-lot final
map that results in no disturbance of any existing natural condition), as well as prior to development
of any off-site infrastructure project associated with the Specific Plan, the applicant shall avoid
degradation of sensitive aquatic resources due to floodplain excavation through implementing the
following measures. Based on the potential for erosion of sediment into adjacent wetlands and
aquatic habitats on the Dry Creek floodplain, excavation within the floodplain will be restricted to
the dry season (June 1 to October 15). After establishment of finished grades, a native seed mix or
native plants shall be installed throughout the area to establish native plant cover and reduce the
potential for the establishment of invasive and exotic species. Installation of native seed mix or
plants will protect the finished grade from erosion. The establishment of native plants will provide
soil stability and would prevent erosion and therefore, deposition of sediments. (MM 6-16a) (PLN)
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125. In the event the Placer County Conservation Program (PCCP) is adopted prior to submittal of
improvement plans for this project or prior to the project’s own State and federal permits being
obtained for effects associated with listed species and their habitats, waters of the State, and waters
of the U.S., then Mitigation Measures 6-4a, 6-6a, 6-7a, 6-10a, 6-11a, 6-12a, 6-13a, 6-17 a/b, and 618 a/b/c may be replaced with the PCCP’s mitigation fees and conditions on covered activities to
address this resource impact and avoidance and minimization measures as set forth in the PCCP
implementation document to the extent compliance with the PCCP provides equal or greater
mitigation or reduction in the significance of impacts. If PCCP enrollment is chosen and/or required
by the State and federal agencies as mitigation for one or more biological resource area impacts,
then the PCCP avoidance, mitigation, and mitigation measures shall apply only to those species,
habitat types, and waters that are covered by the PCCP. . Advisory comment: future verification of
conformance with the Placer County Conservation Program may require project review and possible
resultant modifications. (PLN)
CULTURAL RESOURCES
126. If any archaeological artifacts, exotic rock (non-native), or unusual amounts of shell or bone are
uncovered during any on-site construction activities, all work must stop immediately in the area and a
Society of Professional Archaeologists (SOPA)-certified archaeologist retained to evaluate the deposit.
The Placer County Planning Services Division and Department of Museums shall also be contacted
for review of the archaeological find(s).
If the discovery consists of human remains, the Placer County Coroner and Native American Heritage
Commission shall also be contacted. Work in the area may only proceed after authorization is granted
by the Placer County Planning Services Division. A note to this effect shall be provided on the
Improvement Plans for the project.
Following a review of the new find and consultation with appropriate experts, if necessary, the authority
to proceed may be accompanied by the addition of development requirements which provide
protection of the site and/or additional mitigation measures necessary to address the unique or
sensitive nature of the site. (MM 7-2a) (PLN)
In the event that paleontological resources are discovered, work in that immediate area shall cease
immediately and a professional paleontologist shall be retained to develop and implement a plan for
managing paleontological resources and periodic monitoring of grading activities. The plan shall
also include provisions for salvaging fossils, as necessary. The plan shall also include the timing
and extent of monitoring needed. A copy of the plan shall be provided to the Placer County Planning
Services Division prior to any grading commencing. (MM 7-3b) (PLN)
FEES
127. New development in the Plan Area shall be subject to the one-time payment of drainage
improvement and flood control fees pursuant to the Dry Creek Watershed Interim Drainage
Improvements Ordinance (Ref. Article 15.32, formerly Chapter 4, Subchapter 20, Placer County
Code). This fee is used to fund installation and maintenance of roadway drainage and stormwater
drainage improvements within the watershed. The actual fees to be paid will be those in effect at
the time the payment occurs and are assessed on the amount of development area. Each developer
will be responsible for submitting the appropriate fee for the specific land development project to
the Placer County ESD. The one-time fee shall be paid prior to issuance of the building permit.
(MM 13-2c, 13-3b) (ESD)
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128. New development in the Plan Area shall be subject to payment of annual drainage improvement
and flood control fess pursuant to the Dry Creek Watershed Interim Drainage Improvements
Ordinance (Ref. Article 15.32, formerly Chapter 4, Subchapter 20, Placer County Code). These
fees are used to fund installation and maintenance of roadway drainage and stormwater drainage
improvements within the watershed. The applicant will be required to form a County Service Area
zone, if one currently does not cover the Plan Area, for collecting the annual special assessment.
The actual fees to be paid will be those in effect at the time the payment occurs and are assessed
on the basis of the new development acreage. The annual fee is a yearly charge and will be included
on a parcel’s property tax bill. (MM 13-2d, 13-3c) (ESD)
129. Prior to issuance of any Building Permits, this project shall be subject to the payment of traffic impact
fees that are in effect in this area (Dry Creek), pursuant to applicable Ordinances and Resolutions.
The applicant is notified that the following traffic mitigation fee(s) shall be required and shall be paid
to Placer County DPWF:
A. County-Wide Traffic Limitation Zone: Article 15.28.010, Placer County Code
B. South Placer Regional Transportation Authority (SPRTA)
C. Placer County/City of Roseville JPA (PC/CR)
The current total combined estimated fee is $4,990. The fees were calculated using the information
supplied. The actual fees paid will be those in effect at the time the payment occurs. (DPW)
130. Prior to issuance of any Building Permits, the current Highway 99/70 and Riego Road Interchange
Fee (as of June 2019) of $336.95 per unit (subject to annual adjustment from the DA Effective Date
by the percentage change in the 20-Cities Average Construction Cost Index in the Engineering
News Record) as required in Section 2.5.4.1 of the Development Agreement shall be paid to Placer
County. (ESD / DPW)
131. Prior to issuance of any Building Permits, Developer shall pay the RVSP Fee as described in the
Development Agreement Section 2.5.5 and as described in Article 15.90, Placer County Code.
(PLN / ESD)
132. The statutory school impact fee shall be paid to help fund new school facilities for students who
would live in the Plan Area. This fee is currently set at $3.79 per square foot of residential
development by state law. (MM 14-12a) (PLN)
133. The developer shall pay for consultant construction inspection services for specialty inspections for
sewer lift stations and as otherwise determined and approved by the County. (EED / ESD)
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
134. Prior to approval of the Improvement Plans, the applicant shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of
Environmental Health Services that the proposed fill material within residential lots is free from
contamination above regulatory action levels established by the Department of Toxic Substance
Control (DTSC). Fill material may be demonstrated to be free from contamination if taken from areas
within the Specific Plan for which previous screening analysis has been performed according to the
Interim Guidance for Sampling Agricultural Fields for School Sites (DTSC, 2002), or through direct
soils testing if taken from areas where previous screening analysis has not been performed. (EH)
135. Prior to Improvement Plans approval, a note shall be placed on Improvement Plans to indicate that if
at any time during the construction of the proposed project, evidence of soil and/or groundwater
contamination with hazardous material is encountered, the applicant shall immediately stop the project
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and contact the EHS Hazardous Materials Section. The project shall remain stopped until there is
resolution of the contamination problem to the satisfaction of EHS and to the Central Valley Regional
Water Quality Control Board. (EH)
136. Site-specific evaluation shall be conducted in accordance with County policy at each identified existing
and former dwelling area to identify surface indications and locations of septic tanks or cesspools prior
to demolition of existing residences. Identified septic tanks or cesspools shall be destroyed according
to Placer County EHS permitted criteria prior to recordation of final subdivision map, or approval of the
Improvement Plan, whichever occurs first, for the affected property. (EH)
137. County to issue building permits only when sufficient treated water supply exists and as allowed by
ordinance except for non-occupancy building permits, such as model homes. Any future wells for
irrigation (AG lots) will require a well permit from the County. (MM) (EH)
138. The construction of water wells for domestic use or irrigation purposes shall be prohibited except
for the construction of irrigation wells, with the required permits, on AG lots.
139. Prior to grading or Improvement Plan approval, all abandoned refuse on the site shall be removed
and disposed of appropriately. Obtain any required demolition permits from the Building Department.
(MM) (EH)
140. During construction temporary storage and use of hazardous substances shall comply with Fire and
EHS regulations and requirements, and spill prevention shall be used. If a spill should occur, it
should be contained and reported to the Placer County EHS Division immediately. Affected soil
should be excavated and disposed of in accordance with County requirements. (MM) (EH)
141. Prior to County approval of the Final Map, complete and certify any remedial action if required by
the DTSC within the project area. Remediation, if required, may include a range of activities,
including restrictions on use, soil excavation, and disposal off-site, or encapsulation in appropriate
areas away from sensitive receptors. (MM) (EH)
142. Each phase of construction within the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan area shall comply with all federal,
State and local laws and regulations pertaining to the use, storage, and transportation of hazardous
materials. (MM) (EH)
143. If existing wells are temporarily used during construction, the well heads shall be protected with
bright-colored bollards on all sides, or other barrier as approved in writing by Environmental Health
Services. The well and bollards shall be shown on the improvement/Grading Plans. The wells shall
be destroyed prior to acceptance of improvements for which the well is being used, unless otherwise
approved by Environmental Health Services. (EH)
144. Each construction project within the Riolo Vineyard specific plan area shall comply with Placer County
EHS requirements for reporting releases of hazardous materials. If a release of hazardous materials
should occur, it will be contained and immediately reported to Placer County EHS. Impacted soil shall
be excavated and disposed as required by the agency with regulatory jurisdiction. (MM) (EH)
145. If Best Management Practices are required by the Engineering and Surveying for control of urban
runoff pollutants, then any hazardous materials collected during the life of the project shall be disposed
of in accordance with all applicable hazardous materials laws and regulations. (EH)
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146. Prior to Final Map approval, a vector control management/maintenance program shall be approved by
the Placer Mosquito Abatement District (PMAD). (MM) (EH)
147. During construction, all grading shall be performed in a manner to prevent the occurrence of
standing water or other areas suitable for breeding of mosquitoes and other disease vectors. Direct
pumping and/or ditching will be used to reduce the amount of standing water or reduce the length
of time water can stand in low areas following rainfall events. The target holding period is 72 hours,
which is consistent with guidelines being developed by the Placer County Mosquito Abatement and
Vector Control District. (MM) (EH)
148. Prior to Final Map approval, provide evidence of a pipeline extension (or other connection requirement)
from the domestic water purveyor to the DRC for verification of service for all lots of the Final Map. In
the event the Final Map precedes construction (pipeline extension) then the Developer can satisfy this
requirement with surety bond as part of the Subdivision Improvement Agreement. (EH)
149. Prior to ground disturbance, any existing wells discovered on-site shall be properly destroyed by a
licensed well driller under permit with Environmental Health. (EH)
150. Prior to ground disturbance, any existing septic systems discovered on-site shall be properly
abandoned under permit with Placer County. (EH)
AIR QUALITY
151. Prior to approval of Grading or Improvement Plans, (whichever occurs first), on project sites greater
than one acre, the applicant shall submit a Construction Emission / Dust Control Plan to the Placer
County APCD. The applicant shall not break ground prior to receiving APCD approval of the
Construction Emission / Dust Control Plan. (MM 10-1a)
152. Prior to approval of Grading or Improvement Plans, whichever occurs first, the applicant shall provide
a written calculation to the Placer County APCD for approval by the District demonstrating that the
heavy-duty (> 50 horsepower) off-road vehicles to be used in the construction project, including
owned, leased and subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project wide fleet-average 20 percent NOx
reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction as required by CARB.
Acceptable options for
reducing emissions may include use of late model engines, low-emission diesel products,
alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after-treatment products, and/or other options as they
become available. The following link shall be used to calculate compliance with this condition and
shall be submitted to the Placer County APCD as described above:http://www.airquality.org/ceqa/
(click on the current “Roadway Construction Emissions Model”). (MM 10-1b) (APCD)
153. Include the following standard notes on the Grading Plan or Improvement Plans:
A) The prime contractor shall submit to the District a comprehensive inventory (i.e. make, model,
year, emission rating) of all the heavy-duty off-road equipment (50 horsepower of greater) that
will be used in aggregate of 40 or more hours for the construction project. If any new equipment
is added after submission of the inventory, the prime contractor shall contact the APCD prior to
the new equipment being utilized. At least three business days prior to the use of subject
heavy-duty off-road equipment, the project representative shall provide the District with the
anticipated construction timeline including start date, name, and phone number of the property
owner, project manager, and on-site foreman. (MM 10-1a)
B) Operational watering trucks shall be on site during grading operations. In addition, dry,
mechanical sweeping is prohibited. Watering of a construction site shall be carried out in
compliance with APCD District 228, Fugitive Dust. (MM10-1a) (APCD)
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C) The prime contractor shall be responsible for keeping adjacent public thoroughfares clean of
silt, dirt, mud, and debris, and shall “wet broom” the streets (or use another method to control
dust as approved by the individual jurisdiction) if silt, dirt, mud or debris is carried over to
adjacent public thoroughfares. (Based on APCD Rule 228 / section 401.5) (APCD)
D) The contractor shall apply water or use other method to control dust impacts offsite.
Construction vehicles leaving the site shall be cleaned to prevent dust, silt, mud, and dirt from
being released or tracked off-site. (Based on APCD Rule 228 / section 401.1, 401.4) (APCD)
E) During construction, traffic speeds on all unpaved surfaces shall be limited to 15 miles per hour
or less. (Based on APCD Rule 228 / section 401.5) (APCD)
F) The prime contractor shall suspend all grading operations when wind speeds (including
instantaneous gusts) are excessive and dust is impacting adjacent properties. (Based on APCD
Rule 228) (APCD)
G) In order to minimize wind driven dust during construction, the contractor shall apply methods
such as surface stabilization, establishment of a vegetative cover, paving, (or use another
method to control dust as approved by the individual jurisdiction). (Based on APCD Rule 228 /
section 402) (APCD)
H) The contractor shall suspend all grading operations when fugitive dust exceeds Placer County
APCD Rule 228 (Fugitive Dust) limitations. The contractor shall be responsible for having an
individual who is CARB-certified to perform Visible Emissions Evaluations (VEE). This individual
shall evaluate compliance with Rule 228 on a weekly basis. It is to be noted that fugitive dust
is not to exceed 40 percent opacity and not go beyond the property boundary at any time. Lime
or other drying agents utilized to dry out wet grading areas shall not exceed Placer County
APCD Rule 228 Fugitive Dust limitations. Operators of vehicles and equipment found to exceed
opacity limits will be notified by APCD and the equipment must be repaired within 72 hours.
(Based on APCD Rule 228) (APCD)
I) Construction equipment exhaust emissions shall not exceed Placer County APCD Rule 202
Visible Emission limitations. Operators of vehicles and equipment found to exceed opacity limits
are to be immediately notified by APCD to cease operations and the equipment must be
repaired within 72 hours. (Based on APCD Rule 202) (APCD)
J) A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere volatile organic compounds (VOC's) caused
by the use or manufacture of Cutback or Emulsified asphalts for paving, road construction or
road maintenance, unless such manufacture or use complies with the provisions of Rule 217.
(Based on APCD Rule 217). (APCD)
K) During construction the contractor shall utilize, to the extent possible, existing power sources
(e.g., power poles) or clean fuel (i.e. gasoline, biodiesel, natural gas) generators rather than
temporary diesel power generators. (APCD)
L) During construction, the contractor shall minimize unnecessary idling time to a maximum of 5
minutes for all diesel powered equipment. (APCD)
M) During construction, no open burning shall be allowed. All removed vegetative material shall
be either chipped on site or taken to an appropriate recycling site, or if a site is not available, a
licensed disposal site. (Based on APCD Rule 310) (MM10-1e) (APCD)
154. Include the following language in the Conditions, Covenants, and Restrictions:
A) Wood burning and/or Pellet appliances are not permitted. Only natural gas or propane fired
fireplace appliances are permitted within residential structures. These appliances shall be clearly
delineated on the Floor Plans submitted in conjunction with the Building Permit application.
(MM10-2c) (APCD)
B) Landscape Plans, submitted for HOA approval, shall include native drought-resistant species
(plants, trees and bushes) in order to reduce the demand for irrigation and gas powered
landscape maintenance equipment, such as the use of groundcovers, rather than lawn to
reduce water consumption, and rather than pavement to reduce heat reflection. Inclusion of
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irrigation systems may include such features as timers, soil moisture-based irrigation controls,
or rain “shut off” valves. (MM10-2a) (APCD)
155. Prior to the issuance of any building permits for residences within this project, the applicant shall
incorporate and implement the following measures or equally effective measures which, at a
minimum, meet the State’s Title 24 energy conservation requirements (as applicable), into the
design of the residences, subject to the review and approval of staff: (MM 10-2a) (APCD)
A) Install low-NOx hot water heaters per PCAPCD Rule 246
B) Encourage landscape maintenance companies to use battery-powered or electric equipment
for non-residential maintenance activities, where feasible.
C) Provide natural gas lines or electrical outlets to all backyards to encourage natural gas or electric
barbecues, as well as electric lawn equipment.
D) Install Class I bicycle lockers along with bike racks in commercial sites.
E) Encourage landscaping with drought-resistant species, and the use of groundcovers rather than
pavement to reduce heat reflection.
F) Include Energy Star efficient appliances, such as dishwashers, refrigerators, and clothes
washers.
G) Include energy-efficient SunCoat max window glazings, which have a solar heat gain of 0.27.
H) Incorporate solar heaters and panels in proposed project residences as feasible.
I) Include high-efficiency water heaters. The external insulation used should have an R-value of
16 and an efficiency value of 0.62.
J) Include high efficiency insulation with the following ratings – Ceilings: R-38, 2 x 6 Walls, 2 x 4
Walls: R-19, and Ducts: R-6.4.
156. Prior to the approval of the Final Map, the developer shall pay to the Placer County Air Pollution
Department the sum of $54,910.00 ($323 per house unit x 170 units) to offset the project’s
contribution of excessive ROG and NOx emissions. (APCD) (MM 10-2d).
MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS
157. No lot shall be further divided unless otherwise approved by the County in a subsequent discretionary
action. (PLN)
158. No lot shall be divided by a tax district boundary. (PLN)
159. All temporary real estate sales uses approved by this action, including temporary sales trailers and/or
model homes, shall expire two years from the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy for said structure.
The applicant may apply for an extension of this permit. (PLN)
160. A model home sales use has been approved as a part of this project. Each model home complexes
shall develop and submit for review and approval by the Development Review Committee a sign
program for on-site and off-site signs, flags and signs. (PLN)
161. Building permits for model homes will be issued per County Code Section 15.04.070D. A model
home shall not be used for offices nor will public foot traffic be allowed through such homes until a
“temporary certificate of occupancy” has been issued by the building services division, and, further,
that before a model home can be used for residence purposes a permanent certificate of occupancy
must be obtained. A temporary certificate of occupancy for the model homes may be issued at the
discretion of the County when, at a minimum, roads serving the building lot have been paved, all
underground utilities are installed to the lot lines, and utility systems have passed all required tests.
(PLN)
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162. The applicant shall, upon written request of the County, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the
County of Placer (County), the County Planning Commission, and its officers, agents, and employees,
from any and all actions, lawsuits, claims, damages, or costs, including attorney’s fees awarded by a
court, arising out of or relating to the processing and/or approval by the County of Placer of that certain
development project known as Riolo Vineyard Mason Trails (the Project). The applicant shall, upon
written request of the County, pay or, at the County's option, reimburse the County for all costs for
preparation of an administrative record required for any such action, including the costs of transcription,
County staff time, and duplication. The County shall retain the right to elect to appear in and defend
any such action on its own behalf regardless of any tender under this provision. This indemnification
obligation is intended to include, but not be limited to, actions brought by third parties to invalidate any
determination made by the County under the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources
Code Section 21000 et seq.) for the Project or any decisions made by the County relating to the
approval of the Project. Upon request of the County, the applicant shall execute an agreement in a
form approved by County Counsel incorporating the provisions of this condition. In the event of a
conflict between this condition and the Development Agreement, the Development Agreement shall
govern. (CC)
163. Prior to approval of any grading and/or Improvement Plans, the applicant shall submit a public
information plan for DRC review and approval as follows: The applicant shall fund and operate a 24hour, 7 days per week public information telephone hotline service (call center) to provide information
on project marketing, construction, and offer a forum to receive and resolve complaints related to
project development issues. Said telephone hotline shall remain operational until the County accepts
all improvements for the project as complete. (PLN)
164. Prior to recordation of the Final Map, the applicant shall submit lighting development standards for
inclusion in the C.C. & R's. The standards shall be reviewed and approved by the DRC and shall
include general lighting standards, street lighting standards, residential standards, prohibited lighting
and exemptions and shall ensure that individual fixtures and lighting systems in the subdivision will be
designed, constructed and installed in a manner that controls glare and light trespass, minimizes
obtrusive light and conserves energy and resources. (PLN)
165. Any entrance structure proposed by the applicant shall be reviewed and approved by the DRC,
shown on the project Improvement Plans, and shall be located such that there is no interference
with driver sight distance as determined by the Engineering and Surveying Division, and shall not
be located within the right-of-way.
A. Except as provided in the RVSP, any entrance monument or structure erected within the front
setback on any lot, within certain zone districts, shall not exceed 3' in height (Ref. Chapter 17,
Article 17.54.030, Placer County Zoning Ordinance). (PLN / ESD)
CONDITIONS, COVENANTS & RESTRICTIONS (CC&Rs)
166. Prior to recordation of the Final Subdivision Map(s), Conditions, Covenants, and Restrictions
(CC&Rs) shall be prepared and submitted for review and approval by the Engineering and
Surveying Division, County Counsel, and other appropriate County Departments. CC&Rs shall be
recorded concurrently with the filing of the Final Subdivision Map and shall contain
provisions/notifications for:
A) The applicants shall create a Homeowners' Association with certain specified duties /
responsibilities including the enforcement of all of the following notifications.
B) A note shall be included that states that: Maintenance of all water quality Best Management
Practices (BMPs) shall be the responsibility of the Homeowner’s Association. Inspection of
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C)
D)

E)
F)
G)

H)

these BMPs shall be conducted at least annually. Maintenance records and proof of inspections
shall be retained on site and shall be available for County review upon request.
A note shall be included that states that: All restrictions not monitored by Placer County shall
be monitored and enforced by the Homeowner’s Association.
A note shall be included that states that: Maintenance of the Landscape Corridor Lots (Lots AD, and Glen Willow Lot Z) and Open Space (Lots F and H), including the storm water
preservation easement (volumetric excavation compensation areas), shall be the responsibility
of the Homeowner’s Association.
A note shall be included that states that: Right of entry by EHS shall be provided for response to
emergencies.
A note shall be included that states that: Animal solid waste shall be handled, stored, and
removed in accordance with the provisions of PCC, Article 8.16.
A note shall be included that states that: The owner or occupant of each residence in this project
shall subscribe to weekly mandatory refuse collection services from the refuse collection franchise
holder. The Homeowners’ Association shall be responsible for refuse collection service to all nonresidential facilities within the project on the same basis.
A note shall be included which states that: None of the provisions required by the Conditions of
Approval shall be altered without the prior written consent of Placer County.

167. Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) in draft form shall be submitted to the Engineering
and Surveying Division for review pursuant to Section 16.28.060 together with an index identifying
the specific CC&R section that corresponds with each applicable condition of approval. The CC&Rs
shall contain provisions to satisfy all applicable conditions of approval imposed on the conditionally
approved vesting tentative map and County Code including the identification of an entity or entities
that will be empowered to levy assessments and perform all the work needed for the upkeep of
subdivision improvements. Where condominium units are approved for creation, the CC&Rs may
designate the property owner as the entity responsible to maintain all improvements required as a
condition of the Vesting Tentative Map until such time that an Association is formed to perform such
maintenance. The CC&Rs shall reference any Annexation to a previously established set of CC&Rs
may satisfy this requirement. The executed and approved CC&Rs shall record concurrently with
the final map and each document shall reference the recording information of the other. (ESD)
NOTIFICATION TO FUTURE BUYERS
168. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to future owners and builders that permanent protective
fencing located alongside Stormwater Preservation Easements (SWPE) shall not be removed or
altered without the express written permission of the homeowners' association and the DRC. (MM)
(PLN)
169. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to all future owners that all outdoor lighting shall be
shielded such that direct rays from the lamp are directed downward and do not cross property lines.
Motion sensor lighting shall be encouraged to minimize night sky light pollution. (MM) (PLN)
170. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to the future owners of affected lots that are located
adjacent to common area lots regarding the provision of an access easement to the homeowners'
association for maintaining fencing around the perimeter of such lots. A minimum 24-hour notification
to affected homeowners shall be provided prior to any work by the homeowners' association. (PLN)
171. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to all future lot owners that minimum setbacks for all
structures shall be as indicated within the Riolo Vineyard Development Standards, Design Guidelines
and Development Notebook. (PLN)
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172. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to all future lot owners of a listing of drought tolerant plant
materials and information regarding drip irrigation systems designed to conserve water. (PLN)
173. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to all future agricultural/residential lot owners of the tree
preservation and maintenance techniques contained in the publication entitled Living Among the Oaks
by the University of California Cooperative Extension. A copy of this publication shall be distributed by
the developer or authorized agent to all new homeowners. Irrigation under the driplines of oak trees
is prohibited, except as otherwise described within this publication. (PLN)
174. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to the future owners that no structures, including solid
fencing over three feet in height, may be installed in front setback areas, including any property
frontages along roadways (unless otherwise allowed under section 17.54.030B1 of the Placer County
Zoning Ordinance). (PLN)
175. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to future owners that the homeowner's association is
required to maintain the noise attenuation berm/wall. (PLN)
176. The owner/applicant shall provide notification to future owners and occupants that the keeping of
horses and other livestock on any lot 2.3 acres or larger within the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan area
is permitted. (PLN)
177. Each new property owner shall be provided with a copy of the Development Notebook page(s)
applicable to the subject lot, including plot plans and all use restrictions.
178. Applicant or homeowners’ association shall distribute printed educational materials highlighting
information regarding the stormwater facilities/BMPs, recommended maintenance, and inspection
requirements, as well as conventional water conservation practices and surface water quality
protection, to future buyers. Copies of this information shall be included in the Development
Notebook. (ESD / EH)
179. The owner / applicant shall provide notification to future lot owners of the potential through road
connections or roadway extensions for streets or easements stubbed to the project boundary.
(ESD)
180. The owner / applicant shall provide notification to future owners of the following:
A) Prior to issuance of any Certificate of Occupancy, the applicant shall submit evidence to the
Planning Services Division demonstrating that the required street shade trees have been
installed with irrigation. Said evidence may include any of the following:
i. A site plan depicting the location, size, species and number of required trees, and irrigation
prepared and signed by a licensed landscape architect with a statement that installation has
occurred.
ii. A photograph(s) depicting the above information that includes the date and shows the
address of the property.
iii. A field verification by a Placer County employee determining the above requirements have
been satisfied. (PLN)
181. The owner / applicant shall provide notification to future owners that inspections of non-County
maintained stormwater facilities/ BMPs shall be conducted by the homeowners’ association at least
annually and maintenance records and proof of inspections shall be retained. (ESD)
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182. Notification to all future lot owners that construction activities are permitted Monday through Friday,
6 AM to 8 PM (during daylight savings), 7 AM to 8 PM (during non-daylight savings), and Saturday,
8 AM to 6 PM only, unless prior approval is received from the Homeowners Association and the
Planning Services Division Director. Quiet activities which do not involve heavy equipment or
machinery may occur at other times. Work occurring within an enclosed building, such as a house
under construction with the roof and siding installed, can occur other times as well. (PLN)
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
183. Prior to recordation of the Final Subdivision Map(s), a Development Notebook shall be submitted for
approval to the Planning Services Division which shall include building envelopes for each lot in the
project, depicting all dimensions, easements, setbacks, height limits, coverage, no access strips and
other restrictions which might affect the construction of structures on said lot. No Building Permits may
be issued for the project until this manual is provided to and accepted by the Development Review
Committee for format and content requirements. (PLN)
184. The development standards for this project are as outlined in the Riolo Vineyard Development
Standards. Where the Riolo Vineyard Development Standards and Design Guidelines are silent, the
Placer County Zoning Ordinance shall apply.
MITIGATION MONITORING
185. A Comprehensive Wetland Mitigation Implementation and Monitoring Plan for the Specific Plan
Area for jurisdictional wetland mitigation shall be submitted to the Planning Services Division for
review and approval prior to the approval of a grading permit for the first phase of the project that
will impact wetlands. (MM 6-1a) (PLN)
186. Mitigation Monitoring Implementation Program (MMIP) (Erosion Control/Water Quality): A MMIP
prepared by a civil engineer or other DRC approved erosion control specialist shall be submitted with
the project's Improvements Plans. The MMIP's shall evaluate the success rate of applicable conditions
contained herein, as determined appropriate by the Engineering and Surveying Division.
An annual monitoring report for a minimum period of five years from the date of installation, prepared
by the above-cited professional, shall be submitted to the DRC for review and approval. Any corrective
action shall be the responsibility of the homeowners' association.
Prior to the approval of the Improvement Plans, a Letter of Credit, Certificate of Deposit, or cash deposit
in the amount of 100 percent of the accepted proposal shall be deposited with the Placer County
Planning Services Division to assure on-going performance of the monitoring program. Evidence of
this deposit shall be provided to the satisfaction of the DRC prior to the approval of Improvement Plans.
For the purposes of administrative and program review by Placer County, an additional 25 percent of
the estimated cost of the Monitoring Program shall be paid to the County, in cash, at the time that the
100 percent deposit is made. With the exception of the 25 percent of the administrative fee, 100 percent
of the estimated costs of implementing the monitoring program shall be returned to the applicant once
the applicant has demonstrated that all five years of monitoring have been completed to the satisfaction
of the DRC. Refunds will only be available at the end of the entire review period.
It is the applicant's responsibility to ensure compliance with the MMIP. Violation of any components of
the approved MMIP may result in enforcement activities per Placer County Environmental Review
Ordinance, Article 18.28.080. If a monitoring report is not submitted for any one year, or combination
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of years, as outlined in these conditions, the county has the option of utilizing these funds and hiring a
consultant to implement the MMIP. Failure to submit annual monitoring reports could also result in
forfeiture of a portion of, or all of, the deposit. An agreement between the applicant and County shall
be prepared which meets DRC approval that allows the County use of this deposit to assure
performance of the MMIP in the event the homeowners' association fails to perform. (PLN)
187. Mitigation for the loss of native trees during construction of the project shall follow the policies and
mitigation guidelines set forth in the Placer County Tree Preservation Ordinance found in
Chapter 12, Article 12.16 of the Placer County Code. See Article 12.16 for details on protection,
replanting and mitigation for removed trees.
The replacement or replanting of trees for mitigation may occur within the open space areas of the
Specific Plan area, with approval of the County. If a suitable area for replacement planting is not
available at the time of construction, Placer County’s Tree Preservation Ordinance allows mitigation
in the form of a contribution to the Tree Preservation Fund. This contribution shall be in an amount
sufficient to offset the costs of purchase, planting, and maintenance of all trees planted for mitigation
as result of the project.
A certified arborist shall prepare a monitoring and management plan for replacement of any trees
replanted within the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan Area. The plan shall address planting techniques,
proposed mitigation sites, monitoring requirements, management recommendations, and
minimization and avoidance measures. All tree plantings shall be monitored annually for seven
years post-planting to ensure that an 80 percent survival rate for the replanted trees is achieved
over a seven-year period. During monitoring, the following information shall be evaluated: average
tree height, percent canopy cover, and percent survival. A native tree mitigation and monitoring
plan shall be submitted that includes a description of irrigation methods that will be used to ensure
that saplings survive the first several years of growth. During the revegetation process, tree survival
shall be maximized by using gopher cages, deer screens, regular maintenance, and replanting as
needed. Monitoring reports shall be submitted to Placer County on an annual basis. (PLN)
188. The Homeowners Association (HOA) for the project area shall be responsible for the ongoing
maintenance and protection of the volumetric compensation areas implemented in accordance with
the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan EIR and Development Agreement. (ESD / PLN)
189. A Mitigation Monitoring Implementation Program (MMIP) for the replacement of jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional wetlands/riparian vegetation which resembles the density and species composition of the
existing wetland area shall be prepared by a qualified wetlands biologist. The MMIP shall implement
a comprehensive wetland mitigation implementation and monitoring plan developed for all onsite and
off-site jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands. The MMIP shall be submitted to the Planning
Services Division in conjunction with the project's Improvement Plans and comply with Article 18.28 of
the Environmental Review Ordinance. Where volumetric compensation areas are proposed in
conjunction with wetlands replacement or enhancement, the monitoring program shall consider
sediment removal and restoration within disturbed areas. Project construction and project monitoring
shall comply with the criteria defined in the Mitigation Monitoring Reporting Plan and the requirements
of the Army Corps of Engineers.
The applicant shall preserve on-site jurisdictional wetlands and create new onsite wetlands to mitigate
for the impacts to onsite and off-site jurisdictional wetlands. On-site wetlands shall be created at a
minimum ratio of 1 acre for every 1 acre of jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands that would be
impacted. The final mitigation ratios, design, implementation and performance monitoring shall comply
with the terms and conditions of the Section 404 permit issued by the Corps and the Section 401 Water
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Quality Certification and Waste Discharge Requirements issued by the Central Valley RWQCB. The
creation/restoration requirements for all onsite wetlands shall be in compliance with the Placer County
General Plan “no net loss” of wetlands policy (Policy 6.B.1).
An annual monitoring report for a minimum period of five years from the date of installation, prepared
by the above-cited professional, shall be submitted to the DRC for review and approval. Any corrective
action shall be the responsibility of the homeowners' association.
Prior to the approval of the Improvement Plans, a Letter of Credit, Certificate of Deposit, or cash deposit
in the amount of 100 percent of the accepted proposal shall be deposited with the Placer County
Planning Services Division to assure on-going performance of the monitoring program. Evidence of
this deposit shall be provided to the satisfaction of the DRC prior to the approval of Improvement Plans.
For the purposes of administrative and program review by Placer County, an additional 25 of the
estimated cost of the Monitoring Program shall be paid to the County, in cash, at the time that the 100
percent deposit is made. With the exception of the 25 percent administrative fee, 100 percent of the
estimated costs of implementing the monitoring program shall be returned to the applicant once the
applicant has demonstrated that all five years of monitoring have been completed to the satisfaction of
the DRC. Refunds will only be available at the end of the entire review period. (MMIP / MM 6-1a)
(PLN)
A Clean Water Act permit shall be acquired prior to any fill activities or discharges within jurisdictional
wetlands. (PLN)
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
190. The project shall comply with the Affordable Housing provisions of the Development Agreement.
EXERCISE OF PERMIT
191. The applicant shall prepare and submit to the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD), a Final
Subdivision Map which is in substantial conformance to the approved Vesting Tentative Subdivision
Map in accordance with Chapter 16 of the Placer County Code; pay all current map check and filing
fees. The expiration of the Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map shall be in accordance with the terms
of the Development Agreement (Articles 1.3 and 4.3.3 of the DA). (ESD / PLN)
192. The project is approved as a phased project. The DRC shall determine when any of the preceding
conditions apply to a given phase of development where such timing is not specified in the condition.
(PLN / ESD)
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RIOLO VINEYARD SPECIFIC PLAN
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM (MMRP)
STANDARD MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM
Placer County has adopted a standard mitigation monitoring program (Section 31.825 of the Placer
County Environmental Review Ordinance) in order to implement Public Resources Code
Section 21081.6. This program requires that mitigation measures recommended for discretionary
projects, such as Riolo Vineyard, be included in the conditions of approval monitored by the County
through a variety of permit processes as listed below.
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

Development Review Committee
Improvements Plan Approval
Improvements Construction Inspection
Encroachment Permit
Final Map Recordation
Acceptance of Project as Complete
Building Permit Approval
Certificate of Occupancy

The issuance of any of the listed permits or County actions, which must be preceded by a verification by
County staff that certain conditions of approval/mitigation measures have been met shall serve as the
required monitoring for those conditions of approval/mitigation measures. The following listing includes
those mitigation measures for the Riolo Vineyard project that will be monitored through County staff
verification of required approvals.

Land Use
4-5a
4-5b
4-6a
4-6b
4-7a
4-7b

Design project elements to buffer the project from adjacent agricultural uses
Notify residential property owners of County’s Right-to-Farm Ordinance
Install a community wall along the south and east sides of the lot where the electrical
substation would be located
Install a split-face style wall along the north and west sides of the lot where the electrical
substation would be located
Implement Mitigation Measure 4-5a (Design project elements to buffer the project from
adjacent agricultural uses)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4-5b (Notify residential property owners of County’s Rightto-Farm Ordinance)

Population, Employment, and Housing
5-3a
5-4a
5-5a
5-6a

Comply with Placer County’s 10 percent requirement for affordable housing on project-level
parcels (Amended December 11, 2012)
Contribute a fair share to compensation/relocation assistance associated with Watt Avenue
improvements
Comply with Placer County’s 10 percent requirement for affordable housing on programlevel parcels
Contribute a fair share to compensation/relocation assistance on program-level parcels, if
required
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Biological Resources
6-1d
6-5b

Design final drainage master plan facilities to ensure that drainage features will avoid impacts
to wetlands and other jurisdictional waters
Implement Mitigation Measure 14-4a (Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have watertight
joints in accordance with Placer County Standards)

Visual Resources
8-2a
8-2b
8-4a
8-4b
8-5a
8-5c:

Implement open space preservation, tree replacement, site landscaping, and project design
measures
Implement construction of Dry Creek Trail, other trails, and vineyards
Implement proposed light and glare mitigation measures
Implement light and glare measures to eliminate all direct uplighting and direct offsite light
trespass
Implement Mitigation Measure 4-6a (Install a community wall along the south and east sides
of the lot where the electrical substation would be located)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4-6b (Install a split-face style wall along the north and west
sides of the lot where the electrical substation would be located)

Transportation and Circulation
9-1a
9-2a
9-2b
9-3a
9-3b
9-8a
9-9a
9-10a
9-10b
9-11a
9-11b
9-16a
9-17a
9-18a
9-19a
9-20a

Prepare and implement a Construction Traffic Management Plan
Pay an in lieu fee and construct Walerga Road frontage improvements from the Dry Creek
Bridge to the Placer County line
Contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road from the Dry Creek Bridge to Baseline Road
Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust Road and Baseline Road, Watt
Avenue and Baseline Road, and Walerga Road and Baseline Road
Contribute a fair share or widen the intersections of Watt Avenue and PFE Road, and
Walerga Road and PFE Road
Contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 from Blue Oaks Boulevard to SR 65
Contribute a fair share to construct an interchange to replace the SR 70/99 and Riego Road
intersection
Implement Mitigation Measure 9-2a: Pay an in lieu fee and construct Walerga Road frontage
improvements from the Dry Creek Bridge to the Placer County line
Implement Mitigation Measure 9-2b: Contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road from
the Dry Creek Bridge to Baseline Road
Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust Road and Baseline Road, and
Walerga Road and Baseline Road
Contribute a fair share or widen the intersections of Watt Avenue and PFE Road, and
Walerga Road and PFE Road
Contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 to six lanes from Blue Oaks Boulevard to I-80
Contribute a fair share to constructing an interchange at the intersection of SR 70/99 with
Riego Road
Create a Community Service Area to cover Transit Service
Contribute a fair share to widen PFE Road to four lanes from Watt Avenue to Walerga Road
Contribute a fair share to widening the intersection of Walerga Road and PFE Road,
signalizing the intersection of Cook Riolo Road and PFE Road, and signalizing the
intersection of “East” Road and PFE Road
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9-27a
9-28a

Implement Mitigation Measure 9-19a (Contribute a fair share to widen PFE Road to four
lanes from Watt Avenue to Walerga Road)
Implement Mitigation Measure 9-20a (Contribute a fair share to widening the intersection of
Walerga Road and PFE Road, signalizing the intersection of Cook Riolo Road and PFE
Road, and signalizing the intersection of “East” Road and PFE Road)

Air Quality
10-2a
10-2b
10-2c
10-2d
10-6a

10-7a

Implement measures to reduce energy consumption
Restrict open burning
Allow only gas-fired fireplace appliances
Implement offsite mitigation programs or pay an in-lieu amount into the Placer County Air
Pollution Control District’s Air Quality Mitigation Program
Implement Mitigation Measures 10-1a (Prepare and implement emission control/dust control
measures); 10-1b (Provide PCAPCD with a list of construction equipment and anticipated
construction timeline); 10-1c (Maintain construction equipment and vehicles); 10-1d
(Minimize idling time for diesel-power equipment); 10-1e (No open burning of removed
vegetation); 10-2a (Implement measures to reduce energy consumption); 10-2b (Restrict open
burning); 10-2c (Allow only gas-fired fireplace appliances); 10-2d (Implement offsite
mitigation programs or pay an in-lieu amount into the Placer County Air Pollution Control
District’s Air Quality Mitigation Program)
Implement Mitigation Measures 10-1c (Maintain construction equipment and vehicles);
10-1d (Minimize idling time for diesel-powered equipment); 10-2a (Implement measures to
reduce energy consumption); 10-2d (Implement offsite mitigation programs or pay an in-lieu
amount into the Placer County Air Pollution Control District’s Air Quality Mitigation
Program); 9-1a: Prepare and implement a Construction Traffic Management Plan; 9-2a: Pay
an in lieu fee and construct Walerga Road frontage improvements from the Dry Creek Bridge
to the Placer County line; 9-2b: Contribute a fair share to widen Walerga Road from the Dry
Creek Bridge to Baseline Road; 9-3a: Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of
Locust Road and Baseline Road, Watt Avenue and Baseline Road, and Walerga Road and
Baseline Road; 9-8a: Contribute a fair share to widen SR 65 from Blue Oaks Boulevard to
SR 65; 9-9a: Contribute a fair share to construct an interchange to replace the SR 70/99 and
Riego Road intersection; 9-11a: Contribute a fair share to widen the intersections of Locust
Road and Baseline Road, and Walerga Road and Baseline Road; 9-16a: Contribute a fair
share to widen SR 65 to six lanes from Blue Oaks Boulevard to I-80; 9-17a: Contribute a fair
share to constructing an interchange at the intersection of SR 70/99 with Riego Road; 9-18a:
Create a Community Service Area to cover Transit Service; 9-19a: Contribute a fair share to
widen PFE Road to four lanes from Watt Avenue to Walerga Road; and 9-20a: Contribute a
fair share to widening the intersection of Walerga Road and PFE Road, signalizing the
intersection of Cook Riolo Road and PFE Road, and signalizing the intersection of “East”
Road and PFE Road

Noise
11-1a
11-2a
11-2b
11-3a

Develop and implement a construction noise abatement program
Construct masonry walls of 6 feet elevation above pad
Conduct noise analyses and measurements according to County standards and requirements
Implement Mitigation Measure 11-2a (Construct masonry walls of 6 feet elevation above
pad)
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11-3b
11-4a

Implement Mitigation Measure 11-2b (Conduct noise analyses and measurements according
to County standards and requirements)
Design shielding of stationary noise sources to prohibit a day-night noise level Ldn above
50 dBA

Soils, Geology, and Seismicity
12-1a
12-3a
12-3b
12-3c
12-5a

Submit Improvement Plans
Identify stockpiling and vehicle staging areas on Improvement Plans
Comply with NPDES requirements for construction
Comply with NPDES Phase II requirements
Prepare a geotechnical report for all elements of proposed development

Hydrology and Water Quality
13-1b
13-2a
13-2b
13-2c
13-2d
13-3a
13-3b
13-3c
13-4a
13-4b
13-4d
13-4e
13-5a
13-5b
13-5c
13-5d
13-5e
13-5f
13-9a

Implement Mitigation Measure 12-3b (Comply with NPDES requirements for construction)
Prepare and submit project-specific drainage report
Evaluate downstream offsite drainage facilities
Submit one-time Dry Creek watershed drainage improvement fee
Submit annual Dry Creek watershed drainage improvement fee
Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2a (Prepare and submit project-specific drainage report)
Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2c (Submit one-time Dry Creek watershed drainage
improvement fee)
Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2d (Submit annual Dry Creek watershed drainage
improvement fee)
Implement Mitigation Measure 12-3c (Comply with NPDES Phase II requirements)
Prepare site-specific BMP plan
Implement Mitigation Measure 14-4a (Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have watertight
joints in accordance with Placer County standards)
Design and construct LID measures that comply with performance measures
Implement Mitigation Measure 13-2a (Prepare and submit project-specific drainage report)
Delineate post-project floodplain boundary
Provide in-kind compensatory storage
Prepare and submit conditional letter of map revision (CLOMR)
Submit Letter of Map Revision (LOMR)
Prohibit grading activities within post-project floodplain
Implement Mitigation Measure 13-4e (Design and construct LID measures that comply with
performance measures)

Public Services and Utilities
14-1a
14-1b
14-3a
14-3b
14-4a
14-4b

14-4c

Pay connection fees and construct 16-inch- and 24-inch-diameter transmission line extensions
to the Plan Area in accordance with PCWA and Cal-Am standards
Issue building permits only when sufficient treated water supply exists
Upsize existing CFD pump station pumps and ancillary equipment
Do not allow sewage conveyance connection from Placer Vineyards to common force main
Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have watertight joints in accordance with Placer County
Standards
Locate the pump station system above the 100-year floodplain and use bolt-down covers for
sewer manholes which are within the 100-year floodplain
Install an emergency generator and fuel storage with adequate spill containment for extended
operation
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14-5a

14-6a
14-12a
14-13a
14-14a
14-14b
14-17a

All new development in the Specific Plan area shall comply with General Plan Policy 4.D.2,
which requires written certification from the service provider that either existing services are
available or needed improvements will be made prior to occupancy to meet wastewater
demands of the Specific Plan
Implement Mitigation Measure 14-4a (Design onsite and offsite pipelines to have watertight
joints in accordance with Placer County standards)
Pay statutory school impact fees
Fund additional fire protection staff to maintain required staffing ratios
Provide funding for additional law enforcement personnel and equipment to serve the Plan
Area
Implement Crime Prevention through Environmental Design in cooperation with the Placer
County Sheriff’s Department
Dedicate parklands for program-level parcels in accordance with County requirements

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
15-2a
15-2d
15-2e
15-4a
15-4b
15-5b
15-6a
15-7a
15-8b
15-9a

Remediate contaminated properties in accordance with applicable regulations
Obtain “No Further Action” letter from DTSC
Implement Mitigation Measure 15-2a (Remediate contaminated properties in accordance with
applicable regulations)
Comply with requirements for filing of emergency response and hazardous materials
storage/containment plans
Comply with underground storage tank and aboveground storage tank regulations of Placer
County EHS and the RWQCB
Grant access to Placer Mosquito Abatement and Vector Control District for vector control
Destroy existing septic systems in accordance with Placer County EHS criteria
Evaluate and abate ACMs in accordance with regulations
Implement Mitigation Measure 15-2a (Remediate contaminated properties in accordance with
applicable regulations)
Destroy existing septic systems in accordance with Placer County EHS criteria on programlevel parcels when these lots receive development entitlements

PROJECT-SPECIFIC MITIGATION REPORTING PLAN
The following mitigation measures for the Riolo Vineyard project will require ongoing monitoring to
ensure implementation of these measures. In compliance with Section 31.840 of the Placer County
Environmental Review Ordinance, the components of the specific reporting plan for this measure are
listed in the attached table.
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A comprehensive wetland mitigation implementation and monitoring plan shall be
developed for the jurisdictional wetland mitigation. The Applicant shall submit the
mitigation plan to Placer County, the Corps, and the RWQCB for review. No
impacts to jurisdictional wetlands would be allowed until the mitigation
implementation and monitoring plan has been approved. The Applicant shall
conduct regular monitoring until the wetland mitigation has met the performance
criteria approved by Placer County, the Corps, and the RWQCB.
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Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance
Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan

Timing of Initial Action
Annually for
5 years, or as
provided for in the
wetland mitigation
implementation
and monitoring
plan

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-1a: Compensate for loss of jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands
in accordance with Corps Section 404 Permit Number SPK-2005-01060
issued May 28, 2013 and RWQCB Water Quality Certification 401 Permit,
Waste Discharge and Identification Number (WDID) No. 5A31CR00274,
issued August 29, 2012.
The Applicant shall preserve onsite jurisdictional wetlands and create new
onsite wetlands to mitigate for impacts to onsite jurisdictional wetlands. Onsite
wetlands will be created at a minimum ratio of 1 acre for every 1 acre of
jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands that would be impacted. The
Applicant has developed a preliminary plan to create wetlands on the Dry
Creek floodplain in the central portion of the onsite study area. Soil would be
excavated on the east and west sides of an existing drainage channel such that
riparian wetlands, seasonal wetland seasonal marsh, and emergent
marsh would be created as needed to compensate for wetland impacts
associated with the proposed project. The banks of the drainage channel
would be excavated to allow water from the drainage to flow into the created
wetlands. Additionally, the existing banks of the drainage running through the
preserved area would be laid back at a flatter slope where possible, and
planted with trees to increase the area of the riparian habitat adjacent to the
drainage. The proposed mitigation would reduce the potential direct and
indirect impacts to wetlands to a level that is less than significant.
The final mitigation ratios, design, implementation, and performance
monitoring shall comply with the terms and conditions of the Section 404
permit issued by the Corps and the Section 401 Water Quality Certification
and Waste Discharge Requirements issued by the Central Valley RWQCB.
The creation/restoration requirements shall be in compliance with the Placer
County General Plan “no net loss” of wetlands policy (Policy 6.B.1).

Biology Resources

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
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Funding
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Revised November 2014

Creation of onsite
wetlands at a
minimum ratio of
1 acre for every
1 acre of impacted
wetlands

Compliance with
Applicant
Section 404 and
Section 401 RWQCB
permit requirements

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

6-1b: Obtain written Corps approval of offsite wetland delineation, and
comply with Section 404 permit requirements of Permit Number SPK2005-01060, issued May 28, 2013, prior to offsite construction.
The Applicant’s delineation of offsite wetlands was submitted to the Corps
for review and verification. A Clean Water Act Section 404 permit was
acquired prior to any fill activities or discharges within jurisdictional
wetlands.
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Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision map
recordation (not including a
large-lot final map that results in
no disturbance of any existing
natural condition), or as a condition of project-level discretionary approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require a
tentative subdivision map, as
well as prior to development of
any off-site infrastructure
project associated with the
Specific Plan

Once prior to any
fill activities or
discharges within
jurisdictional
wetlands

Applicant

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with
Section 404 permit
requirements

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

The following BMPs to avoid impacts to wetlands in the Plan Area shall be
implemented for all construction related to the proposed project:

Four-foot-tall, brightly colored (yellow or orange), synthetic mesh
material or chainlink fencing shall be installed at the edge of all avoided
wetlands and a minimum of 50 feet from the edge of tributaries to Dry
Creek prior to any construction equipment being moved on site or any
construction activities taking place. Fencing shall be continuously
maintained and shall be the responsibility of an onsite compliance
officer designated by the developer. Fencing is to remain intact until
construction is complete and may not be removed without the written
consent of the County.

Ground disturbance associated with construction, including vehicle
operation/parking and construction material storage, shall be prohibited
within wetlands or within 50 feet of the edge of tributaries to Dry Creek.

Where working areas encroach on live or dry streams, lakes, or
wetlands, RWQCB-approved physical barriers adequate to prevent the
flow or discharge of sediment into these systems shall be constructed
and maintained between working areas and streams, lakes and
wetlands. Discharge of sediment into streams shall be held to a
minimum during construction of the barriers. Discharge will be
contained through the use RWQCB-approved measures that will keep
sediment from entering jurisdictional waters beyond the project limits.

Oily or greasy substances originating from the Contractor’s operations
shall not be allowed to enter or be placed where they will later enter a
live or dry stream, pond, or wetland.

Asphalt concrete shall not be allowed to enter a live or dry stream,
pond, or wetland.

All off-road construction equipment shall be cleaned of potential
noxious weed sources (mud, vegetation) before entry into the site and
after entering a potentially infested area before moving on to another
area, to help ensure noxious weeds from outside of the Plan Area are
not introduced into the Plan Area. The contractor shall employ
whatever cleaning methods (typically the use of a high-pressure water
hose) are necessary to ensure that equipment is free of noxious weeds.
Equipment shall be considered free of soil, seeds, and other such
debris when a visual inspection does not disclose such material.
Disassembly of equipment components or specialized inspection tools
is not required. Equipment washing stations shall be placed in areas
that afford easy containment and monitoring and that do not drain into
sensitive (riparian, wetland, etc.) areas.

6-1c: Implement Best Management Practices to avoid wetland impacts
during construction
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Prior to and during any
construction equipment being
moved on site or any
construction activity

Weekly monitoring
during the
remainder of the
construction
activities

Full-time daily
monitoring during
the initial grading
and clearing
phase of
construction, and
during any
construction
activity adjacent to
wetlands

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Wetlands are
protected

Compliance with
Applicant
storm water pollution
prevention plan

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

To further minimize the risk of introducing additional nonnative species
into the area, only native plant species appropriate for the Plan Area
will be used in any erosion control or revegetation seed mix or stock.
No dry-farmed straw will be used, and certified weed-free straw shall be
required where erosion control straw is to be used. In addition, any
hydroseed mulch used for revegetation activities must also be certified
weed-free.
The Applicant will restore and revegetate all temporary construction
disturbance areas. Temporary disturbance areas will be restored to the
original topography and hydrology, disked to relieve compaction, and
planted with an erosion control mix composed only of native species.
The proposed restoration and revegetation measures shall be
summarized in the storm water pollution prevention plan for the project
and submitted to Placer County for approval prior to initiation of
construction activities.

Gibson & Skordal conducted field surveys on the Frisvold property (APN
023-200-057) for special-status plant species on July 14, 2006 (Gibson &
Skordal, 2006b). This report would be peer reviewed at such time as a
tentative map is submitted for this property. Focused surveys for specialstatus plants shall be conducted within portions of the study area not yet
surveyed by the Applicant. Surveys for special-status plant species shall be
timed to coincide with the appropriate period for identification of specialstatus plant species with potential to occur. If any state or federally listed
species are observed and impacts cannot be avoided, the Applicant shall
consult with the USFWS and/or the CDFG to determine appropriate
mitigation, and shall comply with the identified requirements. A detailed
mitigation/conservation plan shall be developed, as necessary. The plan
shall provide for preservation and restoration at ratios that would ensure no
net loss of the affected plant habitat. If special-status plant species are not
found during surveys, no further studies or mitigation will be necessary.

Focused plant surveys were completed for all onsite portions of the Plan
Area owned or controlled by the Applicant. No special-status plants were
found in these areas during focused surveys (Harvey, 2005) or on programlevel parcels. Offsite portions of the study area have not been surveyed for
special-status plant species.

6-3a: Conduct focused surveys for special-status plant species in suitable
habitat in portions of the study area that have not been surveyed. If present,
comply with USFWS or CDFG mitigation requirements, and prepare a
detailed mitigation/conservation plan, as appropriate
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With submittal of tentative
maps for properties that have
not been surveyed, or if
report for property has not
been peer reviewed

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1c

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Annually for
5 years, or as
provided for in the
special-status
plant species
mitigation /
conservation plan

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-2a: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c (Implement Best Management
Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction)





Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

231

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with
USFWS and/or
CDFG requirements

No net loss of
special-status plant
species habitat

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

The location is necessary to avoid or mitigate hazards to the public;

The location is necessary for the repair of roads, bridges, trails, or
similar infrastructure; or

B.

C.
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D.

The location is necessary for the construction of new roads, bridges,
trails, or similar infrastructure where the County determines there is no
feasible alternative and the project has minimized environmental
impacts through project design and infrastructure placement.

Reasonable use of the property would otherwise be denied;

A.

A minimum 100-foot-wide buffer shall be provided from the centerline of Dry
Creek, within which construction and vegetation removal will be excluded, to
minimize degradation of water quality and fish habitat in Dry Creek (General
Plan Policy 6.A.1). The following allowable exceptions A-D listed under
General Plan Policy 6.A.1 apply as appropriate to the construction of the
proposed sewer force main and trail features:

Page 10

Planning
Services
Division

Prior to construction
potentially impacting Dry
Creek

Weekly checks
performed during
the remainder of
construction
activities

Full-time daily
monitoring during
the initial grading
and clearing
phase of
construction

Vernal pool
branchiopod habitat
is protected if vernal
pool branchiopods
are present or
assumed to be
present

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Impacts to Dry Creek Applicant
are avoided

Applicant

Once per
construction work
package

Performance
Criteria

6-5a: Provide 100-foot buffer around Dry Creek during construction

Prior to construction on
parcels containing
appropriate habitat where
protocol-level surveys have
not been conducted

Timing of Initial Action

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

If avoidance of vernal
pool branchiopod
habitat is not
feasible,
compensation is
provided at a ratio of
3 acres for every
1 acre of affected
habitat

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

The presence of listed vernal pool branchiopods shall be assumed on all
parcels containing appropriate habitat where protocol-level surveys have not
been conducted. Compensation described in this mitigation measure shall be
implemented or USFWS-protocol surveys for special-status branchiopods
shall be conducted to determine presence or absence. If vernal pool
branchiopods are present, or if special-status vernal pool branchiopods are
assumed to be present, the habitat shall be avoided to the extent feasible. If
avoidance is not feasible, compensation shall be provided at a ratio of
3 acres for every 1 acre affected (3:1). This ratio will include creation of
1 acre of vernal pool habitat for every 1 acre impacted (1:1) and
preservation of 2 acres of vernal pools for every 1 acre impacted (2:1), as
described in the USFWS programmatic biological opinion issued to the
Corps for small impacts to listed branchiopods (USFWS, 1996). Mitigation
for impacts to listed branchiopods would be implemented according to one
of the following three options, to be determined and completed prior to
impact: (1) participation in a USFWS approved mitigation bank; (2) off-site
mitigation at a non-bank location approved by the USFWS; or
(3) contribution to the USFWS Species Fund. In the event that protocol level
surveys demonstrate the absence of listed vernal pool branchiopods in
these off-site features, mitigation would not be required.

Protocol-level wet and dry season branchiopod surveys were completed in
2004-2005 for all parcels owned or controlled by the Applicant. Neither programlevel parcels nor offsite portions of the Plan Area have been surveyed for specialstatus branchiopod species. No special-status branchiopods were observed in
parcels owned or controlled by the Applicant (Helm, 2006).

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-4a: Avoid and compensate for potential impacts to special-status
branchiopods

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

232

Timing of Initial Action

Prior to construction, a qualified biologist shall survey any affected structures
and trees for evidences of bat roosts (e.g., bat guano). If roosts are found,
they shall be removed in April, September, or October in order to avoid the
hibernation and maternity seasons. Appropriate exclusion methods will be
used, as needed, during habitat removal. If bats must be excluded, the
Applicant shall work with a qualified biologist to determine appropriate
exclusion methods. If bats are found onsite and cannot be avoided, each
Applicant/developer for construction projects within the Plan Area shall work
with a qualified biologist to determine if additional mitigation, such as the
construction of bat boxes, is appropriate. Determination of these additional
measures will depend on the species present and their specific ecological
preferences/requirements. Other steps could include improving other avoided
bat habitat or designing new project elements such as bat-friendly road
crossings. If no active bat roosts are found during focused surveys, no
further mitigation will be required.

6-8a: Avoid potential impacts to special-status bat species
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Applicant

Page 11

Planning
Services
Division

Prior to construction

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1c

Prior to approval of
engineering plans

6-7b: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c: Implement Best Management
Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction

Planning
Services
Division

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1a

Applicant

6-7a: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1a: Compensate for loss of
jurisdictional wetlands in accordance with Corps Section 404 Permit and
RWQCB requirements

If this species is not found on the surveyed property, no further studies or
mitigation is required.

The following measures to avoid impacts to the western pond turtle shall be
implemented:

Construction shall be designed to avoid impacts to perennial streams
and ponds that may be occupied by the western pond turtle, if feasible.

If construction is required in perennial streams and ponds, a focused
survey for the western pond turtle shall be conducted prior to approval
of engineering plans. The survey is required to determine the presence
or absence of this species on the properties surveyed.

If pond turtles are observed on the properties surveyed, the location of
these occurrences shall be mapped. A detailed mitigation and
monitoring plan that provides for no net loss of western pond turtle or
its habitat shall be developed and submitted to the CDFG. The
proposed project will not be authorized to proceed until the Applicant
has submitted a mitigation and monitoring plan to Placer County that
has been approved by the CDFG.

6-6a: Avoid potential impacts to western pond turtle

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1c

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Once per
construction work
package

Weekly checks of
occupied habitat
during the
remainder of
construction
activities

Full-time daily
monitoring of
occupied habitat
during grading
and clearing
activities

One focused
survey for the
species will be
conducted prior to
approval of
engineering plans

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-5c: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c (Implement Best Management
Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction)

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

233

Applicant

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Impacts to specialstatus bat species
are avoided

Compliance with
CDFG requirements

Impacts to the
western pond turtle
are avoided

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

(i)

Acquire Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat credits from a CDFGapproved mitigation bank at the ratios

Preserve 0.5 acre of habitat management land for each acre of
development authorized (0.5:1 ratio) with the entire habitat
management land requirement being met by fee title acquisition or
with a conservation easement, which allows for the active
management of the habitat for prey production.

Preserve 1 acre of habitat management lands for each acre of
development authorized (1:1 ratio). At least 10 percent of the habitat
management land requirements shall be met by fee title acquisition or
a conservation easement allowing for the active management of the
habitat, with the remaining 90 percent of the habitat management
lands protected by a conservation easement on agricultural lands or
other suitable habitats, which provide foraging habitat.
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C.

or,

B.

or,

A.

Projects or related activities within 1 mile of an active nest tree shall
provide mitigation as follows:

CDFG considers loss of foraging habitat within a 10-mile radius of any active
nest as an impact to this species. Implementation of the following measures
would reduce the impact on foraging habitat of this species to a less-thansignificant level.

The CDFG shall be consulted to determine appropriate mitigation for loss of
Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat. The Applicant shall submit to the County
documentation of the mitigation plan for Swainson’s hawks as approved by
CDFG. Mitigation shall include any offsite impacts as determined by the
Applicant and CDFG based upon the final design of the offsite project
components.

6-10a: Compensate for loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat

For construction projects within the Plan Area, preconstruction surveys shall
be implemented no less than 14 days and no more than 30 days prior to the
beginning of ground disturbance and/or construction activities or any project
or program activity likely to impact potential American badger dens. If an
active badger den is found, the CDFG shall be consulted to determine
appropriate avoidance measures. Avoidance measures may include
designation of an exclusion zone around potential badger dens during the
breeding period and hand excavation of dens during the nonbreeding period.
A qualified biologist will be present at the construction site to monitor any
activities within 100 feet of an occupied den.
Applicant

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Page 12

Planning
Services
Division

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Prior to construction,
consultation with the CDFG
will occur

14 to 30 days prior to the
beginning of ground
disturbance and/or
construction activities, or any
project or program activity
likely to impact potential
American badger dens

Timing of Initial Action

Dependent upon
consultation with
CDFG

Weekly monitoring
during the
remainder of the
construction
activities

Full-time daily
monitoring while
any activity is
carried out within
100 feet of an
occupied den

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-9a: Avoid potential impacts to the American badger

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

234

Applicant

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compensation
provided for loss of
Swainson’s hawk
foraging habitat in
accordance with
CDFG requirements

Impacts to American
badgers are avoided

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Projects within 5 miles of an active nest tree but greater than 1 mile
from the nest tree shall provide 0.75 acre of habitat management land
for each acre of urban development authorized or purchase the
equivalent area from a CDFG-approved habitat conservation bank.

Replacement of occupied habitat with occupied habitat: 1.5 times
6.5 acres per pair or single bird (9.75 acres).

Replacement of occupied habitat with habitat contiguous to currently
occupied habitat: 2 times 6.5 acres per pair or single bird (13.0 acres).

(i)

(ii)

If there is not suitable habitat on site, burrowing owl habitat mitigation credits
shall be purchased from a conservation bank approved by the CDFG. Offsite
habitat must provide suitable burrowing owl habitat. Land shall be purchased
and /or placed in a conservation easement in perpetuity and managed to main
suitable habitat. Offsite mitigation shall use the following ratios:

If occupied burrows would be removed as a result of construction and there
is suitable habitat in the Plan Area, onsite passive relocation shall be
implemented. Owls will be excluded from the occupied burrows using oneway doors and allowed to occupy alternate natural or artificial burrows that
are beyond 250 feet from the impact zone and that are within or contiguous
to a minimum of 6.5 acres of potential foraging habitat for each pair of
relocated owls. Relocation of owls should only be implemented during the
nonbreeding season. Onsite preservation of foraging habitat adjacent to any
relocated owls shall be protected in a conservation easement and managed
to promote burrowing owl use of the site. CDFG approval would be required
for the habitat conservation easement.

If construction is proposed during the burrowing owl breeding season
(February 1 through August 31), focused surveys for active burrows shall be
conducted within 30 days prior to the beginning of the construction activities.
Surveys shall be conducted by a qualified biologist. If active nests are
found, no construction activities shall take place within 250 feet of the nest
until the young have fledged. Burrows that cannot be avoided shall be
removed during the nonbreeding season (September 1 to January 31) in
accordance with CDFG protocols (CDFG, 1995). If no active nests are
found during focused surveys, no further mitigation will be required.

6-11a: Avoid potential impacts to breeding burrowing owls
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(iii) Replacement of occupied habitat with suitable unoccupied habitat:
3 times 6.5 acres per pair or single bird (19.5 acres).

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting
Timing of Initial Action

Page 13

Planning
Within 30 days of
Services Division commencing construction

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

30 days prior to
any new
construction
activity for any
activity proposed
during the
burrowing owl
breeding season,
and annually
thereafter so long
as the
construction
activity is still in
progress

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

(iii) Projects within 10 miles of an active nest tree but greater than 5 miles
from an active nest tree shall provide 0.5 acre of habitat management
land for each acre of urban development authorized (0.5:1 ratio) or
purchase the equivalent area from a CDFG-approved habitat
conservation bank.

(ii)

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

235

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Impacts to breeding
burrowing owls are
avoided

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

The replacement or replanting of trees for mitigation may occur within the
open space areas of the Specific Plan area, with approval of the County. If
a suitable area for replacement planting is not available, Placer County’s
Tree Preservation Ordinance allows mitigation in the form of a contribution
to the Tree Preservation Fund. This contribution shall be in an amount
sufficient to offset the costs of purchase, planting, and maintenance of all
trees planted for mitigation as result of the project.

Mitigation for the loss of native trees in the Plan Area shall follow the policies
and mitigation guidelines set forth in The Placer County Tree Preservation
Ordinance found in Chapter 12, Article 12.16 of the Placer County Code.
See Article 12.16 for details on protection, replanting and mitigation for
removed trees.

6-13a: Comply with Placer County Tree Preservation Ordinance

If no active nests are identified during the preconstruction survey or if
construction activities are proposed to occur during the nonbreeding season
(September 16 through February 28), no preconstruction surveys or other
mitigation measures for Swainson’s hawk or other nesting raptors will be
required.

Swainson’s hawk nest sites within 0.5 mile of active construction will be
monitored by a qualified biologist to evaluate whether the construction
activities are disturbing nesting hawks. If the nesting birds appear
distressed, the monitor shall halt all construction activities within 0.5 mile of
the nest site and CDFG will be contacted to identify appropriate contingency
measures. These measures might include limitations on the activities that
would be allowed within 0.5 mile of the nest site or termination of all work
within 0.5 mile of the nest site. All CDFG recommendations shall be
complied with. If construction activities occur over more than 1 year,
surveys will be conducted during each year of construction.
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Applicant

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Page 14

Planning
Services
Division

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Weekly checks
performed while
active
construction is
within 0.5 mile of
any nest site

If nests are
present: full-time
daily monitoring
during the initial
grading and
clearing phase of
construction

Annual
preconstruction
survey will be
completed for the
duration of
construction for
any construction
activities occurring
between March 1
and September 15

Prior to improvement plan
Annually for
approval, final subdivision map 5 years
recordation (not including a
large-lot final map that results in
no disturbance of any existing
natural condition), or as a condition of project-level discretionary approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require a
tentative subdivision map, as
well as prior to development of
any off-site infrastructure
project associated with the
Specific Plan

Within 2 weeks of
commencing construction

Timing of Initial Action

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

If project or program activities occur are proposed during the breeding period
of the Swainson’s hawk or other nesting raptors (March 1 to September 15),
a qualified biologist shall conduct pre-construction surveys within a 0.5-mile
radius of the project, not more than two weeks prior to construction. Surveys
shall be conducted using the guideline established in the Recommended
Timing and Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk Nesting Surveys in California’s
Central Valley (Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee 2000). If
nesting Swainson’s hawks or other raptors are found, project activities will be
delayed within the following buffer distances until the young have fledged:

Swainson’s hawks – 1,300 feet (0.25 mile)

Other raptor species – 500 feet (0.10 mile)

6-12a: Prevent disturbance of nesting raptors

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

236

Applicant

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with the
Placer County Tree
Preservation
Ordinance

Compliance with
CDFG requirements

Impacts to nesting
raptors are avoided;

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

A certified arborist shall prepare a monitoring and management plan for
replacement of the affected trees within the mitigation site or within the
proposed open space within the Plan Area. The plan shall address planting
techniques, proposed mitigation sites, monitoring requirements,
management recommendations, and minimization and avoidance measures.
All tree plantings shall be monitored annually for seven years post-planting
to ensure that an 80 percent survival rate for the replanted trees is achieved
over a seven-year period. During monitoring, the following information shall
be evaluated: average tree height, percent canopy cover, and percent
survival. A native tree mitigation and monitoring plan shall be submitted that
includes a description of irrigation methods that will be used to ensure that
saplings survive the first several years of growth. During the revegetation
process, tree survival shall be maximized by using gopher cages, deer
screens, regular maintenance, and replanting as needed. Monitoring reports
shall be submitted to Placer County on an annual basis.

The Applicant shall retain the services of a certified arborist to conduct a
survey to determine the number and species of all trees that would be
removed by the proposed project within the Doyle Ranch tree mitigation site.
All impacted including trees measuring under 6 inches DBH, that were
planted as mitigation for the Doyle Ranch project that are removed will be
replaced at a ratio of 1.5 trees for every one mitigation tree removed (1.5:1),
with the location subject to County approval. Removal of trees 6 inches or
greater DBH shall be mitigated as required under the Placer County Tree
Preservation Ordinance (Measure 6-13a) and are not subject to this
mitigation measure.

6-14a: Compensation for the removal of trees within the Doyle Ranch
mitigation site

Native trees that are not planned for removal shall be preserved and
protected per the Placer County Tree Preservation Ordinance, particularly
Section 12.16.070, Item “D”.
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Planning
Services
Division

Applicant

Page 15

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan

Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan

Timing of Initial Action

Annually
(including
monitoring and
reporting) for 7
years postplanting

Weekly checks
performed during
the remainder of
construction
activities

Full-time daily
monitoring during
the initial grading
and clearing
phase of
construction

Weekly checks
performed during
the remainder of
construction
activities

Full-time daily
monitoring during
the initial grading
and clearing
phase of
construction

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-13b: Protect existing native trees not proposed for removal

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

237

Applicant

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with the
monitoring and
management plan
and the Placer
County Tree
Preservation
Ordinance

Compliance with the
Placer County Tree
Preservation
Ordinance

Native trees not
proposed for
removal are
protected

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Elderberry shrubs (the host plant for the valley elderberry longhorn beetle)
were not found on parcels owned or controlled by the Applicant. One
elderberry shrub was found outside of the parcels owned or controlled by the
Applicant but within the study area. A focused survey for the host plant of
the valley elderberry longhorn beetle shall be completed on all parcels not
previously surveyed. The survey shall be completed prior to construction by
a qualified biologist. If elderberry shrubs are found when surveys are
completed, locations of these occurrences shall be mapped.

6-17a: Protect existing elderberry shrubs

6-16b: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c (Implement Best Management
Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction)

The Applicant will monitor the performance of this mitigation measure by
reviewing the revegetation within the disturbed floodplain areas every
quarter for 1 year after installation of the plant material in order to document
and identify any problem areas. If areas with unsuitable native plant
coverage are observed, the Applicant will be responsible for the removal and
or installation of additional plant material until such coverage is determined
to be suitable to prevent erosion of sediment into adjacent wetland and
aquatic habitats. No areas should contain more than 50 percent bare
ground following 1 year of plant growth. Monitoring will be extended until all
excavation areas determined to be stable. The Applicant will take all
necessary measures to ensure that these areas would not adversely affect
water quality in Dry Creek or its tributaries within the Plan Area.

The following measures are proposed to reduce potential impacts to
sensitive biological resources associated with excavation of floodplain
basins within the Open Space areas to a less-than-significant level. Based
on the potential for erosion of sediment into adjacent wetlands and aquatic
habitats on the Dry Creek floodplain, excavation within the floodplain will be
restricted to the dry season (June 1 to October 15). After establishment of
finished grades, a native seed mix or native plants shall be installed
throughout the area to establish native plant cover and reduce the potential
for the establishment of invasive and exotic species. Installation of native
seed mix or plants will protect the finished grade from erosion. The
establishment of native plants will provide soil stability and would prevent
erosion and therefore, deposition of sediments.

6-16a: Avoid degradation of sensitive aquatic resources due to floodplain
excavation
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Planning
Services
Division

Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan

Applicant

Page 16

Planning
Services
Division

Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1c

Applicant

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1c

Timing of Initial Action

6-15a: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c (Implement Best Management
Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction)

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1c

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Weekly checks
performed during
the remainder of

Full-time daily
monitoring during
the initial grading
and clearing
phase of
construction

Every quarter for
1 year after
installation of
plant material, or
until all excavation
areas determined
to be stable

Weekly checks
performed during
the remainder of
construction
activities

Full-time daily
monitoring during
the initial grading
and clearing
phase of
construction

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-14b: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c (Implement Best Management
Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction)

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
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Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Impacts to elderberry Applicant
shrubs are avoided
to the extent feasible

All excavation areas
are stabilized

Impacts to wetlands
and aquatic habitats
on the Dry Creek
floodplain are
avoided

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

If elderberry shrubs are transplanted or if transplantation is not feasible, one
of the following measures will be implemented:

Each elderberry stem measuring 1.0 inch or greater in diameter at
ground level that is adversely affected (i.e., transplanted or destroyed)
must be replaced, in the conservation area approved by the USFWS
according to the ratios described in the USFWS conservation guidance
on valley elderberry longhorn beetle (USFWS, 1999). Additional native
plants shall be planted at a minimum ratio of one plant for every stem
1.0 inch in diameter or greater that would be affected. Stock of either
seedlings or cuttings shall be obtained from local sources. Cuttings
may be obtained from the plants to be transplanted if the source sites
are in the vicinity of the USFWS-approved conservation area.
Transplanted shrubs shall be monitored for 10 to 15 years as required
by the USFWS 1999 guidance. A qualified biologist shall supervise all
work involving encroachment, restoration or transplanting of elderberry
shrubs.

Elderberry mitigation credits from a USFWS-approved mitigation bank
equivalent to the ratio shall be specified by the USFWS 1999
conservation guidelines.

In instances where impacts to elderberry shrubs cannot be avoided, the
following measure will be implemented:

All elderberry plants with one or more stems measuring 1.0 inch or
greater in diameter at ground level that cannot be avoided will be
transplanted to a conservation area. A detailed mitigation/conservation
plan that includes long-term strategies to ensure no net loss of valley
elderberry longhorn beetle habitat shall be developed in consultation
with USFWS.
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Applicant

Page 17

Planning
Services
Division

Timing of transplant activities
would occur when the plants
are dormant, (between
November and February 15)

Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan

Timing of Initial Action

6-17b: Compensation for impacts to elderberry shrubs

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan on all parcels not
previously surveyed

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Timing of
monitoring of any
transplanted
stems to be
developed in
consultation with
USFWS.

In the event that
plants are to be
transplanted, a
qualified biologist
must be on-site
for the duration of
transplanting to
ensure that no
unauthorized take
of the valley
elderberry
longhorn beetle
occurs.

construction
activities

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

If elderberry shrubs are identified the shrubs shall be avoided to the extent
feasible. To avoid impacts to the host plant 4-foot tall, brightly colored (yellow
or orange), synthetic mesh material or chain link fencing shall be installed a
minimum of 100 feet from the dripline of avoided shrubs. Fencing shall be
continuously maintained and shall be the responsibility of an onsite
compliance officer designated by the developer. Fencing is to remain intact
until construction is complete and may not be removed without the written
consent of the County.

Mitigation Measure
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Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with
mitigation /
conservation plan
and the USFWS’
”Conservation
Guidelines for the
Valley Elderberry
Longhorn Beetle” 9
July, 1999

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program
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The soils to be covered must not suffer serious compaction;
The covering materials must not be chemically active;
The site must be one in which the natural process of deterioration have
been arrested; and
The site must have been recorded, including the areal extent of
subsurface deposits.

Potentially unique archaeological resources will be capped with soil prior to
construction in the area except in locations in which such capping would be
infeasible due to project design. An acceptable process of “capping”
archaeological resources with soil must include the following elements:

7-1a: Cap resource area with layer of soil prior to construction

Cultural Resources
Applicant

Page 18

Planning
Services
Division

Prior to construction

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1c

6-18c: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1c (Implement Best Management
Practices to avoid wetland impacts during construction)

Prior to development of any
Plan Areas where a wetland
delineation has not been
completed

Timing of Initial Action

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 6-1a

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

6-18b: Implement Mitigation Measure 6-1a (Compensate for loss of
jurisdictional wetlands in accordance with Corps Section 404 permit)

A formal wetland delineation shall be conducted prior to development of any
areas within the Plan Area where a wetland delineation has not been
completed. This includes the following parcels: APN Nos. 023-200-019
(Riar/Singh), 023-200-027 (Roseville Public Cemetery), 023-221-054 (Pulte),
023-221-004 (Lund), and 023-221-007 (Park Arya). (A formal wetland
delineation was conducted on parcel 023-220-053 (Elliott in 2005 (Gibson &
Skordal, 2005). The owners of parcel 023-200-057 (Frisvold) submitted a
jurisdictional wetland delineation report for this parcel in June 2006
(Gibson & Skordal, 2006b). A Clean Water Act Section 404 permit shall be
acquired prior to any fill activities or discharges within jurisdictional wetlands.

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

At least weekly
during
construction

Once per
construction work
package

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

6-18a: Complete formal wetland delineation, obtain Corps approval, and
comply with Section 404 permit requirements prior to development of Plan
Area parcels not owned or controlled by the Applicant

Mitigation Measure
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Applicant

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Potentially unique
archaeological
resources are
protected

Compliance with
Clean Water Act
Section 404 permit
requirements

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

In compliance with CEQA, implementation of this mitigation measure would
entail preparation and adoption of a data recovery plan that makes
provisions for adequately recovering the scientifically consequential
information from and about the resource. The data recovery plan must be
prepared and adopted prior to commencing any excavation activities.

A qualified professional archaeologist shall be retained to conduct data
recovery excavation. This mitigation measure will be implemented as an
alternative to Mitigation Measures 7-1a at cultural resource sites determined
to be eligible for inclusion in either the NRHP or CRHR.

7-1c: Conduct data recovery excavation

Subsurface testing procedures could involve shovel testing, augering, or
other such techniques designed to identify and/or characterize subsurface
archaeological deposits. If a resource is determined to be important under
CEQA (i.e., because it is a unique archaeological resource or an historical
resource), then Mitigation Measure 7-1c must also be implemented.
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Applicant

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Page 19

Planning
Services
Division

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Prior to commencing any
excavation activities within
the 100-year floodplain of Dry
Creek

Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan if Mitigation Measure 71a proves infeasible and
construction is to occur within
100 feet of
known resources

Timing of Initial Action

All activity to
occur prior to
commencing any
excavation
activities

Whenever
construction is to
occur within 100
feet of the
resource, or if
culturally
significant
materials are
inadvertently
exposed during
construction

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

A qualified professional archaeologist shall be retained to conduct subsurface
testing at potentially important known archaeological sites. As it has not
been determined if the known sites within the Specific Plan Area are eligible
for inclusion to either the NRHP or CRHR, subsurface testing (i.e., resource
evaluation) should be initiated for sites when construction is to occur within
100 feet of the resource and where Mitigation Measure 7-1a proves
infeasible. Subsurface testing should also be implemented if culturally
significant materials (i.e., unique archaeological resources or historical
resources) are inadvertently exposed during construction.

7-1b: Conduct subsurface testing

Mitigation Measure
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Applicant

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with
data recovery plan

Important
archaeological
resources are
protected

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 7-1c
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Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 7-1b

During construction

Timing of Initial Action

7-2c: Implement Mitigation Measure 7-1c (Conduct data recovery excavation)

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

7-2b: Implement Mitigation Measure 7-1b (Conduct subsurface testing)

In the event of the discovery of buried archaeological artifacts, exotic rock
(non-native), or unusual amounts of shell or bone, it is recommended that
project activities in the vicinity of the find be immediately stopped and a
qualified professional archaeologist consulted to assess the resource and
provide proper management recommendations. If the find is determined to
be a historical or unique archaeological resource, contingency funding and a
time allotment to allow for implementation of avoidance measures or
appropriate mitigation shall be made available, as provided in
Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines. In addition, the Placer County
Planning Services Division and Department of Museums must also be
contacted. The Native American Heritage Commission and the local Native
American community (including the United Auburn Indian Community of the
Auburn Rancheria) will be consulted as appropriate. If the discovery
includes human remains, the Placer County Coroner must also be
contacted. Work in the area may only proceed after authorization is granted
by the Placer County Planning Services Division. All construction and
improvement plans for subsequent development within the Plan Area
involving ground disturbance shall include these provisions. The
archaeologist shall evaluate any potential effects on any historical resource
or unique archaeological resource, and where such effects would be
significant, shall recommend potential mitigation to the County for its
consideration. The County will assess the feasibility of any proposed
mitigation (e.g., avoidance of the historical resource) and impose the
mitigation where feasible in light of factors such as the nature of the find,
project design, costs, Specific Plan policies and land use assumptions, and
other considerations. If avoidance is unnecessary or infeasible, other
appropriate measures (e.g., data
recovery) shall be instituted. Work may proceed on other parts of the project
site while mitigation for paleontological resources is carried out.

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Submit weekly
reports to the
Planning
Services
Division

At least weekly
during
construction

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

7-2a: Comply with the recommendations of a qualified professional
archaeologist if cultural resources are inadvertently exposed during
construction

Mitigation Measure
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Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Important
Applicant
archaeological
resources are
protected; or
avoidance measures
are implemented; or
mitigation is provided

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan

A professional paleontologist shall be retained to develop and implement a plan
for managing paleontological resources and periodic monitoring of grading
activities for any areas of disturbance within the 100 year floodplain of Dry Creek.
The plan shall also include provisions for salvaging fossils, as necessary. The
plan shall also include the timing and extent of monitoring needed. A copy of the
plan shall be provided to the Placer County Planning Services Division prior to any
grading occurring within the 100 year floodplain of Dry Creek.

7-3a: Retain a qualified professional paleontologist to conduct periodic construction monitoring during grading activities and salvage fossils as necessary
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Applicant

Page 21

Planning
Prior to grading within the
Services Division 100-year floodplain of Dry
Creek

As indicated in the
paleontological
resources
management plan

Applicant

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with
paleontological
resources
management plan

Paleontological
resources are
protected and/or
salvaged

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Assess effects on identified sites;

Consult with the institutional/academic paleontologists conducting
research investigations within the geological formations that are slated
to be impacted;

Obtain comments from the researchers; and

Comply with researchers’ recommendations to address any significant
adverse effects where determined by the County to be feasible.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In order to minimize potential visual quality construction impacts to the
Roseville Cemetery, construction activities in the vicinity of the cemetery shall
be restricted to the shortest feasible period of time. If staging in vicinity of the
cemetery is unavoidable, temporary visual screening will be installed between
the cemetery and staging area.

8-1a: Limit construction activities in the vicinity of the Roseville Cemetery

Visual Resources

In considering any suggested mitigation proposed by the consulting
paleontologist, Placer County Planning Services Division staff shall
determine whether avoidance is necessary and feasible in light of factors
such as the nature of the find, project design, costs, Specific Plan policies
and land use assumptions, and other considerations. If avoidance is
unnecessary or infeasible, other appropriate measures (e.g., data recovery)
shall be instituted. Work may proceed on other parts of the project site
while mitigation for paleontological resources is carried out.

Identify and evaluate paleontological resource by intense field survey
where impacts are considered high;

1.
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Applicant

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting
Timing of Initial Action

Page 22

Planning
Services
Division

Prior to improvement plan
approval, final subdivision
map recordation (not
including a large-lot final map
that results in no disturbance
of any existing natural
condition), or as a condition
of project-level discretionary
approval for non-residential
land uses that do not require
a tentative subdivision map,
as well as prior to
development of any off-site
infrastructure project
associated with the Specific
Plan in the vicinity of the
Roseville Cemetery

Planning
During construction, as
Services Division resources are identified

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

During
construction
activities in the
vicinity of the
Roseville
Cemetery

During
construction, as
resources are
identified

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

7-3b: If paleontological resources are identified at a particular site, the
project manager shall cease operation until a qualified professional can
provide an evaluation

Mitigation Measure
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Proposed
Funding

Applicant

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Visual quality
construction impacts
to the Roseville
Cemetery are
minimized

Important
Applicant
paleontological
resources are
protected; or
avoidance measures
are implemented; or
mitigation is provided

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Under Mitigation Measure 8-3a, oak trees and other large-scale vegetation
compatible with the existing cemetery landscape shall be planted to form a
visual buffer between the cemetery and proposed residences to the east and
south, sufficient to completely screen views of residences from the cemetery
in the long term. In order to provide adequate mitigation in the short term,
large-scale, fast-growing shrubs shall also be planted in the buffer area to
provide screening within a short period of time; this buffer would then be
enhanced over the long term with maturation of oaks and other trees. Newly
planted trees in the buffer area shall be monitored for 5 years. All new
plantings will be irrigated for the first 2 years of growth to ensure successful
establishment. Alternative visual buffer designs would be considered as part
of the design review process for individual projects. Any alternative would
need to achieve the above objectives, which include completely screening
views of surrounding residences, and compatibility with the existing
cemetery landscape. An alternative design may include a masonry wall with
landscaping to soften the effect of the wall.

8-3a: Provide a visual buffer between cemetery and adjacent homes

8-2c: Implement Mitigation Measure 8-1c (Replace/plant native oaks within
roadway rights-of-way and at gateway feature)

Replacement planting with nonnative tree species would compensate for
project-related loss of vegetation in general, but would result in a change of
character from the strong community visual image of existing native oaks. In
order to provide both short-term mitigation for tree loss and long-term
restoration of the existing native-oak image, landscaping in the landscape
corridors along the site boundaries and at gateways/ entrances shall consist
of a combination of fast-growing ornamental orchard species (flowering fruit
trees) to provide short-term mitigation and native oaks to provide long-term
restoration of community character. Native oaks shall be preserved
wherever feasible.

8-1c: Replace/plant native oaks within roadway rights-of-way and at
gateway features

To mitigate the loss of existing screening from road-related construction on
adjacent residences, such screening shall be replaced in kind with
replacement shrub and tree planting and other screening measures
sufficient to provide screening of headlight glare and increased visual
exposure in the shortest feasible time (no more than 3 to 5 years).
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Planning
Services
Division

Applicant
During construction of
landscape corridors

Once project road-related
construction is completed

Timing of Initial Action

Applicant

Page 23

Planning
Services
Division

Coincident with completion of
construction in the vicinity of
the Roseville Cemetery

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 8-1c

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Monitor annually
for 5 years

Monitor annually
for 5 years

Monitor annually
for 5 years

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

8-1b: Replace visual and glare screening of adjacent residences affected
by project road-related construction

Mitigation Measure
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Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

A visual buffer is
Applicant
provided between
the cemetery and
proposed residences
in the short term

Native oaks
Applicant
preserved wherever
feasible; otherwise,
mitigated with
replacement planting

Screening of
adjacent residences
removed during
road-related
construction is
replaced in kind

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

It is to be noted that fugitive dust is not to exceed 40 percent opacity and not
to go beyond the property boundary at any time. If lime or other drying
agents are used to dry out wet grading areas, they shall be controlled so as
not to exceed District Rule 228 fugitive dust limitations.

The Applicant shall suspend all grading operations when fugitive dust
exceeds District Rule 228 fugitive dust limitations. An Applicant
representative, CARB-certified to perform Visible Emissions Evaluations
(VEE), shall routinely evaluate compliance with Rule 228. This requirement
for a VEE is for projects grading 20 or more acres in size regardless in how
many acres are to be disturbed daily.

The Applicant shall have a pre-construction meeting for grading activities
for 20 or more acres to discuss the construction emission/dust control plan
with employees and/or contractors and the District is to be invited.

The Applicant shall submit to the PCAPCD and receive approval of a
Construction Emission/Dust Control Plan prior to groundbreaking. This plan
must address the minimum Administrative Requirements found in
Sections 300 and 400 of District Rule 228, Fugitive Dust
(www.placer.ca.gov/airpollution/ airpolut.htm).

10-1a: Prepare and implement emission control/dust control measures

Air Quality

To minimize adverse impacts of the proposed substation to viewers on
Walerga Road and from adjacent residences, landscaped buffer areas shall
be established between the substation parcel, the roadway, and to adjacent
residences. Buffer areas shall be of sufficient area to allow planting of
screening trees. Trees be planted shall be of sufficient height and density to
provide substantial visual screening of the taller substation components over
the long term, as seen from both Walerga Road and adjacent residences.
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Applicant

SMUD

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Page 24

Placer County
Air Pollution
Control District

Planning
Services
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Prior to construction

Coincident with completion of
construction of substation

Timing of Initial Action

Submit weekly
reports to Placer
County Air
Pollution Control
District

Daily during
grading activities

Monitor annually
for 5 years

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

8-5b: Provide landscaped buffer plantings around substation

Mitigation Measure
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Applicant

SMUD

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Fugitive dust
emissions comply
with District Rule 228

All dust control
measures are
implemented

A visual buffer is
provided around the
substation to screen
it from Walerga
Road and adjacent
residences

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Idling time for all diesel-powered equipment shall be minimized to 5 minutes.

10-1d: Minimize idling time for diesel-powered equipment

Construction equipment and vehicles shall be maintained for each project.
Construction equipment exhaust emissions shall not exceed PCAPCD Rule 202
Visible Emission limitations. Operators of vehicles and equipment found to
exceed opacity limits are to be immediately notified and the equipment must be
repaired within 72 hours. An Applicant/developer representative (CARB-certified
to perform visible emissions evaluations) shall routinely evaluate project related
off-road and heavy-duty on-road equipment emissions for compliance with this
requirement for projects grading more than 20 acres in size regardless of how
many acres are to be disturbed daily.

10-1c: Maintain construction equipment and vehicles

The PCAPCD shall be provided with a list of construction equipment and
anticipated construction timeline for each project. The prime contractor for
each construction project shall submit to the PCAPCD a comprehensive
inventory (i.e., make, model, year, emission rating) of all the heavy-duty offroad equipment (50 horsepower of greater) that will be used an aggregate of
40 or more hours for the construction project. The PCAPCD shall be
provided with the anticipated construction timeline for each project including
start date, and name and phone number of the project manager and onsite
foreman. A plan for each project shall be submitted for approval by the
PCAPCD demonstrating that the heavy-duty (> 50 horsepower) off-road
vehicles to be used in the construction project, including owned, leased and
subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project wide fleet-average 20 percent
NOX reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction compared to the most
recent CARB fleet average. The PCAPCD should be contacted for average
fleet emission data. Acceptable options for reducing emissions may include
use of late model engines, low-emission diesel products, alternative fuels,
engine retrofit technology, after-treatment products, and/or other options as
they become available. During smog season (May through October), the
construction period shall be lengthened so as to minimize the number of
vehicles and equipment operating at the same time. Contractors can access
the Sacramento Metropolitan AQMD’s web site to determine if their off-road
fleet meets the requirements listed in this measure
(http://www.airquality.org/ceqa/Construction_Mitigation_Calculator.xls).
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Applicant

Page 25

Placer County
Air Pollution
Control District

Placer County
Air Pollution
Control District

Placer County
Air Pollution
Control District

Applicant

Applicant

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Submit weekly
reports to Placer
County Air
Pollution Control
District

Weekly during
construction

Submit weekly
reports to Placer
County Air
Pollution Control
District

Upon initiation of construction Weekly during
construction

Submit weekly
reports to Placer
County Air
Pollution Control
District

Upon initiation of construction Weekly during
construction

Prior to construction

Timing of Initial Action

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

10-1b: Provide PCAPCD with a list of construction equipment and
anticipated construction timeline

Mitigation Measure
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Proposed
Funding

Applicant

Applicant

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Idling of all dieselpowered equipment
does not exceed
5 minutes

Compliance with
PCAPCD Rule 202
Visible Emission
Limitations

Compliance with
Applicant
Placer County Air
Pollution Control
District requirements
for heavy-duty offroad equipment

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program
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Daily during
grading, drainage
improvements,
vegetation and
tree removal

Engineering and Prior to approval of
Surveying
improvement plans
Division

Applicant

Maintenance for
1 year after
construction

Weekly during
grading activities

Prior to construction

Timing of Initial Action

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

Placer County
Air Pollution
Control District

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

10-1e: No open burning of removed vegetation
For each project, the contract language shall stipulate that contractors shall
not engage in open burning of removed vegetation. Vegetative material
shall be chipped, delivered to waste to energy facilities [delivered to waste
energy facilities], or disposed at an appropriate disposal site.
Soils, Geology, and Seismicity
12-1b: Comply with the County Grading Ordinance
All proposed grading, drainage improvements, vegetation, and tree removal
shall be shown on the proposed project’s Improvement Plans, and all work
shall conform to provisions of the County Grading Ordinance
(Ref. Article 15.48, Placer County Code) that is in effect at the time of
submittal. No grading, clearing, or tree disturbance shall occur until the
Improvement Plans are approved and all temporary construction fencing has
been installed and inspected by a member of the DRC. All cut/fill slopes
shall be at a maximum of 2:1 (horizontal:vertical) unless a soils report
supports a steeper slope and the ESD concurs with said recommendation.
The Applicant shall revegetate all disturbed areas. Revegetation undertaken from
April 1 to October 1 shall include regular watering to ensure adequate growth. A
winterization plan shall be provided with project Improvement Plans. It will be the
Applicant’s responsibility to ensure proper installation and
maintenance of erosion control/winterization during project construction. Where
soil stockpiling or borrow areas are to remain for more than one construction
season, proper erosion control measures shall be applied as specified in the
Improvement Plans/Grading Plans. Where roadside drainage is off of the
pavement, erosion control shall be provided for to the satisfaction of the ESD.
The Applicant shall submit to the ESD a letter of credit or cash deposit in the
amount of 110 percent of an approved engineer’s estimate for winterization
and permanent erosion control work, prior to Improvement Plan approval, to
guarantee protection against erosion and improper grading practices. Upon
the County’s acceptance of improvements and satisfactory completion of a
one-year maintenance period, unused portions of this deposit will be
refunded to the Applicant or authorized agent.
If at any time during construction a field review by County personnel
indicates a significant deviation from the proposed grading shown on the
Improvement Plans, specifically with regard to slope heights, slope ratios,
erosion control, winterization, tree disturbance, and/or pad elevations and
configurations, the plans shall be reviewed by the DRC/ESD for a
determination of substantial conformance to the project approvals prior to
any further work proceeding. Failure of the DRC/ESD to make a
determination of substantial conformance may serve as grounds for the
revocation/modification of the project approval by the appropriate hearing
body (Placer County Community Development Resource Agency, 2006).
The project’s erosion control plan shall indicate that proper control of siltation,
sedimentation, and other pollutants will be implemented in accordance with
National Pollutant Discharge and Elimination System (NPDES) permit
requirements and County ordinance standards. The plan shall propose best
management practices (BMPs) to reduce erosion and water quality degradation
during construction to the maximum extent practicable.

Mitigation Measure

Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan
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Proposed
Funding

Applicant

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with the
County Grading
Ordinance

Removed vegetation Applicant
is not openly burned

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Timing of Initial Action

Storm drainage from impervious surfaces proposed with the project shall be
collected and routed through specially designed catchbasins, vegetated swales,
vaults, infiltration basins, water quality basins, filters, etc., for entrapment of
sediment, debris, and oils/greases or other identified pollutants, as approved by
the Placer County ESD. The Applicant shall provide for the establishment of
vegetation, where specified, by means of proper irrigation, for effective performance of BMPs. Contractual evidence of a monthly parking lot sweeping and
vacuuming, and catch basin cleaning program shall be provided to ESD upon
request. Failure to do so will be grounds for discretionary permit revocation.
Maintenance of BMP facilities shall be provided by the project owners/permittees
for each future construction project within the Plan Area unless, and until, a
County Service Area is created and said facilities are accepted by the County for
maintenance. Prior to approval of improvement plans, final maps shall show
easements to be created and offered for dedication to the County for maintenance
and access to these facilities in anticipation of possible County maintenance. No
water quality facility construction shall be permitted within any identified wetlands
area, floodplain, or right-of-way, except as authorized by project approvals or
subsequent amendments approved by the County.
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Engineering and Prior to approval of
Surveying
improvement plans
Division

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 12-3d

13-1c: Implement Mitigation Measure 12-3d (Prepare and implement
stormwater pollution prevention plan for construction)

13-4c: Maintain BMPs

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 12-1b

Engineering and Prior to approval of
Surveying
improvement plans
Division

Individual or
Organization
Responsible
for Verifying
Compliance

13-1a: Implement Mitigation Measure 12-1b (Comply with County Grading
Ordinance)

Hydrology and Water Quality

The SWPPP will include development of site-specific structural and
operational BMPs to prevent and control impacts to runoff quality, measures
to be implemented before each storm event, inspection and maintenance of
BMPs, and monitoring of runoff quality by visual and/or analytical means. The
contents of the SWPPP are set forth in detail in the permit application
package. BMPs shall be designed according to the California Stormwater
Quality Association Stormwater Best Management Practice Handbooks for
Construction (or other similar source as approved by the DPW). BMPs for
the proposed project include, but are not limited to, silt fencing (Sediment
Control SE -1), straw bale barriers (Sediment Control SE-9), fiber rolls
(Sediment Control SE-5), storm drain inlet protection (Sediment
Control SE-10), hydraulic mulch (Erosion Control EC-3), and stabilized
construction entrance (Tracking Control TR-1). The SWPPP shall also
include erosion control measures, to be implemented during construction,
that conform to the NPDES, Storm Drain Standards, and local standards.

For all construction activities that will disturb 1 or more acre of land, a
stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) for the construction phase
must be prepared and implemented.

Applicant

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

Weekly during
construction

Daily during
construction

Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

12-3d: Prepare and implement stormwater pollution prevention plan for
construction

Mitigation Measure
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Applicant

Applicant

Proposed
Funding

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with
BMPs for storm
drainage

Compliance with
stormwater pollution
prevention plan

Performance
Criteria

Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program

Prior to initiating construction, all abandoned refuse on the site shall be removed
and disposed of appropriately. Construction contract specifications shall require
that during the course of construction of any individual project within the
boundaries of the Riolo Vineyard Specific Plan, if evidence of soil and/or
groundwater contamination with hazardous material (i.e., soil staining, unusual
odors) is encountered, the Applicant shall stop work and immediately contact the
DTSC and/or RWQCB. If such a condition is identified, then (1) the condition
shall be resolved (i.e., through soil excavation, remediation, covering, or other
method) to the satisfaction of DTSC and/or the RWQCB, and (2) construction
activities shall not commence until the DTSC and/or RWQCB issue a letter of
authorizing such activities.

Partial removal of debris has already occurred on certain parcels (Ramcon,
2004a and 2005b). During future construction, projects within the Riolo
Vineyard specific plan area shall include removal of debris and reporting of
any possible contamination to DTSC in their construction contracts.

15-2b: Remove debris and report possible contamination to DTSC

If a release of hazardous materials should occur, it will be contained and
immediately reported to the County EHS. Impacted soil shall be excavated
and disposed as required by the agency with regulatory jurisdiction.

Each future construction project within the Riolo Vineyard specific plan area
shall comply with Placer County EHS requirements for reporting releases of
hazardous materials.

15-1b: Comply with Placer County EHS requirements regarding releases of
hazardous materials

These requirements include inspection to verify maintenance of a vegetation
break and identification of emergency shutoff valves and switches. If
electrical connections are provided to these facilities, the County will
additionally require permitting through the County Building Department.

Each phase of construction within the Riolo Vineyard specific plan area shall
comply with Placer County EHS and Fire Department requirements for
temporary storage of combustible/flammable liquids at construction sites.

15-1a: Comply with Placer County EHS and Fire Department requirements

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Mitigation Measure 12-3d is described in Section 12.4. Mitigation
Measures 13-4b and 13-4c are described in Section 13.4. Mitigation
Measure 14-3a is described in Section 14.4.
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DTSC

Environmental
Health Division
and Placer
County Fire
Department

Environmental
Health Division
and Placer
County Fire
Department

Prior to construction activities
disturbing sites identified as
potentially contaminated

During construction

During construction

As required by
DTSC

Weekly during
construction

Weekly during
construction

Applicant

October 2008
Revised November 2014

Compliance with
DTSC requirements
for removing debris
and reporting
possible
contamination

Applicant
Compliance with
County requirements
for reporting
releases of
hazardous materials

Applicant
Compliance with
County requirements
for temporary
storage of
combustible/
flammable liquids at
construction sites

Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measures 12-3d and 13-4c. As stated above, Mitigation Measures 13-4b and 14-4a
will be monitored through County staff verification of required approvals.

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

13-8a: Implement Mitigation Measures 12-3d (Prepare and implement
stormwater pollution prevention plan for construction), 13-4b (Prepare sitespecific BMP plan), 13-4c (Maintain BMPs), and 14-4a (Design onsite and
offsite pipelines to have watertight joints in accordance with Placer County
standards if recycled water line is located along Dry Creek)

Mitigation Measure
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The site investigation including sampling shall be conducted by a California
registered environmental professional, performed with oversight from Placer
County Environmental Health Services, in accordance with applicable
permits. As a result of soil investigation, a limited and restricted area of
contamination may be identified and judged suitable for simple removal. If

For each program-level parcel proposed for development, properties not
previously evaluated with a current Phase I ESA may be required to
complete an ESA determined by Environmental Health Services. If past
uses are disclosed that could have resulted in persistent contamination, then
soil sampling shall be conducted within appropriate areas according to
guidelines developed by the DTSC Phase II Environmental Site Assessment
and/or equivalent protocol.

15-8a: Conduct Phase I Environmental Site Assessments on program-level
parcels proposed for development, and comply with Placer County
requirements for remediation, if required

During construction, all grading shall be performed in a manner to prevent
the occurrence of standing water or other areas suitable for breeding of
mosquitoes and other disease vectors. Direct pumping and/or ditching will
be used to reduce to the amount of standing water or reduce the length of
time water can stand in low areas following rainfall events. The target
holding period is 72 hours, which is consistent with guidelines being
developed by the Placer County Mosquito Abatement and Vector Control
District (Scott, 2007).

15-5a: Avoid occurrence of standing water during construction

The Applicant shall ensure that unused wells on the site are closed in
accordance with local and state regulations prior to initiating any construction
activities. A permit for well destruction shall be obtained from the Placer
County EHS and a licensed contractor shall perform the work, as required.
The abandonment of the onsite wells would need to occur prior to
occupancy of development within the project phase containing the well site
in question.

15-3a: Abandon onsite wells in accordance with local and state regulations

A Preliminary Endangerment Assessment (PEA) will be conducted in
accordance with DTSC protocols prior to grading or other earth-moving
activities to address the potentially significant health and environmental risks
associated with the current concentrations of arsenic detected in the soils
assessments conducted for the project site that are above the most recently
developed PRGs. DTSC will evaluate the PEA as part of the Voluntary
Cleanup Agreement and provide additional project-specific requirements.
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Environmental Prior to construction
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DTSC
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Prior to
occupancy

Weekly during
construction
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occupancy
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DTSC

Frequency and
Duration of
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MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

15-2c: Implement Preliminary Endangerment Assessment in accordance
with DTSC protocols
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15-8c: Implement Mitigation Measure 15-2b (Remove debris and report
possible contamination to Placer County EHS)

Any remedial action indicated by a risk assessment shall be completed and
certified. Remediation shall include a DTSC Remedial Action Workplan, or
equivalent, and involve a range of activities, including deed restrictions, soil
excavation and offsite disposal, or encapsulation away from sensitive
receptors in the Specific Plan Area.
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Monitoring as stated above for Mitigation Measure 15-2b

Individual
Responsible
for Monitoring
and/or
Reporting
Frequency and
Duration of
Monitoring

MITIGATION MEASURES REQUIRING ONGOING MONITORING

this is the case, remediation will be required to meet state and County
regulations. If a result of soil investigation, widespread residual
concentrations of chemicals or other contaminants maybe identified at levels
where they individually or in combination meet or exceed U.S. EPA,
California EPA Preliminary Remediation Goals, or equivalent screening
levels, a risk assessment will be required. Risk assessments shall include a
DTSC Preliminary Endangerment Assessment or no further action
determination, or equivalent.
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